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ABSTRACT 

With college and university students leading increasingly cornph lives, the need for 

greater flexibility in counselling service delivery is growing. One highly promising technological 

development is delivery of information and instruction electronically via the Intemet. The 

purpose of this nsearch and development project was to apply this technology to student 

counselling by developing and pilot testing an online mathematics anxiety workshop. 

A three-session "Math Study Skils for the Reluctant" group counselling workshop 

incorporating audio, video, interactive exercises and communication tools, was designed based on 

a successful live version and developed for delivery via the WebCT (Web Course Tools) online 

coune platform. The workshop was delivered initially within a contmlled lab setting with a lab 

monitor present and counsellor support available via e-mail. An evaluation of workshop 

effectiveness, participant use of specific workshop features and reactions to the online format was 

conducted via pdpost Target Cornplaints mtings, online session evduations, online tracking 

records, lab rnonitor observations and semi-stmctured final interviews. 

Eleven female participants attended the workshop at their own pace over an eight-week 

period. Following counselling, substantid reductions were reported in the severity of initial 

cornplaints and personal gains outcomes were sirnilx to those reported from the live workshop 

(e.g., increased math-related confidence). The online format was generdly experienced as easy to 

use with self-paced scheduling noted as the most positive aspect and pnvacy concems, reading on 

the computer and insufficient interaction with others given as negative aspects. Mature. 

independent learners particularly appreciated this delivery method. It was concluded that the 

effectiveness data and student reactions were sufficiently positive to warrant further controlled 

use of the online counselling workshop for students who cequire distance delivery and as a 

resource for counselIois and educators who frequentiy work with math anxious students. 

Recommendations are given for further research relating to the use of onIine counselling 

interventions with student populations. Numerous specfic suggestions are also offered for the 



optimai development and safe delivery of online counselling interventions as a viable option for 

student s e ~ c e s  counseUors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

"For Faster Service, Pieuse Take a Number" 

It's 2: 15, October 3d at the Student Counselling SeMces reception desk. 

Student: 

Receptionist: 

Student: 

Receptionist: 

Student: 

Receptionist: 

Student: 

Receptionist: 

Student: 

Receptionist: 

Hi. l'd like to sign up for the "Math for the Reluctant" workshop - the one on the 
poster outside. 

OK ... (pulling out a flyer) Here it is. This one is very popufar. 

Yu, it sounds perfect for me. (Iaughs) 

Let's see, ... this section isfill ... so's that one. Looks like we'll have to prit your 
name down for one of the workshops n a t  semester, 

Oh .... Thatk when I have to take my math course. 1s there any way I can get 
some help sooner? 

Well, you might be able to see the coiutseLior that teaches if. (flipping through the 
appointment book) It looks like she has a couple of fiee spaces on Wednesday 
mornings at the end of the month. 

I work Wednesdays. .,. Is there anything in the evening? 

No, S O T .  

(sighs) Well, I guess I'll just have to put rny name down and hope 1 get thrortgh it 
al1 right. (writes narne on list and packs up) 

(calIing out as student leaves) You're welcome to check our shelves for books 
that mi& help .... 

In my work as a college counsellor, this scenario was ail too common. Students 

clamoring to get into already over-full or inconveniently scheduled workshops for the most 

typical student needs were frequently turned away disappointed. CounseIlors and receptionists 

were left feeling fnistnted at their inability to do their job: to help students when they needed it 

most. 

Once in the position of counselhg coordinator, 1 began to see that this problem was 

likely to continue and even worsen in the long term as student enrollments increased more 

students with specialized needs were coming to coliege, and funding for counsellors was 

dwindling. Each semester, more students would corne needing expert help with cmer  
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counselling, learning and study skills training, ma-, fonign and disabled student support and 

subject-related concems such as  writer's block and mathematics anxiety. However, with few 

counsellors to draw from, it was becoming increasingly difficult to plan a consistently avûilable 

set of counselling services and to nspond to any other than the most generic student needs. 

The counselling research literanire continues to confm these perceptions: responding to 

similar and projected conditions in counselling centers worldwide (see for example. Berger, 1983; 

Martin, 1996). wnters looking toward the future of the counselling profession have long been 

seeking solutions and calling for change. The conclusion drawn by Lindsay in 1988, for example. 

seerns even more urgent today: "With budget cuts and the increasing ratio of students to 

counselor, it is imperative that counselors explore other avenues to better serve their clients" (p. 

325). 

In the past ten to fifteen years, with new technologies applicable to instruction becoming 

more available and easier to use (George h Carnarata, 1996; Gerler, 1993, counselling 

researchers have increasingly proposed greater use of technology as a partial soIution to the 

current crisis in counselling. Sampson and Krumboltz (199 1) for example, have suggested that 

the use of computer-assisted instruction (CAO is a "rnissing link" in the advancement of 

counselling and that its underutilization is "an important bamer to the effective delivery of 

counselling services in relation to the stated goals of our profession" (p. 395). More recentiy, 

Gerler (1995) has expressed similar concems in relation to school counselling, which he urges is 

"desperately in need of imagination and fonvard thinking that can be aided by the application of 

computer technology" (p. 8). 

One highly promising technologicai developrnent that may be particularly suited to 

students with special service needs, is deiivery of information and instruction electronically via 

the Intemet, the now ubiquitous international network of cornputer networks. Development of its 

subset, the World Wide Web 0, allows universai presentation of multimedia documents 

that can inclnde text, images, animation, sounds andor videos accessible h m  a variety of 



computer types, and multimedia interactive capabilities (e.g., students can fil1 out forms, 

complete and receive feedback from self-assessments, "chat" on-line with other students, print off 

handouts, read or Iisten to stories of other students, even see "slide show" or video presentations 

of lecture material). This technology is now widely accessible with most educational institutions 

connected to the Internet and more coming on each day, many offering online courses and some 

business-related sites offering training, tutonals and workshops completely via the Internet 

(Shotsberger, 1996). Preliminary evaluation of innovative educationai web sites such as "Net- 

Frog" [http://teach.virginiaedu/go/frog], an interactive frog-dissection program, and "Virtual 

Hospital" [http://indy.radiology.uiowa.eduNirtualHospi.ht], which allows medical students 

to diagnose and prescribe treatments for virtual patients, has led to rave reviews from both 

educators and student users. Given the success of Net-Frog, for example, developers Kinzie, 

Larsen, Burch and Boker (1996), have concluded: "While valuable instructional products are 

available for development and distribution via a variety of media, the Internet provides one of the 

most effective delivery medium to date" (p. 59). 

Aithough these new technologies are being researched and adopted for educational and 

business use, as with other forms of CA1 (cornputer-assisted instruction), they are not yet being 

hlly utilized for counselling. in their survey of counselling and counselling-related activities on 

the internet, Sampson, Kolodinsky and Greeno (1997), concluded that while there was evidence 

that counselIing was being conducted, the numbers were "relatively smail" given the number of 

counsellors offering services through more traditional means. They further articulated a wide 

variety of potential counselling applications that could be provided via this new medium, a fact 

that is beginning to be conveyed by career counselling instnrctors to a new genention of future 

counsellors (Hohenshil & DeLorenzo, 1999; Stevens & Lundberg, 1998). Other indicators 

suggest that s d  numbers of counsellors in academic settings are taking first steps into this new 

territory. in a fmt study of college health information systems on the Internet, Brown (1995) 

found beginning use of the WWW by college and university counseliing centers for information- 
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delivery (e-g., virtual "pamphlets") and general advice for cornmon student questions (e-g., "As k 

Uncle W, Comell University's electronic QU service). Today, this use continues, but while 

many more student counselling centers have a "storefront" web page from which they can provide 

students with campus counselling information and links to a growing number of career and 

health-related Intemet resources, they stiII have little to offer in t e m  of online student support 

service. 

Given the enthusiastic endorsement of Intemet technology by educators and growing 

interest from counselloa, 1 began to envision the possibility of a new scenario taking place at our 

counselling services reception desk: 

Student: Is there any way I can get some help sooner? 

Receptionist: Yes, we also have on-going Intemet-based workshops. You can go through the 
introduction today, then sign up with the counsellor and stan next week Woltld 
yati like to have a look? 

But would such a workshop be used and evaluated as beneficial by student clients? 

It seems likely that in addition to the current need for mon flexible service delivery for 

on campus and special needs students, as the online course offenngs of universities expand. the 

demand for online student support will increase. Could we offer such services effectively online? 

S tudy Purpose 

The purpose of this project then was to develop and pilot-test an online version of a 

student counselling workshop for a cornmon student problem: mathematics anxiety. here broadly 

defuied as dificulty coping in math leaming situations. In particular, the study was intended to 

meet the following objectives: 

- to develop an online version of a mathematics anxiety workshop; 

- to examine student use of the workshop and specific workshop features (setf-assessrnent 

instruments, access to the counselior through eIectronic rnessaging, bulletin board showing 

others' responses to discussion questions, within-session and homework exercises); 



- to collect and anaiyze student reactions to the online workshop (evaiuate ease-of-use, 

enjoyment) and evidence regarding its effectiveness (helphilness, promotion of change); 

- and to explore user preferences and suggestions re: specific design features within the 

workshop (instructional options: use of audio, video, text, interactive exercises; and 

communication options: modes of access to counsellor and other workshop participants). 

The reseanih and practice context for this project and research study will be discusxd in 

Chapter 2. followed by a presentation of the methods used for the development and evaluation of 

the online workshop in Chapter 3. Chapten 4 and 5 will present the nsults and analysis of the 

evaluation study dong with a discussion of the implications of the findings for the Funhrr 

development and practice of online student support intervention. 



In order to provide an overview of the technological and research context for the current 

project, in this chapter, first the ongins and development of cornputer use for counselling and 

psychotherapy will be brietly reviewed, followed by a discussion of the growing phenornenon of 

online psychological and support services1. Second, current opinion and findings regarding the 

use and effectiveness of these and related online service efforts will be described along with 

available information regarding user satisfaction. Finally, in order to provide a background for 

the counselling issue addressed in the online workshop and outcome evaluations from the study, 

previous research regarding the problem of mathematics anxiety and common treatment 

interventions for math anxious post-secondary students will be presented. 

Cornputer-Assisted Counselling 

"Harnessing this technology for human development 
remains a challenge." ( Reardon et ai., 1 984) 

S c o ~ e  and Deveio~ment 

A historical view of the gradua1 infusion of advanced technology into psychology and the 

helping professions reveals an ongoing pattern of tension between enthusiasm for potential 

usefuhess and concern over potential misuse. Pioneering theorists and practitioners have been 

encouraged in the use of technology by the thought of greater efficiency and improved delivery 

of services to more clients, for example through the application of telecornrnunications (e.g., 

Roach, Reardon, Alexander, & Cloudrnan, 1983), audiovisuai media (e.g., Baron & Hutchinson, 

1984) and developing computer technologies (e.g., Sarnpson, Kolodinsky & Greeno, 1997). 

However, according to Ibrahim (f98S), the use of technology for psychologicd purposes has 

historically been "questionable," bringing to mind: 

1 This review has been updated since the completion of the oniine workshop deveIopment phase of this 
project. At the tirne of initial design and devdopment (I997B) much l es  had been reported in this area 
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the misuse of psychological tests, ethical violations in the use of 
electroconvulsive therapy, . . . psychologists and counseIors on television and 
radio providing the '* 1-minute intervention" or advice, the use of videotapes and 
audiotapes without regard to client protection, and research on such data without 
consultation with the client (p. 134). 

It is against this expenentiai backdmp that psychologists and counsellors have entered the 

computer age. In 1984, Ekstrom and Johnson, CO-editors of a special issue on computers in 

counselling for the Journal of Counseling and Development, asserted: "Computers are a topic 

that counselors can no longer ignore" (p. 132). Indeed, according to ibrahim ( 198S), of the current 

advanced technologies used for counselling - computers, advanced telecommunications and 

interactive videodiscs - computers have had the major impact. 

The emergence of less expensive, more powerful, and more "user friendly" computers 

within the information technology revolution h a  led to the expanding use of computer 

technology into psychologicai practice (Barak, 1999; Sampson & Pyle, 1983). Walz ( 1984) has 

suggested that computer applications and use may fa11 under two broad headings: 1) computer- 

managed counselling (CMC) which "assists counselors with the clericai and administrative tasks 

associated with their work," such as record-keeping, scheduling, word processing, etc. and 2) 

computer-assisted counselling (CAC), an "interactive counseling technique in which the 

computer is used to present information, elicit and monitor responses, and select and present 

additional information in accordance with individual client needs" (p. 136). Reardon, 

Shahnasarian, Maddox and Sampson (1984) have also referred to CMC as "indirect use" 

applications and CAC as "direct use." 

The greater employment of CAC in counselling, testing and guidance, came about as a 

result of the reaiization that computers couid handle the repetitive or highly stnictured tasks such 

as information delivery and test administration more effectively than practitionen (Sampson & 

Pyle, 1983). Cornputer applications could offer increased objectivity (e.g., for educational 

decision-making), ready availabiiity of information and the capacity to store and accurately 

deliver large arnounts of information (e-g., for career information, testing and skili-building 



exercises such as decision-making) (WaIz, 1984). According to Sampson and Pyle (1983), by the 

1980s. the most developed dinct use of computea with clients was for career counselling. At 

that tirne, approumately 25 computer-assisted guidance systems were available to facilitate 

career decision-making. The most elaborate systems guided clients through assessing values. 

skills and interests, provided instruction in decision-making and provided career information. 

Other areas of direct computer use with clients adopted in the 1980s were computer- 

assisted testing and assessment, cornputer-assisted academic counselling and computer-assisted 

persona1 counselling (Sarnpson & Pyle, 1983). Cornputer-assisted testing allowed administration, 

scoring and genedized interpretation of test results in one computer session. Cornputer-assisted 

academic counselling programs were used under the direction of a student support counsellor or 

leaming skills instructor to assist clients in developing motivation and study skills and in gaining 

control over behaviors that hindered academic performance such as test anxiety and 

procrastination. A representative example is the C M  (computer-assisted instruction) study skills 

program developed by Gadzella ( 1982). This consisted of 1 3 , 3 5 4  minute text-based linear 

modules designed to help students learn facts regarding effective study skills and how to develop 

them. Cornputer-assisted personal counselling systems were also available, mostly on an 

experimentai basis as "self-help" software, to assist clients in resolving personal problems with 

or without a counsellor. According to Wagrnan (1984), the first of these were developed as 

expenments in artificial intelligence. The rnost famous is the DOCTOR simulated thenpist 

application of the generic human conversation mimicking program ELIZA, created by computer 

scientist Joseph Weisenbaurn in 1965. DOCTOR mimicked the reflection of feelings used in 

client-centered therapy by delivering a nodirective pre-programmed response that incorpontes 

the client's previous typed statement (e-g., CLIENT: "Sm depressed." DOCTOR: 1 AM SORRY 

TO HEAR YOU ARE DEPRESSED).' Other personal counselling systems have ken  developed 

A demorsstration version of ELlZA as DOCTOR is avdable a t  h~~/www--ai.ijs.sileii~elhhtrnI 
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to simulate cognitive behavioral therapy for treatment of depression and cognitive problem- 

solving counselling for resolving personal dilemmas (Wagman, 1984). These systems such as 

Wagrnan's PLAT0 Dilemma Counseling System, genenlly instruct the client by explaining and 

teaching the steps of the therapy method to be used (e.g., dilemma resolution), reviewing and 

testing on this content (via multiple choice answers) then guiding the client to practice the steps 

(e.g., generating a variety of solutions) and to apply hem to theû own situation (e.g., evaluating 

solutions and selecting the best option). 

Findly, in the Iater 1980s and through the 1990s, computer-assisted self-help software 

prograrns were developed to address the assessment and treatment of a wide variety of specific 

client issues (e.g., stress management, assertiveness training, self esteem, overcoming depression, 

dealing with suicide) and often featured computer-assisted instruction. Like the study skills 

program described above, CA1 systerns generally teach concepts and examples via tutorials, 

measure leaming, present feedback and may include simulations to ailow application of new 

skills to real life situations (Sampson & Krumboltz, 199 1). In a more ment  review of self-help 

software available for clinicai psychology, Cutter (1996) concluded chat "the evolution of 

psychological software is both fast and arcane." His search of the Social Science Software 

information Bank (SIByl) [http://www.gamma.rug.nVsibyl.hrnil] yielded 82 items. Some 

representative items listed today include the Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire, 

SPiDER Phobia ControI (user controlled presentation of images from a cartoon to a "big hairy 

spider"; for use with systematic desensitization therapy) and HELP - Esteem, "an interactive 

computer program designed to help people develop strong, redistic, positive self-images" 

[http~/www.gamma.rug.ni/iecsibfi.html]. 

In their review of research efforts to assess computer-assisted psychothenpy, Wright and 

Wright ( 1997) concluded that "software developed for computer-assisted therapy generally has 

been weli accepted by patients" and that "outcome studies have usuaily demonstrated treatment 

effectiveness for this form of therapy" (p. 3 15). Reviewers of computer-assisted systems for 
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counselling (e.g., Bloch & Kinnison, 1988; Cairo, 1983; Sampson & Knimboltz, 1991) have also 

reached the conclusion that although not al1 CAC software are "crpated equal." the well designed 

products are popular arnong users and generally lead to the acquisition of desired skills and 

attitudes, although the nsearch base for these conclusions is sparse. Gadzella's CAI study skills 

program for example, was well received by students and Ied to improved scores on a survey of 

study skills and habits taken later in the semester. She concluded that "the CA1 program can 

effectively present the information on effective study skills and how to develop such skills" 

(1982, p. 122). 

While there is consensus that in the foreseeable future cornputers are not likely going to 

be able to replace counselloa in the sense of king able to adequately "understand" client 

responses and reliably duplicate meaningful therapeutic dialogue (Sharf. 1985). some user 

reactions to these attempts have been surprising. For example, although the DOCTOR program 

has never been tested in a clinical setting, Weizenbaum (in Wagrnan, 1984), was "startled to see 

how quickiy and how very deeply people conveaing with DOCTOR becarne ernotionally 

involved with the cornputer and how unequivocally they anthropornorphized it" as they did not 

want him to be able to see their conversations (p. 173). Walz ( 1984) has sirnilady noted that 

"many who have expenenced computer-assisted counseling feel that it was an extremely 

"personal" experience because the interaction with the cornputer was so focused on them" (p. 

136). He and others (e.g., Haring-Midore, 1984) note however. that client reactions should not be 

assumed to be universally positive as women. minority group members and leming disabled 

students in particuiar may be fearful or Iess interested in using cornputers. Walz ( 1984) 

concludes that "it is a major responsibility of counselors to repond to initial attitudinal and 

expenential differences and to ensure that they do not keep certain individuals or groups from 

profiting from the counseIing process" (p. 137). 

Despite the increased availability and apparent effectiveness of a varîety of computer 

applications for psychological use, their implementation in counselluig practice has been slow. 
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Sampson and Krumbolr (199 1) contend that while career counselling systerns have received 

much attention in research and practice, the lack of attention in the counselling literature to CA1 

for other issues refiects the actual underutiIization of CA1 applications by practitioners. In his 

review of self-help software for psychotherapy, Cutter (1996) also concluded: "There continues 

to be a Iag in mental health professionals adopting the available programs for office practice, 

even though this represents the safest approach to the use of computers with clients." Several 

authors have suggested that rnany issues have harnpered the implementation of idealized 

concepts of technology use for counselling. These include: theoretical conflicts, acquisition of 

hardware and software, technology maintenance (Gati, 1994); and resistance to change by 

counsellors due to fear of the unknown or view of technology as dehumanizing and limited, lack 

of counsellor training, interest, and awareness, and cost of implementation (Bluhm & Kishner, 

1988; Stevens & Lundberg, 1998; Waiz, 1984). As greater efforts are made to encourage further 

research and irnplementation of computer applications however, due to a recognition of the 

potential negative consequences of using computer technology in counselling (e.g., misuse or 

excessive dependence on computer applications, restriction of the counselling process), 

reviewers of this practice have stressed the importance of monitoring professional pnctice in this 

area. According to Sampson (1986), counselling psychologists need to "assume full 

responsibility for directing this powerfuI technoIogica1 resource" so that the positive rather than 

negative potential of computer use in counselling may be realized (p. 579). With the Iatest 

technological advance - the advent of the Intemet - rhese responsibilities seem to be weighing 

even more heavily today. 

The New Wave: ûnline Counselling and S u ~ ~ o r t  

"Take Two Valium and E-mail Me in the Moming" ? 

Enter the Internet. Ever since the creation of the Nationd Science Foundation Network in 

1986 and the subsequent "corning online" of university staff and students to the network of 

computers used by the military, awareness and use of this massive information and 



communication system has exploded (Brown, 1995). h 1980 there were 200 cornputers on the 

Internet (Brown, 1995); by the Spring of 1998, according to a demographic study conducted by 

CommerceNei/Nielsen Media ~esearch~,  the number of world-wide total usea accessing the 

Intemet for business, education and play was 17 1.25 million, with 79 million in the US and 

Canada alone. Advances in online technologies today have led to increased capabilities for the 

direct provision of services such as online banking and instruction to this multitude of users. 

Although professionals in psychology and the related helping professions joined this trend only 

"modestly" in the tater 1980s, using the Internet primatily for e-mail communication among 

thernselves (Bank, 1999), with increased provision of psychological information and services via 

the WW, they are creating "a big presence" in this new temtory (Sleek, 1995). 

What's out there. In a recent review, Bank (1999) has identified ten types of 

psychological applications currently in use on the Intemet: "information resources on 

psychological concepts and issues; self-help guides; psychological testing and assessment; help 

in deciding to undergo therapy; information about specific psychologica1 services; single-session 

psychologicd advice through e-mail or e-bulletin boards; ongoing personal counseling and 

therapy through e-mail; real-time counseling through chat, web telephony, and 

videoconferencing; synchronous and asynchronous support groups, discussion groups, and group 

counseling; and psychological and social research" (p. 23 1). More generally, these applications 

may be seen as encompassing the areas of psychological information, assessment. 

support/discussion and counselling. 

Today professional and lay Intemet users can access a wide variety of mental health and 

self-help information via individual web pages, websites devoted to specific topics and 

psychological information banks, Refemng to the prolifedon of individual information sources, 

Weil (1996) offered this example: "there are enough self-heip articles and Home Pages on the 

World Wide Web on how to combat lonehess to fil1 a dozen magazines" [http://www.csudh. 



edu/psychlarticle.html. Information regarding community and online mental health services and 

products as well as e-mail contact addresses for hirther details are also available online. Cutter 

(1996) for example, found downloadable self-help software available at several mental health 

webpages. While there are some very comprehensive mental hedth-related websites (e.g., tAPir. 

The Anxiety and Panic Intemet Resource at: http~/www.algy.com/anxiety/index.shtd), 

information banks such as Mental Health Net [http://mentalhelp.net] offer the most centraiized 

collection of information for a wide variety of disorders and include text, graphics, photographs, 

statistical tables, and in some cases multimedia support such as audio and video clips or slide 

shows dong with indexed hyperlinks to furthet resources (Barak, 1999). The Mental Health Net 

page for the topic AnxietyPanic for example, gives a general overview of the disorder, a link to a 

"Well-Connected Guide" offering detailed information from symptorns to treatments, and more 

links under the headings: symptum, treatrnent, online resources, organirations, online support 

and research. In his review of self-heIp guides on the Internet, B a n k  (1999) found that in 

addition to information regarding the issue of interest and directions for change, many offer an 

assessrnent tool and a goal-oriented change plan with online instructions for individual use as the 

"sole guidance tesource." An exampIe is the YouthWorks Society's CareerQuest career 

exploration "path" at: http://www.youthworks,ca. A CD-ROM version is also available for 

purchase from the site. 

in addition to abundant psycho-educational information and interactive self-help 

guidance rnaterials, Intemet users can also access many psychological tests and questionnaires 

intended primarily to be used for self-assessrnent (e.g., Do You Have Math Anriety? - A  

Questionnaire at: [http://www.bsu.edulstudents/cpsc/anxiety.htm]. Barak (1999) found that these 

resources Vary in accuracy and completeness fiom test sample items or adaptations of original 

tests (Le., abbreviated or reworded versions) to compIete electronic versions of previously 

published paper-and-pencil tests or new original scales created for use at a website. The amount 

of accompmying information regarchg background and use, scoring and results interpretation 
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for these tools also varies from site to site as does the amount and type of "service" provided. In 

some cases, users may complete and submit the test form directly from the webpage for 

immediate results, occasionally for a fee but often at no charge (e.g., The Kiersey Temperament 

Sorter ai: http://www.keirsey.corn/cgi-bin/kehey/ newktssgi. which purports to be equivalent to 

the well known and costly MBTI). For feedback on other tests, users are required to submit or 

copy and e - W  the completed fom to later receive e-rnailed results (e.g., 7ïze SelfEvaluation 

Scale - Do You Need Therapy ? at: httpd/www. 1 -800-thempist.com/ses.htrnl). 

Beyond accessing self-help information and assessments, as the Intemet allows many 

options for group communication, users may "converse" via text with othen who share the same 

concems or may opt to just "lurk - "listen in" on the discussions of others without being 

noticed. Although most support groups are asynchronous (Le., based on exchanges of e-mails or 

sirnilar "not in real time" exchanges), synchronous or "sarne time" groups exist as well through 

Intemet Relay Chat (IRC). These oppominities are available either via numerous specific interest 

"newsgroups" (UseNet) accessible through a web browser (e.g.. alt.support.anxiety-panic), e- 

mail based discussion forums handIed by message distribution listservers (e.g., 

AN2UETY@home.ease.lsoft.com), onIine support forums (threaded discussion or bulletin board 

systems) such as MentalHedthNet's Anxiety Support Group [http://forums.mentalhelp.net] and 

"live" chat rooms (e.g., Healthy Place Anxiety-Panic Community at: http://www.healthypIace. 

corn/Communities/ilfl~iety/site/index.htm) The introduction given to new visitors at one anxiety- 

related chat site explains this option: 

The #Anx/Pan channe1 on EFNET is devoted to giving support, providing 
information and a place to chat for people dealing with panic attacks, social 
phobias, generalized zinxiety disorder, agoraphobia, ADD, depression etc. 
Anyone in need of support for any of these disorders and or people that are a 
support penon are welcome. Our goal is to have a comfoctable atmosphere 
where we can share idem and offer each other support to get through each 
day. ... This charnel is made up of people dealing with the same disorden as you 
have and a11 are in different places in their mission of recovery. Stop by 
sornetime, the anx/pan group usudIy gets going around 8:00 PM-EST each 
evening and we are there tir... weU well leave the light on for you! 
~ttp://www.mindspring.com(-lindefee/aflxpananhtm] 



The growing phenornenon of "online self-help mutual aid groups" has k e n  recently 

reviewed by King and Moreggi (1998) and Barak (1999) who found that numerous support 

groups have k e n  fomed for a variety of concerns including: medicai issues (e.g., women with 

breast cancer), addictive behaviors (e-g., recovering addicts, eating disorders), coping with past 

trauma (e.g., sexual abuse survivors, bereaved parents and coping with death), parent support 

(e.g., single mothers with infants, parents of children with special needs) and psycho-educationd 

needs (e.g., c m e r  indecision). Users in online forums and chat rooms may often opt to have their 

messages appear under a pseudonym or nickname and must log in to participate in the group. As 

m y  of these groups are not facilitated or monitored by a helping professiona1, users generdly 

access them for emotional support, advice, information and sharing of resources with others. 

Finaily, internet users may receive various f o m  of "professional" counselling via the 

Internet. These services range from free single session (Q & A) web advice to ongoing 

counselling for a fee, either done or as part of a group, and via e-mail or "live" (synchronous) 

technologies. Recent reviews of these seMces (e.g., Bank, 1999; Powell, 1998) indicate that 

they are currently being provided by a range of practitioners (e.g., Iay, credentialled or licenced, 

psychologists, psychiatrists, counseIIors, social workers). The Samaritans [http://mentalhelp.net/ 

smaritans/home2.htm], for example, provide a free e-mail service for suicida1 individuals to 

receive help from "listening volunteers" trained in telephone crisis Iine intervention. According 

to B a d  (1999), many websites offer free or small fee e-mail advice for specific issues (e.g., 

sleep disorders), which may be posted on a bulletin board for other site visitors to read or e- 

mailed to the enquirer. Currently, however, there are no diable statistics regarding the use of 

Web advice or single-session counselling opportunities (Barak, 1999)- 

More information has been collected regarding ongoing counselting services provided on 

the Intemet. According to Martha Ainsworth (1999). who bas been tracking online thenpy since 

1996. as of May 1999. there are over 160 websites where more than 300 therapists offer online 

interactive psychological services. Her website. "ABCs of Internet Therapy" [http:/I www. 
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Metanoiaorg/irnhs] provides a consumer-compiled "comprehensive, independent consumer 

guide to the psychotherapists and counselors who provide senrices over the Internet." Powell 

(1998) used the List of practitioners from Ainsworth's site in 1997 to conduct a survey of these 

online services. She concluded that onlùie mentd health service providers are Iikely to be male 

"seasoned professionals," often attached to colleges and universities with an average age of 48 

years, 15 years of clinical practice experience and approximately 2 years of online practice. They 

pmvide either single interactions on a general or specific topic or ongoing interactions mostly via 

e-mail, occasionally via text-brrsed online chat and rarely via videoconferencing or web 

telephony (live audio chat via the intemet using a microphone and speakers). The typical online 

client is just as likely to be male as female, wants assistance with relationship problems ruid is 

Iikely to be experiencing depression. According to Grohol(1999). clients may use "e-therapy" as 

an adjunct to other types of real-world services, to help clarib issues they are currently working 

on or to check in with an objective third Party. 

King & Moreggi (1998), in their review of Intemet therapy and self help groups, 

concluded that although facilitated (Le.. thenpist-led) group therapy online is very rare nt this 

time, "it is potentially one of the most important aspects of onIine thenpy, in t e m  of the 

thenpeutic value to clients" (p.97). Two recent "trial efforts" involving moderated group 

counselling as part of a Iarger online group intervention have been the Comprehensive Health 

Enhancement Support Program (CHESS) reported by Gustafson et al. (1994, in King & Moreggi, 

1998) and the Career HOPES intervention reported by Herrnan (1997). The CHESS intervention 

for individuals with potentiaily terminai ilhesses (breast cancerIAiDS) offered online 

psychoeducational information, a closed online support group and e-mail access to medical 

specialists. H e m ' s  Career HOPES agh-tech Qnline ~sycho,Education and apport) program 

for career undecided individuais recruited online, similady offered online psychoeducational 

information (four weekly interactive lessons in career exploration) dong with a closed and 

professionally moderated online support group. From theu review of these efforts, King & 
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Moreggi (1998) concluded that the M e r  development and research of online support groups 

will add another modality to group therapy intervention. 

Online student counselling information and services. Since Brown's (1995) earlier 

survey of college health information systems indicated that there was little use of the Intemet by 

college and univenity counselling centers, although the research reports and surveys of online 

service are sparse in this area, there is growing evidence that student counselling and support 

practitionea are beginning to make greater use of sorne of the applications discussed above. 

Student counselling centers for example, seem to have seized the opportunity to advenise their 

location, contact information and details regarding specific on-campus counselling services, staff 

and policies via web pages (e.g., The Student Development Centre of The University of Western 

Ontario, at: http://www.sdc.uwo.ca). A complete searchable directory of these web pages 

(Student Counseling Centers on the Intemet: http://ub-counseling.buffalo.edu/centers.ht) has 

been created by David Gillies-Thomas to promote the ongoing sharing ~Fcounselling center 

infonnation and new online efforts. Many of these pages also offer either links to useful Internet 

resources for students or to their own Free information pages on topics of student interest. As 

indicated in Chapter 1, "virtual pamphlets" from these pages are now indexed and linked for a 

growing number of topics in the "Student Counseling Virtual Pamphlet Collection" located on 

the University of Chicago Student Counseling and Resource Service pages [http://uhs.bsd. 

uchicago.edu/scrs/vpc/vpc.html]. This service has also recently expanded to include the Student 

Counseling Virtud Book Collection. 

Some experirnents with more interactive online help are also beginning to be delivered 

through these sites. For example, an internet-based interactive pro- that delivers "Help 

Screens" on a variety of student counselling topics (e.g., test anxiety) has been developed by 

Carlos Zalaquett at Sam Houston State University (see: httpd/www.shsu.edu/-counseU 

weicome.htm1). An even more advanced exmple is the growing collection of student health 

modules: The Healthy Student Software Collection [http://www.uaIberta,ca/HEALTHINFO]. 
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These fully interactive free programs containhg information and self-assessments on various 

health topics (e.g.. "Students and Stress." "Books and Booze") an available for download but are 

not currently used directly via the Internet. 

While most student counselling center web pages offer a contact e-mail address for 

further information regarding services, none at this time seem to encourage contacting staff to 

address counselling concerns via e-mail. One notable exception is the student service e-mail 

contact encouraged by online institutions for academic counselIing and "course advice" (e.g., see 

the course managea information at 0nlineLearning.net: http://onlineleming.net/ 

Studentservices), The most direct use of e-mail for student emotional support currently found 

was the "RELATE: Relationship Exploration Learning & Awareness Through EmaiI" 

anonymous electronic forum for University of Chicago students. This is an example of a 

monitored but unrnodented "online self-help mutual aid group" developed for student use. A 

sirnilar monitored but not professionally moderated online group for college freshmen with 

eating disorders has been reported by Winzelberg (1997) who has also experimented with 

variations of this format (see below). Columbia University's "Go Ask Alice" 

[http://www.goaskalice.columbia.edu/index~html], electronic advice forum and searchable Q & A 

archive dso allows students to use e-mail for help with brief questions related to their physical, 

sexual, emotional, and spiritual health, although only a limited number of questions are selected 

for weekly Q & A postings. 

In sum, while great strides are being made in the use of the internet for student support 

information dissemination, student counselling and support personnel are only beginning to 

experiment with the more interactive psychological application potential available via the 

intemet. In particular, currently operationa.! examples of moderated online student support 

groups or more comprehensive interventions s i d a  to Hennan's (1997) HOPES mode1 have not 

been found either online or in the research Literature. 



Reactions to Cvberservices 

As psychological and student support personnel consider the possibility of entering 

further into the new nalm of online psychologicai services, the experiences of pioneering service 

providers and users, as well as concems raised by interested observes, can help to infom best 

"next steps." 

Reactions from Hel~ine Professionals 

A paradigm shift? 

The increasing provision of mentai heaith senrices via the internet has spurred on an 

intense and well-publicized debate among professionals at conferences and on discussion Lists. 

The practice of "online therapy" or WebCounseling in particular has led many to voice "highly 

polarized" reactions: promise or pariah? (Powell. 1998). Refemng to this debate, counselling 

professor, Dale Pietrzak has noted: 

much of the discussion 1 have read about the issue has sounded much more (in 
tone) like the discussion analytical therapists had when other professionals 
suggested clients do not need to lie on a couch t h e  times a week for one to two 
houa to receive cm..  ..the powemil ernotional issues this raises for counselor 
educators suggests to me that perhaps this issue may become one of the shifts in 
paradigms we expecience in our profession (in Momssey, 1997: 
http://www.counseling.org/ctonline/archives/ct 1 197/webcounseling. htm) 

Potential. Many potential and current advantages of being able to offer and receive 

online services have been enumerated by professionals who are proponents of Intemet use. First, 

cost and convenience of delivering services are a major benefit due to the availability of 

inexpensive and relatively easy to use computer networks (Sampson, Kolodinsky & Greeno, 

1997). Career counsellors Stevens & Lundberg ( 1998) contend that for information 

dissemination purposes, the emerging online technologies make wide broadcasting of 

information via radio and television seem "ineffective" by cornparison. This superiority is due to 

the "pointcast" nature of information delivery offered via the Intemet that allows users the 

control to "point" to the information they desire rather than have their needs anticipated by the 

provider. As well, the fact that multiple users can access the online information at once and the 



relative speed of the information deiivery further enhance its effectiveness. Barak (1999) has also 

noted that online self-help guides offer a convenient, no cost and discreet means of accessing 

help for sensitive issues and that due to the tichness of available career-related and educationai 

information, the Internet has become a profoundly usehl aid to career counselors and educators. 

Similarly, in addition to lower costs, testing online allows some unique advantages such as the 

ability to use three-dimensional representations for spatial abiIity and body image assessments 

(Bank, 1999). 

Cost is also a benefit when considering online counselling. According to Sleek ( I995), 

office visits with mental health professionals can cost clients up to $140 white fees for Intemet 

providers average $20 per inquiry. Fee information for some services listed on Ainsworth's 

ABC'S of intemet Therapy site [http:l/www.metanoia~org/imhs] also included $65 for a 50 

minute private chat session and $20 for a group chat session. These lower costs may allow access 

to users who otherwise would not be able to pay for psychological services. When asked about 

perceived advantages in Powell's (1998) online practitioner survey, respondents listed "the ability 

to provide services to disabled clients and those living in remote areas" and "the increased 

flexibility of service delivery" (more often and not constrained by time, weather or illness) as 

two of the strongest. Additional advantages noted for clients included "decreased defensiveness," 

"opportunity to obtain information and validation from w y , "  "increased use of journaling" and 

"reduces risks when seeking information about 'embarrassing' issues" (p. 6). Psychologist and 

former "Shrink-Link" advice coiumnist Dorothy Litwin, has also stated that while her bnef 

intervention is "definitely not a substitute for face-to-face psychotherapy ... in some cases it's 

terrific when people dont have access to a professional person, like in rural areas" (in Sleek, 

1995). Other benefits potentially offered by the practice of e-counselling include: opportunity 

for clients to access individuals wîth s p e d  expertise (e-g., police stress, eating disorders); to 

continue receivhg counselling support when on frequent business trips or when pressed for time; 

and to "try out" counselling discreetly without the apprehension of going to a counsellor's office 
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(Sussman, 1998). Finally, according to online counselling expert John Gmho1(1999), "e-therapy 

ailows both the client and the professional to fully reflect on issues discussed in a previous 

correspondence.. . e-therapy's strength is in the ability to explore and flesh-out a person's 

concems without awkwardness or the need to 'think on one's feet"' [http://psychcentral.com/ 

Similar benefits have also been listed for online group counselling services. According to 

Phillips ( 1996). who conducted a participant observation study of online self-help groups (SHGs) 

for adult children of alcoholics, for rnany individuals, going to the first meeting can be very 

challenging. From her experiences she concluded: 

1 beIieve attending meetings online cm be a very good first step for those 
individuds who have reservations andor anxiety over attending a SHG meeting. 
Meeting online can allow a person to get cornfortable with the basic format of 
the meeting, help them to ease into the recovery process, and reach individuals 
that would norrnally not attend a meeting because of their anxiety (p. 3). 

Self-help forums may also be particularly useful for those who are normally isolated from peers 

for example due to geographical location, mobility-restrkting disabilities, emotional difficulties, 

hospitalization or lack of transportation (Sussman, 1998). Further, the global nature of the 

Internet and recent proliferation of self-help groups has permitted connection and support among 

individuals who rnay have difficulty finding similar others in their own comrnunities (e.g., those 

with rare disorders, parents of children with specific conditions). According to Madara (1997 in 

B a d ,  1999), some online self-help groups currently exist (e.g., victims of stalkers) that have no 

face-to-face counterpart. 

Concems. Among those helping professionals who have been highly criticd and resistant 

to the proliferation of online mental heaith services, many concems have been caised. Regarding 

use of the Internet by clients for mental health-related information for example, Barak (1999) 

notes as common concerns: "Web-information resources are a source not only for valuable 

information, but for mistaken, biased, distorted, old, inciting, or fake information, too.. . ,This 

situation may be especidy problematic with young or naive users, who are likely to be less 



selective about information content." This problem has also been noted by Stevens and Lundberg 

(1998) in considering client use of o n h e  career information. As the Intemet dlows individuals 

to "publish" material, often the information received is not professionally screened for 

appropriateness and accuracy and can be ovenvhelming. Very similar concems have also been 

raised regarding the use of online tests and scdes. Many are non-professional, do not conform to 

accepted standards for testing, do not provide background regarding who should take the test or 

access control, and importantly, do not provide monitoring and support to ensure that the test 

taker has accurately understood instructions and has not been emotionally impacted by the resuIts 

(e.g., in receiving negative personal information or low scores) (Bank, 1999). 

The numerous concerns of opponents of online counselling and thenpy as well as those 

calling for regulation of these pnctices have frequently been articulated in professional 

publications and the popular press. The major issues have been that because online therapeutic 

interactions are for the most part unregulated and their efficacy and effects on clients are at this 

point mostly unknown, they present a potential risk to the public and are therefore ethically 

unacceptable (e.g., Ainsworth, 1997; Morrissey, 1997; Sampson, Kolodinsky, & Greeno, 1998). 

Many reviewers of this literature have categorized the potential risks of onIine counselling under 

the headings of ethicaYlegal issues and relationship development issues. Some ethicd concems 

include protection of client confidentiality (need to protect sensitive electronic data from 

interception by others), provision for handling emergency situations (e.g., how to adequately 

support an individual in crisis whiIe working with them remotely), protection of clients from 

udicensedlinadequately credentiaied practitioners, protection of clients from counsel~or 

misinterpretations caused by geographiclculniral distance and protection of clients' rights to 

access services (Sarnpson, Kolodinsky, & Greeno, 1998). Regarding this last point, many 

practitioners are concerned about the possibility of replacing face-to-face services and therefore 

restricting individuals with typicaUy tirnited cornputer access (the poor, children, elderly, and 



disabled on the have not'side of the "Digital Divide") (Lebow, 1998 in Lazlo, Esterman, & 

Zabko, 1999). 

Under the category of relationship development issues, concerns generally center around 

the text-based nature of the counsellor-client interactions and the counsellor's ability to develop 

and maintain a therapeutic relationship under this condition. With loss of the nonverbal 

communication cues and constant feedback of Iive interactions, the potential for 

misunderstandings, and possible client premature termination when confronted with difficult 

issues, is heightened. Ainsworth (1997) has therefore suggested that an important issue for 

consumers is terminology (Le., 1s this thenpy or advice-giving?). According to Grohol ( 1999): 

E-therapy is not psychotherapy, nor is it psychologicaI counseling. Since it does 
not presume to diagnose or treat menta1 or medicd disorders, and because it does 
not limit who may be appropriate to provide e-therapy services, it would be 
inappropriate to compare it to traditional face-to-face psychothenpy, assessment, 
or counseling services. Like other types of therapy (occupational thenpy, 
bibliothenpy, physical thenpy), e-therapy helps a person address issues of 
concem to them in their lives under the guidance of a professional. E-therapy is 
similar to the idea of "coaching," helping a person address specific concerns with 
specific skills [http://psychcentrd.com/best/best3.ht~. 

internet therapy reviewers King and Moreggi (1998) agree: 

Email and chat room thenpy is NOT therapy, it is virtual thenpy. This point is 
must be made clear to online thenpy providers and the general public. The text- 
based nature of the communications, devoid of sensual crues, has distinct 
advantages and disadvantages. if the practitioner is not intimately familiar with 
the nuances of text based relationships, the potentiai to do more h m  than good 
exists (p. 105). 

Findly, regarding the promotion of unmoderated online support groups, there is some 

concern that such groups may support sharing of fdse information or poor advice (Cutter, 1996) 

and problematic or mistaken belief systems (i.e., it's "genetic") that lead to feelings of 

helpIessness by group members, and that members m y  defer seeking professional help. An 

additionai interesting aspect of online communication that affects both group and individuai 

interventions is the fact that online users rnay be anonymous and hide their m e  identity From 

othea (e.g., rnay lie about their age or gender in order to ceceive counselbng or join a group). For 



these w o n s ,  Lebow (1998, in LaAo et al., 1999) suggested that the Internet is more 

appropriately used for psychoeducational purposes as an adjunct to face-to-face therapy. 

The current status of the ongoing Internet therapy debate seems to be both a tendency 

toward compromise through standards setting, and conservative use until more research data is 

accumulated. Should Web counselling be allowed? Many Say the point is now moot. Childress 

(1998) and Sussman (1998) for example, have suggested that a code of ethics for online pnctices 

and future certification guidelines will be needed to protect the public whiie continuing to 

preserve individual choice. Several professional associations (e.g., Intemet Society for Mental 

Health OnIine, National Board for Certified Counselors, American Association for Counseling 

and Development, Amencan Psychological Association), in recognition of growing Internet 

information and service delivery by professionals, have developed new standards for Intemet 

counselling, often as an extension of their current guidelines for distance and media counselling. 

AIthough Childress (1998) has wamed against adopting an overly conservative approach and 

thereby comprornising the ethical standard of access to treatment for dl, it is interesting to note 

that some of the earliest pioneers in this area have decided to take down their cyber shingles. 

David Sornmers' Mental Health Cyber C h i c  [http;/lnicom.com/-davids/pageone.htmj, noted as 

a field leader in Cutter's (1996) review for example, no longer offers "opportunities for ongoing 

helping dialogue using e-mail" but now shows instead: 

This site is closed insofar as offering any sort of online consultation via email. 
Problems and concerns around issues of ethics, fees, confidentiality and 
legalities need to be resolved before going forward with this work. Feel free to 
enter and look around for historical interest only. - (Sornmers "Mental Heaith 
Cyber Clinic" started November, 19954 

Efficacv Evidence and Reactions fmm Users 

E f i c q .  The current state of knowledge in t e m  of psychological applications on the 

Internet has recently k e n  summarized by Barak (1999). He States that as this field is relatively 



it is premature to rnake generalizations conceming impact, utility, importance, 
effects, costs, applicability, and the like. Issues that were voiced several years 
ago.. . still cemain highly controversial, such the ability to offer e-mail-based 
therapy. Although empirical research has consistently been advocated, actuai 
research-especially studies with strict methodologies-is only just beginning. It 
seems that the psychology discipline is at the stage of observing developments in 
the field and comrnunicating some general messages that rnainly have to do wirh 
precautions and ~cornrnendations [http:llconstnict. haifa.ac.iV-azylapp-r.htm] . 

Laszlo, Esterman, & Zabko (I999), in their review of "therapy" over the Intemet agree: 

White speculation and strong feelings are plentiful, research related to the 
effectiveness of and methods used in online counseling is sparse, reflecting both 
the newness of the field and also the dificulty in monitoring and measuring 
transactions in cyberspace. The research that exists tends to be descriptive. one- 
shot efforts based on extremely s d I  samples [http:/lwww.geocities.coml 
HotSprings/Resort/7579/internet.htm]. 

With this limitation in rnind, some of the studies that may be informative for the current 

project can be considered. Interest and benefit from accessing online student support information 

for example. has recently been studied by Zalaquett and Sullivan (1998) using Zalaquettls 

interactive Counseling Center Help Screens program. They repoaed that 4,205 contacts were 

recorded over the program's three years of operation. Online user evaluations from approxirnately 

15% of these contacts (students and counseIlors) indicated that the Internet-based delivery was 

"helphil" and "easy to use" and would be recommended to others. Although direct evaluations of 

Hsiung's ( 1997) Vimial Pamphlet Collection have not been collected, he concluded from tncking 

contacts and contributions from counsellors at othet institutions, that "this innovative resource is 

considered valuable" (p. 154). Site use statistics provided at Columbia University's Go Ask 

Alice! web site indicate that these pages are accessed more than 2.5 million times a month by 

readers in over 60 countries. As Mice is reported to have had "instant success" and now receives 

qproxirnately 1,500 questions weekly from "college and high school students, parents, teachen, 

professionals, older adults, and others, on every conceivable health topic," this appears to be 

another very popular and useful resource [http~/~~~.goaskaiice.columbia~edulabout.ht. 

From these experiments in creating online information useful for counsellors and student clients, 



it appears that interactive web-based information sources for common student needs can be of 

interest, instructive and used by these groups. 

Of the minimal research evidence to date regarding the efficacy of online interventions, 

the most seerns to have been collected through online groups. According to King and Moreggi 

(1998), studies of unrnoderated online groups organized for peer support (e.g., breast cancer 

sufferers) have revealed that people communicate in them in ways that are characteristic of face- 

to-face communications (high levels of support, acceptance, and positive feelings). Bank ( 1999) 

also feels that these studies indicate general effectiveness for providing peer support: "Despite 

the rernote, technical nature of computers and the fact that onIine communication commonly 

opentes among people who have never met in person, people who participate in online group 

interactions can develop a sense of cornmunity and are able to offer a virtual shoulder." Jeannie 

Rust (1997), of Eating Disorder Recovery Online [http://www.edrecovery.com] for example, 

conducts lû-week online body image groups for binge eaters incorporating many of the same 

exercises and interventions used in the office, but has the participants do them at home and then 

"process" them as a group in a chat room. She has noted that the rapport established in a chat 

room is "quite something." 

While this level of support has been achieved in some groups, further research suggests 

that many variables may affect the level of support achieved. For example, through a content 

analysis of messages posted to an unmoderated eating disorders forum for freshrnan students, 

Winzelberg (1997) found that the group members used the s m e  peer assistance stntegies as 

face-to-face support group members, although 12 % of the messages contained inaccurate or 

unhealthy information that would likely have been corrected in a live group. In another study of 

an eating disorders group (Winzelberg & Taylor, 1997), an intervention program of 

psychoeducationd exercises ("Student Bodies") was used dong with e-mail and a moderator who 

facilitated discussion (but did not do "group therapy"), provided information and directed 

participants* use of the program. For this group, the researchers found that the group members 
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disclosed concerns but the number of supportive messages between them was low. Weinberg, 

Uken, and Wessel(1995 in Lazlo et al., 1999) found that the intervention of a more active group 

leader was needed to encourage supportive interactions with a srnall (six rnember) online group 

for women with breast cancer. This finding supports the theory of Gaiinsky, Schopler and Abel 

(1997 in Lazlo et ai., 1999) that due to the decrease in visual ruid auditory cues available, more 

frequent and longer-term intervention of a group leader may be essential to establish supportive 

communication patterns among group members in telephone and computer groups. Galinsky et 

ai. (1997) also suggest that stmctured systems for tncking patterns of communication and 

assessing silence and anxiety cm be helpful to ensure group support. Therefore, it seerns that 

variables such as purpose of the group (e.g., pnrnarily for psychoeducational "work" or support), 

size of the group, and the age and anxiety Ievel of group rnembers may affect the degree of 

supportive communication exchanged. The presence of an active modentor then seems to be 

most indicated for experimental groups. Interestingly, the fact that Jeannie Rust works with 

professional wornen either by telephone or online, also suggests the possibiiity that severai 

additionai variables may have an effect on the degree of supportive discussion in her close online 

groups: e-g., rnaturitylindependence of group rnernbers, confidence with technology, moderator 

experienced with distance interventions, and the use of synchronous communication through 

chat. 

in addition to the growing evidence that supportive relationships are possible through 

online groups, findings from the few studies and practice reports of groups that combine 

psychoeducational interventions with peer support also suggest that these interventions may be 

effective when deiivered online. In Winzelberg and Taylor's ( 1997) S tudent Bodies study For 

exarnple, they found that after completing the program, participants made significant pmgress in 

body image compared to controls who did not receive the intervention. Rust (1997) has dso 

reported observations that her 10-week online body image discussion and intervention groups are 

"extremely effective." Other studies in this category are the Comprehensive Health Enhancement 
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Support Program (CHESS) and Career HOPES online interventions. The combination program 

of closed e-mail discussion groups and online psycho-educational material used in CHESS 

(Gustafson et al., 1994 in King & Moreggi, 1998) was found to be effective in improving 

reported quality of Iife and decreasing need for health care resources. The four-week Career 

HOPES interactive lessons and bulletin board discussion interventions were also reported to be 

successful: career-related gains (career decidedness, self-knowledge and career exploration 

behaviours) were reported for both moderated and non-moderated discussion groups with the 

rnoderated groups showing greater gains in the areas of satisfaction with future career prospects 

and frequency of career exploration behaviours (Hem, 1998). 

The finding that these online interventions have the potential to be effective not only for 

offering support but also for achieving leaming outcornes, is not surprising when taken in the 

context of a growing body of Iiterature from researchers of distance and online learning. The 

general finding of "no signifiant diffecence" in learning between online and face-to-face 

delivery has been frequentiy reported in this literature (see "The No Significant Difference 

Phenornenon," Russell, 1999: http://cuda.teleeducation.nb.ca/nosignificruitdiFference/index.cfm). 

Similarly, the possibility of creiiting a highly supportive group through text-based 

communication and the need to take specific measures in order to facilitate discussion is also 

typicdly reported by online educators (e.g. Berge, 1995). As suggested in the discussion of more 

and less successful support groups above, what is missing from both the new onIine leaming and 

online counselling areas of knowledge at the current testing stage is a more detailed 

understanding of how the many individual Ieamet and group variabIes interact to affect outcomes 

in these online settings. 

User satisfaction. A few studies have k e n  conducted to document consumer satisfaction 

with online psychological help. Ainsworth (1999), for example, reported results from a survey of 

over 400 clients of onIine therapists: more than 90% responded that "working with a therapist on 

the Intemet helped them" [http~/~~~.rnetanoia.org/imhsldiance.h~. As the ongoing survey is 
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completed voluntarily by visitors to her website however, it is difficult to know whether this 

figure accurately reflects the current population of Intemet counselling consumers. One person 

wrote about the experience: 

I am fairly knowledgeable about psychotherapy (for a layperson), and was 
fortunate to work with a very talented psychotherapist for several years, 
experiencing the fùil depth and richness of that experience. I also had the 
experience of comsponding by e-mail with another psychotherapist over a 
penod of about six months. You should know what happened: I experienced 
deep emotions while reading and writing - grief, anxiety. joy, love, rage. you 
name it - and explored some very deep issues. 1 learned to trust and depend on 
this person. The therapist was usually able to sense my feelings from changes in 
my writing. Transference happened. The relationship was reflected in my 
dreams. I was challenged, comfocted, and empowered. The expenence was 
profoundly healing, and my life changed for the bettrr. 

Ainsworth (1999) concluded from this reaction: "It is quite clear that it is possible to form deep 

and meaninghil relationships even on the basis of text-based correspondence, and these 

relationships can be healing" [http://www.metanoia.ocg/imhs/alliance.htrn]. An rarlier survey of 

online therapy consumers was conducted by King in 1996 (in King & Moreggi. 1998). When 

asked, "Do you feel your online therapist truly cared about you?" he found that over 75% 

responded "yes." King also reported that nearly 70% felt the service was worth the cost and that 

the average thenpist rating was 6 on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest level of 

satisfaction. Commonly listed reasons for choosing online therapy included: convenience. 

cornfon to say what they felt, ability <O connect with people for someone new to the m a  and the 

writing formai ailowed them to take time and organize thoughts; negatives listed were: slow give 

and take and difficulty üusting without visuals. interestingly, this list is very similar to lists of 

perceived benefits given by distance education students who prefer online instruction (Cravener 

& Michael, 1995). 

Reports from the field of electronic health care may dso be helpful in projecting possible 

client satisfaction with and use of developing online psychological services. In a comprehensive 

report of interactive health communication, Eng and Gustafson (1999) suggested that when 

patients have access to both oniine and face-to-face counselling, they prefer the online option. 



They based this conclusion on the growing consumer use of and stated desire for online 

communication with health care professionals, as weU as three specific studies: I ) in an 

unpublished study of recovering patients who had access to both online and outpatient substance 

abuse treatment, 30 percent presented for outpatient treatment and 87 percent accessed oniine 

treatment; 2) in a randomized study of postpartum mothers, they were eight times more likeIy to 

use eIectronic support groups than face-to-face groups; and 3) a study showed that women with 

bmst  cancer preferred online counselling and support groups to face-to-face interactions. One 

can imagine that for al1 of these patients, the convenience and anonymity of online service would 

make it an attractive option. Rice (1997) has also found considerable interest in the possibility of 

online counseIling services among current htemet users: from 500 online responses to the 

question "Would you seek counselling online?" half of the nspondents said "yes." On campus 

students however, may not yet be as enthused about the expansion of counselling services to the 

Intemet. According to a recent and rare survey of student interest in oniine counselling service 

delivery, Ross (1999) found: 

a) The great majority of students still prefer to meet with a counselor or advisor 
on a face-to-face basis; b) Students who have taken, as one might expect, are 
more inclined to consider using on-Iine alternatives, such as: e-mail contact with 
an advisor, a web-based way of checking courses completed or graduation status, 
a web-based information site on career or school pIanning; c) The counseling 
and advising situations that are more concrete and information based (i.e., M a t  
classes do 1 need to take next terrn?) are the ones that Iend themselves to intemet 
applications; d) While the situations that involve more interactive personal 
planning (i.e., What is the best career choice for me?) will rernain as those which 
a face-to-face contact is preferred (p.8). 

Best Next Stem? 

From this teview it is CI= that a wide variety of online psychoIogical services are being 

developed in an effort to meet specific user needs. The Intemet offers a particularly attractive 

potential for those in the helping professions to provide convenient, valuable services to 

individuals who would nonnally be reluctant or would have dificulty accessing them. In addition 

to moR pioneering experiments in offering new online services, detailed evaluation research is 



needed to assist service providen and clients in assessing the appropriateness of this unique 

delivery method in relation to individual characteristics and needs. In the meantirne, what can 

student services personnel consider? While "therapy" online continues to raise thomy ethical 

issues, much of student counselling is psychoeducational and therefore appropriate at this time 

until further is known about the optimal pnctice and risks of therapy online. As the few efforts to 

offer online psychoeducational interventions undertaken to date have led to promising results and 

mised questions regarding variables that might affect the development of interpersonal support in 

online groups. hrther pioneering work in this area is justified. Stevens and Lundberg ( 1998) 

support this conclusion: "The potential for information dissemination and retrieval is easy to 

understand, and to date, hm been the rnost common use of this technology. It is important, 

however, that counselors focus on the interactive potential of the Intemet in a creative manner" 

(p. 206). The most comrnon recornrnendation from the field and goveming associations is that if 

one chooses to proceed. they should do so with caution, consulting appropriate ethics guidelines 

and current research in order to "do no h m . "  One of the most consistently stated precautions 

from experts in this a m  is to ensure responsible counsellor involvement at al1 stages of the 

intervention (e.g., Childress & Asamen, 1998; King & Moreggi, 1998; Sampson et al., 1998; 

Stevens & Lundberg, 1998). 

Tacklina Mathematics Anxiety at the Post-Second? Level 

"Math class is rough!" (Talking B~rbie, 1992) 

The consmict of "mathematics anxiety" has received attention over the past sevenl 

decades in both professional education joumals and the popular press as a possible explanation 

for poor math performance, avoidance of math courses in high school and beyond and observed 

math-reiated sex differences. As a resuIt of her findings in 1973 that 92 percent of the women in 

the first-year class at Berkeley lacked the highschool mathematics to take calculus or 

intemediate Statistics - courses required for ai i  but five of the twenty majors at the time - 

feminist sociologist Lucy Selis caüed mathematics a "crucial Nter" for the majority of 



professions (Tobias, 1976). Since then, interest in researching the nature and causes of math 

anxiety and designing treatment interventions to aileviate the problem has continued, spurred on 

by a recognition of the importance of science and technology in careers of the hture and concern 

over continuing underrepresentation of women and rninority students in these areas (e.g., 

Hadfield, Martin, & Wooden, 1992). Student services professionals and math educators have also 

continued to report their stmggles with this issue on college and university campuses. A 

summary of the major research findings and treatment efforts is presented below. 

Current Knowledge 

Now known as IJ;~; ~f several specific acadernic "anxieties," mathematics anxiety was 

first reported by Dreger and Aiken (1956, in Rounds & Hendel, 1980) as "number anxiety" and 

defined as the "presence of a syndrome of emotional reactions to arithmetic and mathematicsu (p. 

139). Over the years, this constnict has been defined in a variety of ways from a debilitating "1 

can't" syndrome often associated with panic, helplessness, paralysis and mental disorganization 

(Tobias, 1976) to rnerely a lack of confidence in one's ability to l e m  mathematics (Reyes, 1984). 

Most often assessed through self-report instruments such as the widely used Mathematics 

Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS) (Richardson & Suinn, 1972), reviewers agree that although 

empirical studies are spme, particularly regarding incidence, math anxiety research results 

across studies are difficult to compare because varied terms, meanings and measures are used 

(Williams, 1988; Wood, 1988; Stodolsky, 1985). With this limitation in mind, some 

generalizations from the litenture can be made. 

WhiIe prevalence estirnates have been very difficult to make again due to a Iack of 

uniformity in measurement, Stodolsky (1985) suggests it is clear that many adults, some who 

m y  be classified as phobic, "feel incompetent mathematicaily and dread the idea of mathematics 

courses or chores" (p. 126). From her early study of the prevalence of math anxiety at the post- 

secondary level, Betz (1978) reported that 68 percent of the students enrolled in college math 

classes experienced hi& levels of mathematics anxiety. She concluded that there was a "great" 
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need for math mie ty  reduction programs at the post-secondary level. More recent findings have 

been reported by Proben & Vernon (1997) who discovered from their 1992 University of Aonda 

Counseling Center Needs Assessrnent Survey that one in four of the students sampled. or 9.093 

students, indicated "a moderate to high need for help in coping with their anxiety about math." 

Reported results from several comparative studies using the MARS with college students have 

consistently suggested that relative to other college majors, the highest levels of rnathematics 

anxiety may been found among elementary education majors (Be% 1978; Fennerna & Sherman, 

1976; Kelly & Tomhave, 1985; Rounds & Hendel, 1980; Sovchik, Meconi & Steiner. 198 1). a 

group that is often well-represented in mathematics anxiety treatment groups. Some evidence 

also suggests that many of these individuals continue to feel math-anxious when anticipating 

teaching mathematics as preservice teachers and even as experienced, practicing teachea. In a 

review of this literature, Wood (1988) for example concluded, despite the fact that research does 

not support the hypothesis that mosr elementary teachers hate or fear mathematics, it does 

support the contention that a significant mino* feels this way. Math educators Bulmahn and 

Young (1982) are particularly concerned that mathematics anxiety rnay be a "communicable 

disease" that is king canied by elementary teachers to genentions of the student population or 

at least that teacher math anxiety may affect the quality of mathematics instruction such as the 

amount of instructional time spent on mathematics. 

In attempts to discover the nature of mathematics anxiety, several factor-analytic studies 

of the MARS have found that whatever it measures is a two-dimensional constmct: in every case, 

the notions of numerical functioning (fear of actuaily doing math) and mthematics evduation 

(writing math tests or taking math courses) wece identified (e.g., Frary & Ling, 1983; Rounds & 

HendeI, 1980). According to HadfieId and Maddux (1988), mathematics anxiety is 

distinguishable fimm general test anxiety and mathematics test anxiety in that it occurs under 

many varied conditions other than testing situations. Richardson and Wooifolk ( 1980) sirnilarly 

suggest that math anxiety is best considered a general dread of rnathematics and of tests in 
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particular. Ferguson (1986) has also suggested that a third factor, "abstraction anxiety" is usehl 

to identifi the specific fears related to higher math topics such as algebra and geometry. The few 

qualitative studies of the nature of math anxiety (e-g., Byrd. 1982, reported in Reyes, 1984). 

suggest that it is manifested in many ways and that in nearly al1 cases is viewed as debilitating. 

This result was also found in my previous phenomenological study (Buchanan, 1994) designed to 

gain a more complete understanding of the phenornenon of mathematics anxiety. Math anxious 

participant recollections yielded the following summative description of the debilitating effects 

of this issue for students: 

The experience of dealing with academic math is like facing a dragon that keeps 
rearing its ugly head: feeling very personally threatened by potential failure and 
struggling to understand, yet being unarmed, defenseless and vulnerable against 
it, The body is experienced as tensed with accompanying emotions of stress, 
anxiety and frustration which vary in intensity with the degree of perceived 
threat. Actions taken are to seek help to understand under safer conditions or to 
avoid the confrontation. A constant part of the environment, the need to pursue 
math pulls in one direction while the need to avoid discornfort pulls the other 
way producing an on-going dilemma - mon or less salient depending on current 
life circurnstances (p. 23). 

Mathematics anxiety has been found to have rnany varied correlates. Based on a meta- 

analysis of the results of 15 1 math anxiety studies, Hembree ( 1990) reported that a) mathematics 

anxiety is related to poor performance on mathematics aptituddachievement tests with low- 

anxious students consistently scoring better (mem effect size = - 0.61), b) math anxiety is 

inversely related to positive attitudes toward mathematics with strong inverse relations observed 

for enjoyment of mathematics (r  = - 0.75 Grade 5-12, - 0.47 College) and self-confidence in math 

(r  = - 0.82, - 0.65) and c) math anxiety is bound directly to avuidance of the subject - high 

anxious students took fewer high school math courses and showed less intention in high school 

and cotlege to take more mathematics Variables for which differential mathematics anxiety 

levels have k e n  found inchde: ability (higher mathematics anxiety was slightly related to lower 

IQ levels whereas its relationship with verbal ability was so low that it was not of practical 

importance); school grade leveUage with anxiety levels increasing to Grades 9-10 then leveling 



off; undergraduutefieldr of sm, with higb levels of math anxiety in remedial mathematics and 

declining with more advanced study (math and science majors lowest, preservice teachers 

highest); ethniciiy (Hispanie group more anxious than blacks and whites); and gender with 

fernales consistently reporting higher math anxiety leveIs than males, especially in college. 

Correlations reported in other single studies have suggested that math anxiety may be related to a 

fielddependent cognitive style (Hadfield & Maddux, 1988), low persistence orientation among 

Native American students (Hadfield, Martin, & Wooden, 1992), a strong "Feeling" personality 

type on the Myen-Briggs Type Lndicator among preservice teachea (Hadfield & McNeil, 1994) 

and age, with mature retuming students more Iikely to have mathematics anxiety (Hadfield & 

McNeil, 1994). 

Although Richardson and Suinn (1972) contended that "mathematics anxiety exists 

among many individuals who do not ordinarily suffer from any other tensions" (p. 55 1). in 

Hembree's ( 1990) meta-analysis. direct relationships with math anxiety were also found for "a 

generai tznxiety proneness" (r  = .35) (p. 39). Mathematics anxiety also related directly to 

debilitating test anxiety (r = .52) and inversely to "the anriety drive that facilitates pe@orrnance 

during testing" (p. 40). Hembree concluded from this moderate mean correlation: "it seems 

unlikely that mathematics anxiety is purely restricted to testing. Rather the construct appears to 

comprise a general fear of contact with mathernatics, including classes, homework, and tests" (p. 

45). The mathematics education Iitenture contains very little research evidence but widespread 

speculation about the possible causes of math anxiety including mathematics cumcula, negative 

sex-role stereotyping, sex bias in instructional materials and practices. and deficient educational 

advisement to name a few (Richardson & Woolfok, 1980). From anecdotal records of math- 

anxious preservice teachers in their study, Kelly and Tomhave (1985) similarly reported "most 

math-anxious people can probably trace the cause of their anxiety to some of the following: 

timed tests, over~mphasis on right answers and the nght method, workîng at the blackboard in 

front of peers, lack of acceptance of nontraditional problem-solving methods, and such negative 
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counseling as, You won\ need this,' or You arent smart enough to Iearn this' "(p. 53). In her 

review of this literature, Williams (1988) concluded that the overwhelrning majority of these 

speculations imply that math anxiety may be a function of math teaching. Math educator M. 

Lazarus (in Richardson & Woolfok, 1980) for example, has listed several aspects of the early 

math experience which f'quentiy lead to "rnathophobia" including heavy reliance on a 

"memorize-what-to-do" approach which discourages the divergent thinking and higher-order 

probIem-solving necessary for success in higher grades, the social acceptability of being "no 

good at math" and the lack of meaningful connection between school math and the rest of a 

student's Me. 

While few theones of math anxiety have been set forth, math anxiety researchers to date 

have generaily adopted a theoretical base from test anxiety (Hembree, 1990). Reyes (1984) for 

example, has used the interference mode1 of test anxiety to explain how math anxiety c m  depress 

performance. She explains, "Anxious students often spend time engaged in negative self-taIk, 

such as 1 am stupid' or 1 know I canl learn math,' in a Iearning or evaluative situation, it is 

reasonable that placing one's attention on such negative self-thoughts will interfere with attention 

to the task at hand and thereby reduce the level of performance on that task" (p. 168). WigfieId 

and Meece ( 1988) similarly suggest that the emotionality (nervousness, feu, discornfort) and 

worry (performance-related ruminations and negative self-taik) components of general test 

anxiety are supponed for math anxiety. Hunsley (1987) has found further evidence from the 

interna1 dialogues of math anxious students prior to, during and after math exiims that math 

anxious students engage in frequent negative thoughts reIated to doubts about their mathematicai 

cornpetence at d l  stages of math performance. Reyes (1984) has suggested, however, that it is 

important for researchers of mathematics anxiety to build theories that are based on both the 

psychotogical and mathematics education research literature as a more specific theoretical 

foundation is needed for research and interventions dealing with mathematics anxiety. 



Cornmon Interventions 

The mathematics anxiety treatments and prograrns reported in the literature may be 

categorized as using either a mathdominated approach, a psychological approach (e.g., anxiety 

interventions and support) or a combination approach. apparently reflecting differences in the 

presumed cause(s) of math anxiety (Reyes, 1980; Williams, 1988). 

The psychological approach involves one or more of the many techniques normally used 

in treatment of other specific anxiety-based problems, rnost commonly anxiety management 

training, desensitization and support groups, with the goal of "teaching people to deal effectively 

with anxiety itself' (Williams, 1988, p. 99). Behaviorai interventions in this category (e.g., 

systernatic desensitization, anxiety management training) typicdly involve individual work with 

a counsellor or therapist to leam physical relaxation and active coping response skills with 

gradud exposure to feared situations through guided imagery and evennial transfer to real life 

situations. Audiotapes are often used for client practice of these skills (e.g., Vander Zyl & Lohr. 

1994). Cognitive interventions (e.g., stress inoculation training, systernatic rational restructunng) 

involve awareness and replacement of negative, maladaptive self-taik with more rational, 

adaptive self-statements. (For descriptions of behavioral and cognitive interventions for math 

anxiety. see Schneider gt Nevid, 1993; Vance & Watson, 1994). The results of Hembree's ( 1990) 

meta-analysis suggest that behaviod methods (relieving ernotiondity) such as systematic 

desensitization when used dong with cognitive treatments (relieving wony) have been highly 

successful in reducing mathematics anxiety levels. Later studies (Schneider & Nevid, 1993; 

Vance & Watson, 1994) have continued to confurn this fmding. 

Support groups have also been used to assist math anxious individuals to control and 

overcome their anxiety. According to Tobias (1993), several women's groups have been 

developed in which participants undergo "math detox" through talking about "math messages," 

and receive assertiveness training as well as training in "class management techniques" in six to 

eight-week sessions. Such "Reducing Math Anxiety " groups have k e n  offered for many years in 
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the Women's Studies department at the University of New Mexico and at the University of Utah. 

Counseilors at the University of Florida also offer "Math Confidence" groups - their treatment of 

choice for math anxious students (Probert & Vernon, 1997). Following an individual session 

with a counsellor in which a math history is taken, students experiencing difficulties with math 

or math-related courses come together in a group to learn strategies for overcorning anxiety and 

"psychological bIocks" and improve their time management, learning, and snidy skills. Regarding 

the effectiveness of these groups, Probert & Vernon (1997) report: 

We have found significant, long-lasting, self-reported improvement in math 
performance and in the ability to learn and use mathernatics, as well as a 
reduction in math and test anxiety. Students tell us that the groups present them 
with tools which they employ to overcome their fears. They become aware of 
their habits and thought processes and are empowered to conquer their anxiety. 
They report that they find they can carry with them the skills and confidence 
they l e m  from the groups long past the end of the sessions. They are also able 
to apply what they have leamed to non-math courses and other potentially 
stressfiil situations. 

Williams (1988) cautions however that although many of the psychologicd approaches 

to math anxiety treatment have been found to be "effective" in reducing self-reported 

math anxiety, as the data are not often comparable, effectiveness cornparisons cannot be 

drawn between them. 

Mathdominated approaches involve teaching math content, often aitering typicd math 

instruction, with the goal of increasing skills and therefore leamer confidence in math. While 

curricular changes alone (e.g., use of microcornputers or calculators; small group or self-paced 

instruction) have not been found effective in reducing math anxiety (Hembree, 1 WO), some 

success through teaching math content has been reported by instructors who frequently encounter 

math anxious students in their classes. Elementary mathematics methods instructors for example, 

have reported significantiy reduced math anxiety following teacher inservice programs involving 

manipulatives and cornputer-based applications (Piel & Gretes, 1992) and active, manipulatives- 

based learning (Sloan, Vinson, Haynes, Gresham, 1997). Gunawardena (1996) similarly reported 

that a "Statistics Made Interesting" approach in teachüig a required introductory statistics course 



led to reports of high student enjoyment for her mostly math fearful students. Her students 

particularly üked the fact that the coune was "entirely different" fiom what they had expected. 

Norwood (1994) in teaching developmental arithmetic at a community college has also found 

that a highly smicnired, algorithMc appmach is more cornfortable for high anxious students and 

therefore leads to less anxiety than a less structured, conceptuai approach. It should be noted that 

while such research reports emphasize reduction of math anxiety through successhil (clear, 

relevant) instruction of math skilis, it is likely that some aspects of the psychological and group 

support approach have also been employed in these interventions (e.g., a cornfoctable learning 

environment created by a math-anxiety aware instructor, support of other math-anxious leamers 

and safe, repeated "exposure" to the feared situation). This conclusion is supported in the study 

by Sloan, Vinson, Haynes, and Gresham (1997) in which interviews with their elementary math 

methods students revealed that many students attributed their reduction in anxiety to the 

methodology and inviting atmosphere of the course. 

Combined approaches to math anxiety treatment involve "talking about math" and 

thereby dealing with feelings in conjunction with the learning of math. A representative design 

among the few interventions described in the literature is that used by the "Math Anxiety Clinic" 

offered at the University of Arizona (see Tobias, 1993, and the "Mind Over Math" gmups of 

Kogelman & Warren, 1978). Run jointly by a counsellor and a math instructor, clinic participants 

initially discuss their pnor math experiences and feelings about math, then gradudly begin to 

tackle some basic math topics of interest to them such as fractions, percent and word problems 

over several weekly sessions. Strategies for anxiety-reduction and overcoming resistance are 

incorporated in each session dong with "processing" of participants' basic math questions and 

feelings as they arise. 

Although many of the growing number of treatment programs for mathematics anxiety 

have not been formally evaluated (Reyes, 1984)' anetdotal reports of program developen (as 

reviewed by Tobias, 1993) suggest that these programs are very popular and long-mnning, user 
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satisfaction is high and rnany of the students who complete them go on to overcome a math 

hurdle such as a required course. A continuing problem reported by Tobias (1993) however, is 

that not al1 community colleges and universities offer forma1 math anxiety reduction courses. She 

suggests that students could lobby for these offerings, but "until specialists are found to teach 

math anxiety reduction, they may have to teach themselves" (p. 245). For this reason, some 

experienced math anxiety course instructors have created seif-help books for math avoidant 

individuals. The self-help workbook created by Cynthia Arem (1993) Conquering Math Anxiety 

and Kogelman & Warren's ( 1978) Mind Over Math are popular examples. 

Today, although these interventions would not be on the generic List of workshops 

offered at every college and university (e.g., career explorations, study skiIls, stress 

management), there is evidence that some counsellors have developed the interest and expertise 

to offer them. An encounging recent trend in the Iiterature is the reporting of more cooperative 

approaches between counsellors and instructors of developmental math courses. Seon & King 

(1997) for exampie, described a comprehensive intervention program at a community college in 

which math instructors were paired with counsellors, students met with both to discuss strategies 

for success and attended a series of workshops covenng time management, math anxiety, test- 

taking and memory skills, note-taking and study skills for math. They concluded: "Not only did 

the students benefit, with pass rates in each target group irnproving significantly, but faculty also 

Iearned a great deai about math study skills" (p. 7). They also noted the important result that 

faculty and administrators credited "attention to the behavioraVaffective dimension of student 

learning as the prirnary reason for the program's success" (p. 7). This sharing of information 

regarding math anxiety and math study skills has also begun to be transferred to the WWW. In 

addition to sevenl "virtual pamphlets" on math study skills and test anxiety provided by 

counselIors, math professors have also begun to post information related to math anxiety on their 

websites (e.g., k m ' s  Math and Sciences Snidy SkiUs & Overcoming Test Anxiety Homepage 

at: http://west.pima.edu/-caredmdex.htm and Professor Freedman's Math Help at: 
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http://www.geocities.com/CollegeParWQuadl4392/). Ta date, there is no evidence of further 

efforts to ma te  online math anxiety interventions. 

In sum, math anxiety is a widespread and debilitating issue that counsellors and math 

instructors are often faced with when deding with prospective and current students in post- 

secondary institutions. While some have developed highly effective live group interventions, 

these are likely the exception rather than the mie. The development of an online intervention for 

math anxiety may then: 1) provide an opportunity for testing the viability of transferring and 

delivenng such interventions online and thereby making them available to distance leamers and 

those who are unable to receive regular on-campus counselling and 2) serve as an important 

resource for counsellors, leaming assistance persoonel and instmctors who are not well prepared 

in this area or require matenal to suppiement their existing efforts. The methods used in the 

development and evaluation of the online workshop will be described in Chapter 3. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

This research and development project was conducted in two phases. First, an online 

version of a mathematics anxiety counselling workshop was designed, developed, tested for 

usability, and revised. Second, the new workshop was delivered online to a group of rnath- 

anxious volunteen and a qualitative investigation of user reactions to the workshop and online 

delivery f o m t  was conducted. A description of the workshop and oniine development process is 

presented below, followed by details of the specific instruments and procedures used for its 

evaluation. A brief discussion of the rnethodological considentions addressed in each phase of 

the project is also provided. 

Phase 1 Going Online 

The basis for the investigation of user reactions to odine student support was Math Study 

Skills for the Reluetant [https://webct.srv.ualberta.~dpublic/MASSLabAI/index.html], a fully 

online counselling workshop created for this study. 1 chose this particular workshop for online 

deveiopment and delivery within the Faculty of Education as it is well-documented that many 

pceservice and inservice teachea suffer from mathematics anxiety (see nview by Hembree. 

1990) and at the time of development, there were few resources available at the university to 

specifically address this need. 1 also agreed with the advice of my supervisor that while other 

topics under consideration such as manire student survival skills would be highly appropriate for 

development within our faculty, it would be wiser to use a workshop that 1 had previously 

developed and delivered successfully live. 1 was most familiar with the goals, content and process 

of the math anxiety workshop and so as the comsellor-researcher, would have a better basis for 

cornparison of process and outcornes. 

Worksho~ Desien 

Math S d y  Skills for the Reluctunt was designed to be presented completely oniine 

through WebCT (Web Course Tools) version 1 3.1 (see http.Jiwww.webct.com). WebCï is a 
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courseware product for developing and d e ü v e ~ g  interactive courses over the htemet, created by 

educators at the University of British Columbia to "dlow other educators without a lot of time, 

resources or technical expertise to build sophisticated web-based leaming environrnents" 

fhttp.JM08.3 1.12.64/nylwhat-is.html#ong~. (See below for a description of WebCT features). As 

1 was inexperienced with web development and WebCT was currently recommended and 

supported by the University of Alberta Department of Computing and Network Services. it was 

selected as the optimal platform for development and delivery of the workshop. 

Online desim considerations. Several considerations related to putting the workshop 

online were addressed in designing the workshop (see also hocedures below for ethical 

considerations and safeguards). One goal was to simulate both the instructional and therapeutic 

expenence of the successful live counselling workshop as much as possible through the use of 

available multimedia presentation methods and WebCï feahires. My wishlist of important 

workshop features for inclusion such as an informal atmosphere, highly interactive math and 

study skills presentations, group discussions, etc., was drawn up and online equivalents (e.g., 

informa1 graphic design, mixed presentation media, interactive exercises and online discussions) 

were identified if available through WebCT or created if necessary (see Workshop Curriculum 

and Features below for details). As it wris likely that the target audience would inchde 

individuals with varying amounts of cornputing expenence, computer anxiety and time available, 

the second design god was to minirnize user frustration and initial computer knowledge needed 

for navigation through the workshop and operation of supplementai media (Le., maximize user 

friendliness). Third, as the content was meant to be followed in a h e a r  fashion, with lemers 

gradually leaming more coping skills and then easing into exposure to math, online instructions 

were designed to encourage completion of each session in page order. Steps were also taken to 

minimize opportunities to "jump around" within and outside of the workshop content (see 

navigation and Links information beIow). A f i a l  goal was to maintain a workable length so that 



users could complete the workshop odine within a reasonable time period (approximately 8 - 10 

Content rroals. The overall design and session contents were created based on an eight- 

hour workshop that 1 previously developed to rneet counselling needs at a universitycollege (see 

K m n ,  1992). The original workshop was designed specifically for a student (and prospective 

student) audience - those facing math courses, requirements and exarns - to help them feel 

calmer and more "in control" when dealing with math. The theoretical approach to counselling 

used in workshop planning was that of instructional counselling (Martin & Hiebert, 1985) which 

involves: assessing presenting problems; assessing related client strengths, information base and 

skills deficits; teaching skills and knowledge needed; arranging for safe practice and feedback for 

skills development; and application of new knowledge. FolIowing this model, the specific 

workshop goals were: 

- to help students understand the nature and possible causes of math anxiety in themselves and 
others; 

- to promote the realization that many others share the same feus; 
- to dispeI common math myths and learn about the m e  nature of math (improve attitude 

toward math); 
- to help students assess their current math knowledgdidentifj areas of strength and weakness; 
- to teach math study skills and coping skills for managing anxiety; 
- to provide a success experience with math leamhg through "safely" tackling comrnon 

stumbling blocks such as fractions and negative numbers; and 
- to assist in planning appropriate next steps. 

Worksho~ cumculum. The cumculum of the online workshop is surnmarized in detail in 

Table 1 (see also Appendix A for the onrine Site Overview and Contents page). Within each 

session, new themes were introduced using research or theory-based text presentations or "mini- 

lectures", visual and auditory media, brief related readings, self-assessments, stmctured- 

experiential exercises and a counsellorditected discussion. Instructional presentations. guided 

selfexploration and application exeniises were the primary methods used for encounging 

leaming and behavior change (counselling). Muiti-media presentation of the stories and feelings 

of a variety of math-anxious individuals such as math-anxious students, a Kindergarten teacher, 



Table 1 Online Worksho~ Curriculum and Instructional Devices 

Workshop 
~irnensiok Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Introductions Math myths Emotionai blocks 

PRESENTATION 
TOPICS, 
O N m  

READINGS 
+ HANDOüTS 

I 

MEDIA USED s 
Math anxiety 
Personal math reactions 
Assessing math knowledge 

What is math anxiety? 
Types of anxiety reactions 

& knowing yours 
Where does it corne from? 
What can be done? 
Online Readines 
Overcoming rnath anxiety 
(University of Fiorida) 
55 cultural reasons why too 

few women win at math 
Handouts 
Math Anxieiy Bill of Rights 
Math Journal 

Virtud group pop-up intros 
Slide Shows with audio 
Anxiety theory - how & 

why we become anxious 
Uodatinp bbchalkboard" 
Coping steps 
Audio C l i~s  
Student feelings about math 
S tudent anxiety tesponses 
Video C l i~s  
Math is Everywhere (On- 

Air Science & Math Fair) 
hout boxes 
Your intro 
Whedhow you react to math 
Your math skills summary 
Exercises 
Simulated pop-quiz 
Self-assessrnents 
Composite math anx. scale 
Math basic skills test 
Homework assimments 
Math mernories 
Virtuai Group 
Group member introductions 

Instruction that '"Fits" 
Reviewing numbers 
How to learn math: strategies 

Math myths 
Learning theory: Bloom's 

mastery variables 
Gentie Numbers refresher 
Note taking for math 
Managing self talk 
Online Readinns 
Learning Styles 
(Funderstanding website) 
Handouts 
Buzan's number 

calculation exercise 
Divisibility rules 

U~dating b'chalkboard" 
Naming sets of numbers 
Multiplication algorithm 
Audio diris 
Math mind? (Mind Over 

Math) 
Intro to numbers 
Approximating answers 
Video C l i~s  
Basketball rnath (Big ) 
Finger math (Stand & Deliver) 
Math lecture (Math Factor) 
In~ut  boxes 
Your leaming style 
Negative to positive self talk 
Self-stssessments 
Learning Styles Survey 
Multiplication facts 
WhoIe numbers mastery 
Math words mssword 
Homework assimments 
Learning styles + whole 

numbers practice 
Virtual Grouu 
Ways to calculate 76-38= 

Reviewing more basics 
More coping strategies 
Approaching higher math 
Next steps 
Math stumbling blocks 
Fractions, decimals, percent 
Relaxation, writing, 

mnemonics 
Higher math, problems, 

exilLTlS 
Prevention and next steps 
Online Reildinprs 
The Trouble wirh Math 
Intro to Calculus Made Easy 
Handours 
Fractions summary 
Symbol Shock! 
Math study tips 
Multi-sensory teaching 
Audio cliris 
A teacher recalls her 

own math stniggles 
Progressive relaxation 
Teacher's happy ending 
Video Clips 
Algebra rules by rote 

(Stand & De liver) 
Forma1 math exam (Stand 

& Deliver) 

Input boxes 
My stumbling blocks 
Exercises 
Visualizing Frtictions 
The Ftactionator 
Progressive relaxation 
Interactive aigebra 
Sel f-assessments 
Fractions ,decimals, percent 
Homework assimments 
Fractions, basics, next steps 
Virtual G~OUD 
Math attitude changes 

student inms Bulletin Board Dimission Next step plans 
Math myths or not? Bulletin Board Discussion 

Math storiedchanges so far 



an early childhood math specialist, and previous workshop attendees were also included to 

promote increased realism and personalization of the content as leamers compared themselves to 

others. 

The workshop involved two major cumculum components: a) counselling-related 

instruction designed to help Iearners understand and begin to cope better with their math anxiety 

and b) "gentle" (non-threatening), re fresher math instruction in fundamental math topics such as 

whole number operations, fractions, decimals, percent and beginning algebn concepts. The math 

instruction content was included to provide a chance for anxious learners to practice application 

of new coping and math leaming strategies within a "safet*(non-cornpetitive, non-graded) 

environment. It was also designed to help individuals overcome Iearned helplessness with math 

by providing an opportunity to ce-approach some of the basics through adult eyes and discover 

that they can be mastered much more easily than previously thought. 

The final online version of Math Study Skills for the Reluetant consisted of three self- 

paced workshop sessions or modules presented via 60 main web pages within the WebCT 

fmework. The online workshop could be described as an electronic version of a seIf-help 

workbook with interactive exercises, sound clips, slide shows and video buiIt in (see Tabte 1 for 

specific session detaik) dong with links to extra resources and the possibiIity of cornmunicating 

with the counseilor-insûuctor and other participants as desired. The t em workshop was used to 

emphasize the personal development nature of the offering in contrast to an online course with 

assignment deadlines, grading and course credit. In the folowing paragraphs, specific features of 

the online workshop, both those buiit into the WebCï' framework and those specially developed 

for this project, are described. 

Navigûtion. When students log on to a WebCT course, they are presented with the main 

home page. The home page c m  be customized by the course designer to contain buttons (icons 

atmched to hotlinks) that usea can click with a mouse to go to frpquently needed pages and tools, 
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such as the contents list or electronic mail. The customized home page for the online workshop is 

shown in Figure L below. The resume session button rnay be used by those who have previously 

Study Skills 
A N  O N L I N E  W O R K S H O P  

S i ~ n  In First Startetlnfo Contents List Continue Messages Resources Hel~ 1s Here 

Figure 1 Worksho~ Home Paee 

logged on, to go directly to the page of content they were on when they ended their Iast session. 

Once inside the workshop on the main contents path, navigation buttons in the left frame on every 

page ailow students to move easily thmugh the workshop content. Figure 2 taken from page 2 of 

the workshop (Online Workshop and Site Navigation lnfo) descnbes this navigation feature: 

The navigation buttons shown at Ieft have been placed on every session page to 
allow you to move easily through the workshop content. You should begin working 
page by page through the sessions, but if you ever need to go bad< to the start 
(home page), you can always di& on the "homen button. If you jump out of 

1 sequence you can go back to where you were using "retracen or look for your 
page using the "wntentc" button. If your page is not working or you dont know 

i how to go back, use "tetrerh". 

Figure 2 Navigation 

In order to limit user disorientation when iinking to a page that was not part of the workshop 

content (e.g., a tink to an outside leaming styles web page), extemai Links were speciaily 
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programmed to bnng up the new page within a smaller "popup*' browser window on top of the 

current workshop page. When this off-workshop page or site had been explored, the pop-up 

window could be closed and the user would stiil be on their current workshop page. 

Communication modes. Two of the built-in communication modes available in a WebCT 

course were selected for use in the online workshop: the intemal course electronic mail facility 

and the course conferencing (bulletin board) system. Electronic mail allows users to send private 

(one-to-one) messages to the course instructor and other workshop participants, if desired, using a 

built-in participant names list. The bulletin board dlows d l  participants to read public 

announcements and messages "posted on the board" from the instructor to the group as well as to 

read and respond to the collective questions. answers and comrnents posted by participants and 

organized under diffecent topic threads or fom. Figure 3 shows the hl1 bulletin board window. 

Envies for each posting made within a particular forum are listed in the top frame and the full text 

of the selected entry is given in the bottom fraine. The left f m e  contains the bulletin board 

Forum: Main Shaw: AU 

Wcieomd 
J 1. (Mon, Dec. 22, 1997,14:50) 

'A 4. lnrtnrctor (Sat, May. 9,199& 1625) 
I S. @ai, May. 9,1998,16:38) 

t Artirlc No. 1: posted by hstmctor on Mon, Dec. 22, l m ,  1450 
Subjcct: Wdcomei 

t Fielcorne t o  the WebCT Conference t o o l .  

Here, students can ask questions, d i  scuss pro jects, and 
exchange ideas. You can create any number o f  private  or 
public discuss ion  groups ( i - e .  fora).  Articles may be 

Figure 3 Bulletin Board 



fùnctions and options as well as a Back button to retum to the workshop. 

The WebC'ï electronic mail and bulletin board systerns share rnany feamres so that new 

usen cm aansfer their undentandimg of one tool to another. For the online workshop, both the 

mail and bulletin board icons were placed in the left frame of every workshop page to allow easy 

access to the tool when needed and navigation back to the original page. The mail icon was also 

placed on the homepage to ensure that participants would check for new messages (indicated by 

highlighting around the icon) at each logon. 

Media. WebCT's audio and video clip utility was used throughout the workshop sessions 

to associate audio (.wav) and video (.mov) files to specific workshop pages. Users accessed the 

clips by clicking on the audio or video icon placed on the button bar of such pages to bnng up a 

media viewer. Animated icons (headphones and TV screen) were also used in the online 

workshop to indicate when participants should use the audio or video clip viewer. In addition to 

the supplementary audio (n = 10) and video (n = 7) clips used, sorne of the workshop pages were 

specially programmed to include embedded sound files that played as background sound when 

the page was viewed. This technique, when used with a series of graphics displayed on 

consecutive workshop pages (see Figure 4), gave the effect of a nanated slide show. 

I 
3 M rae 

r .  , . a nmmvrg me 
F U  - y - e M a k t  

rnnwl CmWm 

if the ansvver is "MI*, men we mpefierice 

Figure 4 Slide Show 49 



JavaScnpt programmiog was also used in the workshop to simulate visual demonstrations 

and animation and to add interactivity. A user-controlled updating Wnial "chakboard" (e.g., to 

show subsequent steps in the multiplication algorithm) was created in this way (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5 U~dating Chalkboard 

This programrning method was also used to create a "vimial group" of workshop participants 

(Figure 6 ) based on people who are typically found in the live workshop. When the virtual group 

appeared, participants could Collow a typical group discussion by clicking on each person CO 

change the portrait and text. 

I'm Fay. iüght now I'm in 
the 2nd year of my B.Ed. 1 
Degree. I'd like to teach 
grade 4 to 6 -- so 1 reaîly 
need to work on rny math. 1 

1 I'm xared theyll know 1 
I mare than 1 do! But rfght 

now 1 rnastly need to bnish 1 
I 
I 

up on the baslcs and get rfd of the 
*mental blodc" I have when 1 have b I 

Figure 6 Virtual Group (Fay selected) 
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Self-tests and exercises. The WebCT computer scored quiz tool was used to give an 

online self-test (Composite Math Anxiety Scaie) and popquiz When indicated in the workshop 

text, participants could access a self-test via the self-test button placed on the button bar of the 

page. The participant's self-test responses and score interpretations were given upon completion 

of the test to promote self-analysis. A self-scoring Math Basic Skils Test was also specially 

created for the workshop using IavaScript progranuning. This self-test allowed participants to 

access and view the whole test more easily than the built-in self-test, to only cornplete subsections 

if desired, and to check and view correct answers to each question by clicking a Check box 

available for each subsection. 

Within sessions, participants were also encouraged to phcipate actively in response to 

questions posed. by typing their own answers into specially created input boxes when provided 

(shown in Figure 7 ). Online orientation instructions informed participants, "You will be 

encomged to 'talk' in the workshop by typing your own thoughts on discussion topics into 

answer boxes to be submitted to the counsellor." For brief question and answer exercises, input 

boxes were programmed directly into pages of the online workshop, nther than using the self- 

quiz option, in order to keep participants on the current page. 

Your Turn: 

Figure 7 Within-Session Input Box 

In order to encourage practice and active use of the workshop content between sessions, a 

personai application-based homework assignment was also provided at the end of each session, to 

be printed and completed off-he. 
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S u ~ ~ o r t .  WebCï provides a built-in o n h e  help manual for both the e-mail and bulletin 

board features that is easily accessible to users from the functions panel. As built-in support is 

not available for other course features, a Helpline page was created for the workshop, accessible 

from the Help button on the homepage. The Helpiine page nminded participants that they should 

feel free ut any time to: a) ask the tnonitor if they required help with the operation of the 

workshop or equipment and b) send the cowrrellor a message using the mail button available on 

each page. to discuss difficulties with personal reactions, workshop content or exercises. in 

addition to the homepage. a Help button was placed in the button bar of pages where support was 

more Iikely to be needed with interactive features (e.g., the Math Basic Skills Test), as a reminder 

that help was available and should be used. Rerninders to take breaks and e-mail for help to avoid 

overload and frustration were similarly inserted on pages containing more challenging content (an 

example is given in Figure 8). 

Check Yourseif This is the point ta ask, if we were in a classroom, "Any questions?" If you have 
questions to ask or concems about your reactions at this point or at any point, remernber you can stop and 
send an e-mail to the counsellor (you'tt get a message back next tirne you start) then take a break at the 
Comic Relief page for a while. 

- - 

Figure 8 k u m i e  Reminder Note 

Finaily, a friendly, conversational tone and humour were used throughout to create an informal, 

supportive atmosphere. 

Student tracking, Pm of the built-in tools for corne administration within WebCT is 

Student Tracking, a utility that ailows the instructor to monitor student progress and participation 

in the course. instructors can view each student's first course access date and time, last access 

date and time, number of accesses to course material to date (total number of "hits" or accesses to 

course pages) and coverage of material (percentage of the total course pages), history of pages 

visited, nurnber of bulletin board articles read and number of postings made to the bulletin board. 

Whole group results are also avaiIable and can be used in making class comparisons. 



Secunp. WebCT includes necessas- feanires for a secure or closed course environment. 

Course access is controiled by the course instructor through the creation of individual password- 

protected accounts (i.e., only registend users can enter the workshop and access their own 

messages or contribute to the discussion group). As an additional precaution in the online 

workshop, in order to preserve the pnvacy of participants, the creation of guest accounts from the 

home page was not allowed. Security during transmission of potentially sensitive workshop 

communications was also assured as the workshop files were located on a secure semer' 

designated for delivery of WebCT courses at the University of Alberta [https://we bct .srv. 

ualberta-cal . 
Develooment Procedures 

1 designed, developed and prognmmed the online workshop over a period of six months 

with the assistance of an external technicai consultant (overall design and Javascript 

programming concems) and the university's staff WebCT consultant (WebCT server concems). 

Occasional programming assistance for some of the handouts and Javascript-based interactive 

exercises was also provided by two highschool computing students. The workshop material was 

converted to a web-based format primarily through the use of WebCT's built-in web page 

development tools, supplemented by the Microsoft FrontPage (conversion to HTML) and Adobe 

Photoshop (creation of web-fnendly graphics) software packages. Audio clips featuring student 

and counsellor voices were created informally using the MicroSoft Windows 95 Sound Recorder 

with my own voice for the counsellor and those of volunteer "actors" from the Undergraduate 

Student S e ~ c e s  office for the students. Video clips not available through odine sources were 

aiso specially created from videotapes using the Adobe Premiere videocapture software under the 

direction of an undergraduate technology student. 

A Web server is the computer pmgram, housed in a computer connected to the internet, that serves 
hypertext or web-ceadable pages and fdes as requested by a Web browser such as Netscape. Secure servers 
and browsers also use a security software program to encrypt or sccamble information as it is passed 
between semer and browser so that it cannot be read until unscrambted by the intended recipient. 



The online workshop sessions were pilot-tested by three Library and Information 

Sciences graduate student research assistants who worked through the sessions, page by page, 

noting clarity of text, usability of site (e.g.. ease of navigation, extra instructions needed) and any 

technical difficulties encountered. This information was used to make further modifications to the 

overall site. general instructions, session pages and within-session pmgramming prior to Phase 2. 

Phase 2 Test Drive 

Studv Ovewïew 

The workshop evaiuation study took place over a five month pend  in the spnng and 

summer of 1999: two months were allotted for recruitment and three months for the main 

workshop delivery and evaluation. in addition to ensuring the application of ethical safeguards 

(see below), the piding principle in desiping the study was that of ecological validity: the goal 

was to simulate, as much as possible, a student services-realistic method of delivery from 

recruitment of workshop attendees to provision for support at workshop completion. 

Undergraduates, graduate sntdents and non-students wanting help to overcome their math 

anxiety were recruited on campus via flyers, newsletter ads and in-class announcements. 

Interested individuds were informed about the online workshop and study through information 

packages available at Undergnduate Student SeMces in the Faculty of Education or through 

contacting me via telephone. Those wishing to continue, completed and retumed paper-and- 

pencil student assessrnent inventories (Student Information Questionnaire, Target Complaints, 

Computer Thoughts Survey and Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale) and booked an appointment 

for their first session (see Chapter 4 for numbers and descriptions of participants). Prior to 

beginning the workshop, al1 participants were in contact with me at least once to receive 

assistance in evaluating the appropriateness of the workshop for theû needs and time availability. 

The workshop was delivered online in a S ~ p e ~ S e d  cornputer Iab setting on campus 

(exceptions to this seuing are noted in Chapter 4) with participants scheduled into weekly lab 

sessions, as convenient for them, with a maximnm of five participants in one lab. One trained 
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research assistant provided an orientation to Netscape and WebCT controls as necessary during 

each participant's fmt session and was present in the lab to assisr with printing and other 

technicai needs for ail scheduled Iab sessions. The scheduled research assistant also served as the 

receptionist and troubleshooter for the workshop operation, collecting and retuming hornework 

assignments, booking next Iab appointments, and distributing and collecting equipment 

(headphones) as necessary. in contrast, except for occasional live (telephone) contact for last 

minute rescheduling, my role as counsellor was limited to responding to online messages, 

monitoring and participating in the workshop bulletin board and responding to subrnitted 

homework assignments. 

During their completion of the online workshop, participants' workshop use and session 

evaluation data were collected on an on-going basis. While online, participants' site use was 

mcked by the built-in student üacking system and bulletin board postings, e-mail messages to the 

counsellor and responses made in input boxes were electronically recorded. Lab attendance 

records as well as observations of user needs and affective reactions dunng each lab session were 

also made and recorded ont0 paper-and-pencil log sheets by the scheduIed research assistant. At 

the end of each workshop module, participants completed an online session evaluation 

questionnaire including Mtings and bcief written responses regarding their reaction to the session. 

Also at this time, any compieted homework assignments were collected or retumed (sealed) with 

my (counsellor) feedback. 

Following each participant's completion the workshop, 1 personally conducted final 

interviews with them in a private setting, folIowing a general interview guide (Appendix E) 

designed to gather their overall reactions to the oniine method of workshop delivery and their 

perceptions regarding the benefits and difficulties of its use. At this time, each participant's needs 

for further counselling were also assessed and assistance was given if necessary to find further 

counselling resources or plan next steps in math impmvement. 



Data Gathering Instruments 

Participant Pre-Assessment Measures 

Partici~ant information. Information regarding participant chmcteristics was collected 

using a brief Student Information Questionnaire (see Appendix A). In order to allow detailed 

description of the sample for analysis and reporting purposes, participants were asked to provide 

information regarding their age, gender, current educational program and career goal, level of 

education completed, mathematics background and math needs. In addition. respondents were 

asked to briefly describe their general math-related concerns and specific math and counselling 

needs from the workshop. 

Mathematics Anxietv Ratin~r Scale (MARS). Participants' level of mathematics anxiety 

was measured using the Mathernatics Anriety Rating Scale (MARS) (Richardson & Suinn, 1972). 

The MARS is a widely used 98-item scale consmicted to provide a measure of anxiety associated 

with the manipulation of numbers and the use of mathematical concepts. The questionnaire is 

composrd of brief descriptions of ordinary life and academic behavioml situations, for exarnple. 

"adding two three-digit numbers while someone looks over your shoulder," thit may arouse 

diffennt levels of anxiety in respondents. A wide variety of situations are included to permit its 

application to a diverse gmup of individuals, including both students and nonstudents. 

Respondents are asked how anxious a particular situation rnakes them feel and to record their 

responses on a Liken scale with range from 1 (not at al[) to 5 (very much anxious). The item 

scores are summed to give a total range of 98 to 490, with higher scores reflecting higher 

mathematics anxiety. 

According to Sovchik et al. (1981). the MARS exhibited high reliability using coefficient 

alpha (pretest = .978, posttest = .982) with elementary education math methods students and has 

been tested at the University of Missouri and Colorado State University, yielding test-retest 

reliabilities of -78 and .85. Evidence for the construct validity of the MARS has k e n  provideci by 

three studies in which MARS scores decreased after behavior therapy and by two studies in 
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which MARS scores correlated negatively with scores on the Numecical Ability subtest of the 

Differentiai Aptinide Test (r  = -.64, r = -35) (Rounds & Hendel, 1980). Further validity data has 

also been reported by Bmsh (1978) who found that the MARS "successfully differentiated arnong 

students in dserent majors and among those subgroups that had chosen to participate in or to 

avoid optional high school and coliege mathematics" (p. 489). In this snidy, students' scores on 

the MARS were also correlated with measures of dislike and anxiety about mathematics, 

performance in mathematical settings, and a measure of test anxiety. 

Cornputer Thounhts Survev CTSb In order to assess participants' degree of confidence 

in using computers and technology prior to starting the workshop and to allow pre-screening of 

severe technophobics if necessary, participants' pre-workshop cognitions and feelings about their 

abilities with technology were assessed using the Compter Thoughts Sunrey - Fom C (Rosen & 

Weil, 1992). The CTS contains 20 self-statements that people may rnake when working with 

technology or contemplating working with technology. Eleven of the items are phrased in the 

negative direction (e.g., "1 am afraid 1'11 wreck the program*'; "I feel stupid") and nine are 

phrased positively (e.g., 'This will be fin."; "Others have learned this and so c m  Lw). Similar to 

the MARS, these statements are rated on a five-point scale (not at ail, a M e *  a fair amounr, 

ofen, very ofren) reflecting how often the respondent cumntly has each specific thought when 

using or thinking about using a cornputer. M e r  reverse-scoring for negative items, higher total 

scores reflect more positive cognitions (range = 20 - 100). One of three instruments designed by 

Rosen & Weil (1992) to measure various aspects of technophobia in depth, the CTS was judged 

to be the most useful for this study as analysis of the specific items would allow detection of 

those students who currently react negatively to using computers and therefore better screening or 

preparation for training needs. 

Rosen & Weil (1992) report h m  their research on the instrument that the LTS has 

proven to be diable with Cronbach's alpha coefficients above .80 in six studies. Validity 

evidence has aiso been found: in two studies, one with summer school students in Psychology 
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courses using computers and another with elementary and secondary school teachers, the CTS 

correlated positively with self-reports of positive attitude toward cornputen (r=.67) and 

confidence using computers (r=.59) and negatively with degree of cornputer-related anxiety (r=- 

.63) and negative computer cognitions (r =-.6 1). 

Worksho~ and Online Format Evaluation Measures 

Tar~et Com~laints and ex~ectations for counsellin~ scale. Participant ntings of the 

nature and seventy of their presenting complaints (reasons for wanting help) pnor to and 

following the workshop were assessed using a paper-and-pencil Target Complaints questionnaire 

(Battle, Imber, Hoehn-Saric, Stone, Nash, & Frank, 1966). The questionnaire directs respondents 

to record their presenting complaint in their own words ("Please list your reason for wanting 

counselling help at this time"), then instructs them to rate the current degree of discomfon caused 

by the complaint ("In general, how much does this problem or cornplaint bother you?'). For this 

purpose, a 13-box rating scde was provided ( x e  Appendix C). The descnptor Nor ar ail was 

printed beside the bottom box, A linle by the fourth box from the bottom, Pretty much by the 

seventh box, Very much by the tenth box, and Couldn't be worse by the top box. Participant 

raeings of their outcome expectations pnor to counselling ("Please rate what you expect this level 

to be after comdetine the counselling sessions") were also obtained using the same 13-point 

scale appended to the Target Complaints Questionnaire (see Appendix C). For scoring purposes, 

each box was assigned a value between 1 and 13 with the first box Nor at al1 equal to 1 and the 

thirteenth box Couldn't be worse equal to 13. At the time of their final i n t e ~ e w ,  participants 

were again asked, oraily or via e-mail when necessary, to rate their current level of discornfort for 

the stated target complaint using the 13-point scale. 

The use of target complaints as criteria of improvernent has been recornrnended by 

Waskow and Parloff (1975) who note hat this measure is: suitable for use with any population, 

easy to administer, not offensive to clients, and sensitive to change. En validation studies reported 

by Battle et al. ( l966), target complaints were found to correspond to the complaints obtained in 
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an intensive psychiatrie evaiuation interview conducted pior to a four-month psychotherapy 

study and to "correlate to a significant degree" with the four other outcome measures used: client 

and therapist ratings of overall irnprovement, client discomfort scale ratings, and social 

ineffectiveness ratings based on structured intenriews. When obtained at different points prior to 

therapy and by different interviewers, target complaints and corresponding severity ratings using 

the box scale were also found by these researchers to be highly reliable. 

Session evaluation auestionnaires. Participant perceptions of the imrnediate effects or 

impact of each of the t h e  workshop sessions were obtained using a session evaluation 

questionnaire developed for this study. Presented online as the 1 s t  page in each of the three 

sessions, the evaluation fonn was designed to be completed and subrnitted online immediately 

following completion of each session. 

The first half of the sex-report instrument consists of two sets of three bipolar adjective 

scdes presented in semantic differentiai format (see Appendix D). For each word pair, 

respondents are directed to describe their experiences of the workshop session, using a number 

between 1 and 5, where 1 means more like the word on the l@, 5 means more like the word on 

the right and 3 means neutral. On the web page, the scales were presented with radio buttons for 

each of the numbers, in the format shown in Figure 9: 

Figure 9 Session Evaluation ScJe 

The first set of adjectives presented (dangerouslsafe; dificult/easy; worthlesslvaluable) elicited 

responses to the item stem: ''This session was . . .". The second set (sadlhuppy; afi.uidlconfideit; 

detache<Uinvolved) were presented with the stem: "Right now 1 feel . . .". These descriptors and 

item stems were taken fiom the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (Stiles, 1980), a longer (24 



item) post session self-report measm designed to masure therapy session impacts in terms of 

the degree of depth (Le., power, value) and srnoothness (i.e., ease, safety) of the session and the 

positiviiy (Le., happiness, confidence) and arma1 (i.e., energy, excitement) felt by clients 

following counsellimg. Such impacts related to effectiveness of therapy and degree of client 

distress are considered to be statistically the most substantial and clinically the most relevant of 

reported session experiences (Orlinsky & Howard, 1977). For the current study, as a briefer 

session evduation was desicable given the burden on participants to evaiuate the session 

immediately following a possibly lengthy pend spent at the computer, only one quater of the 

original SEQ items were used. The specific items selected were those thought to be most relevant 

for evaiuation of the online workshop: Le., to what extent participants found it safe, easy and 

vduable and Ieft the session feeling happy, confident and involved. 

The second hdf of the online questionnaire was designed to elicit participants' brief 

written feedback regarding the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the session just completed. 

Two input boxes are presented with the instruction to surnmarize: 1) "What was the most 

valuable part of this workshop session for you?' and 2) "What changes would you recornrnend 

for future versions?" These questions are the same as those used successfully for on-going 

evaiuation of the live math study skills workshop. 

Final evaluation interviews. Participants' overall evaluations of the online math study 

skills workshop after either completing the sessions or terminating their participation in the 

workshop were collected in semi-stnicnired i n t e ~ e w s  of approxirnately one hour duration. The 

interview guide foIlowed (see Appendix E) was designed to collect participants' perceptions 

regarding benefits received from participating in the math study skills workshop as we Il as their 

specific reactions to the workshop itself, online delivery format, media used, communication 

modes available, contact with the counseilor and other group members and finaily their 

recommendations for change. AIthough 1 conducted the interviews rnyself in order to ensure that 

participants had not been affected adversely by the workshop and to assist in planning appropriate 
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next steps for them, particular effort was made to elicit honest responses from participants. 

Specific instructions given at the outset of each interview suessed that detailed, honest responses 

are the most useful for research purposes and thecefore 1 needed individuais to be as tmthfi.11 as 

possible about their reactions, both positive and negative, to different aspects of the workshop 

expenence. In addition, 1 assured hem that as this was a new delivery method, 1 was not 

committed to the approach but was most interested in al1 student reactions to it. As initial 

interviewees were hesitant when asked if they were cornfortable with their responses being 

audiotaped, and as telephone interviewing was a Iikelihood in rnany cases, it was decided that the 

risk of taping causing concem, distraction or lack of openness in respondents was not worth 

taking and that all interview responses would be recorded by hand. Care was taken to include 

verbatim quotes as often as possible, with apologies to respondents for taking the extra time to do 

so. 

Procedures 

Recmitment 

Potential workshop participants were recmited on the University of Alberta campus, 

through several of the typical routes used for advertking counselling workshops. A recruitrnent 

notice (see Appendix F) calling for those with math f a n  to seek help through the Faculty of 

Education Undergraduate Student Senrices Office, was printed on neon-coloured paper and made 

available to students in key locations on campus: Academic Support Centre, Student Counselling 

Services, Native Student Services, University Health Services, Faculty of Education 

Undergraduate Student Services, the Registrar's Office, Student Services Daycare Centre and 

Faculty of Extension. A letter of announcement (see Appendix G) and copies of the notice were 

also sent to reception staff at di campus departments and announcements were made in the 

Graduate Student Association electronic newsletter, Facuity of Education newsletter and in 

Spring tenn undergraduate Education classes. The flyers and announcements gave information 

regardhg help offered, but not delivery methoci, and referred interested individuds to me at 
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Undergraduate Student S e ~ c e s  for more information. This method aliowed me to see or hear 

any negative reactions to online deüvery rather than to N k  missing this information with some 

potential participants self-screening based on fears of working via computer. 

Screening and Registration 

A procedures sumnwy detailing the specific study activities of participants. counsellor 

and research assistants, from screening and registering participants to conducting final interviews. 

is provided in Appendix H. 

Interested individuals who contacted me were assisted in self-screening for participation 

in the workshop through a brief in-person or telephone interview tocussing on the nature of the 

help offered, appropriateness of their counselling needs and availability for attendance at a 

weekly lab. Suggestions of alternative resources were given to those who were not available 

during the times offered or who expressed needs other than those addressed in the workshop (e.g.. 

statistics tutorhg, math help for children). Those who wished to register were tentatively booked 

into a fint lab appointment and asked to pick up an information and registntion package from 

nception at Undergraduate Student SeMces. The registration packages contained: a) a b k f  

Registration Information cover sheet (how to s i p  up); b) an Exphnation to Participants study 

information and consent form (see Appendix 1); c) Student Information questionnaire; d) Target 

Cornplaints Questionnaire; e) Cornputer Thoughts Survey; and I) Mathematics Aariety Rating 

Scale. The registration instructions directed participants to complete and retum pre-assessrnent 

questionnaires as soon as possible and if necessary, to sign up for a lab session through Student 

SeMces reception. The registration information and pnassessrnent questionnaires were presented 

and completed on paper, rather than onhe, as it was thought that this method would be less 

intimidating and inconvenient for those who were not yet experienced in using the intemet. 

As soon as their regîstration information was received (there was no fee for the workshop), a 

WebCT student account was created for each participant and their lab bookhg was finalized. 

Returned regisûation packages were afso reviewed at this time to ensure that there were no 
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participants with inappropriate needs or evidence of extreme technophobia. (A description of the 

participants recruited is given in Cbapter 4.) 

Workshop Deliverv and Data Gatherin~ Procedures 

Ethical considerations and safemiards. in planning workshop delivery, several issues 

related to the ethics of offering a counselling workshop completely online were considered. First, 

as it was not known how math anxious students would react to online delivery (i.e., would they be 

pmicularly technophobic?), and what their counselling needs might be while using the workshop, 

it was decided that the online sessions should be initially delivered in a controlIed lab setting. 

Similady, it would be important that new users receive adequate orientation to the technology and 

chat a lab monitor be present at al1 times to offer technical support and watch for negative 

reactions. Second, as participants might be self-conscious about being identified as math-anxious, 

steps should be taken to ensure confidentiality and anonyrnity if desired, in the lab setting and 

while online. In addition, al1 participants would need to be informed regarding measures to be 

taken to maintain their confidentiality in any reporting and Further use of their online and 

interview data. Third, there was concern that as with any online communications of a counselling 

nature, someone outside the group having access to private transmissions or entering group 

discussions to harass participants was a potential risk. Therefore, it would be imperative that the 

closed course and data security rneasures avaiIabIe through WebCT be used at al1 tirnes, Finally, 

as online counselling is a relatively new enterprise, counselling conducted during the sessions 

should conform to the Standards for the Ethical Practice of WebCounseling produced by the US 

National Board of Certified Counselors [http~/www.nbcc.org/ethics/wcstandards.htm]~ 

For the math anxiety workshop, the standards addressing the necessity of providing contact 

information for support available to clients in case of emergency and informing clients how often 

they could expect to receive a response fmm the counseiior were considered partinilarly essential 

(for acnial information given to participants, see Appendix 1 Et-planarion to Parricipants and 

online instructions bdow). 
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Worksho~ environment and schedulinq. The workshop sessions were delivered on 

campus in the H.T. Coutts Education library, in a ceserved section of six computers within the 

cornputer lab (capacity 18). (For exceptions to this location, see Chapter 4.) The lab afforded a 

quiet environment closed off from the main Library and iibrary information personnel 

immediately outside who were able to assist with operation of the Iab equipment. The set of 

cornputers reserved for the study were PCs (Pentium iI, 4.3 GB Hard drive, 64 MB RAM) 

mnning the Windows 95 operating system and connected to the internet and a Iaser printer. The 

installed software and hardware required for ruming WebCT included: an Internet application or 

browser capable of running Javascript programs (Netscape Cornrnunicator 4.5), a browser plug- 

in for playing online audio and videc clips (Real AudioNideo Player 6.06) and a sound card 

(SoundBlaster AWE64). 

Workshop lab sessions were scheduled in 2 112-hour blocks, morning ( 10:30-1:OO) and 

afternoon (2:30-500) Monday, Wednesday and Friday. An evening session was also booked for 

5:OO-7:30 on Wednesdays. 

For each of the lab sessions, one of two female research assistants (RAS) was scheduled 

to be present at al1 times and a third was on cal1 to act as a substitute when required. Research 

assistants who were comfortable using computers, farniliar with the Internet, e-mail and course 

conferencing and who had successful experience working in a helper role with adults (qualities 

similar to those of a counselling centre assistant) were hired to work in the study. Female RAS 

were selected specifically as it was expected that most of the study participants would be fernales 

and that many may feel more comfortable approaching a fernale assistant for help. Two of the 

RAS hired for lab monitoring were fiom the Education faculty (one graduate and one senior 

undergraduate student) and one was a Library and Information Sciences graduate student. Ail 

were well-acquainted with the features of WebCï and the workshop contents from having 

worked through the workshop themselves prior to the start of the study. 



Process. The participants were scheduled to start in the same week, whenever possible, in 

order to create a group of participants complethg the oniine workshop at the same time and 

thereby allow the possibility of an oniine community through the bulletin board. in their first visit 

to the computer lab, participants were greeted by the scheduled RA and shown to a workstation 

which had been prepared for their use (Netscape ninning, U of A WebCT course list loaded, 

headphones available). Participants were oriented to the use of the equipment (volume control, 

browser controls), then to the WebCT log-in procedure (username and password) and workshop 

home page buttons through a 10-15 minute demonstration by the RA. For the Iab set-up, 

orientation and lab monitoring activities to be carried out for the workshop sessions, RAS were 

given standard instructions to follow (see Appendix J). 

Before starting the workshop, participants were encouraged to try the Help, Mail and 

Contenrs buttons from their own workstation and to ask questions of the RA. For the purpose of 

properly labeliing data collected from input boxes and other Javascript fonns not tracked by 

WebCT, for this workshop participants were dso asked to enter a name (pseudonym if desired) 

from the home page More starting each session. Once participants had signed in for the first 

time, onhne instructions directed them to begin the workshop at the top of the Contents List - the 

Online Workshop & Site Navigation ("Getting Around") Info page where the functions of the 

WebCT navigation bar were explained dong with some of the other workshop features such as 

the virtual group and communication options available. From there, participants navigated back to 

the Contents List and began Session 1. 

For the rernainder of the first lab session and al1 subsequent labs (see Appendix H 

Procedures Summary), participants worked at their own Pace through each workshop module, 

printing desired handouts and readings and taking breaks or stopping for the day as necessary. 

Throughout the workshop sessions, the RAS positioned themselves close to the participants* 

workstations without "hovering", coilected or handed back sealed homework assignments and 

provided ongoing assistance with the operation of WebCT and pnnting facilities when requested 
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by participants or when they noticed signs of mounting anxiety or frustration. This procedure of 

generai reception, orientation and "on call" assistance was adopted as it was thought to best 

simulatc the type of assistance provided by counseliing staff when students are using counseliing 

centre resources (e.g., computer-assisted career guidance). It also provided an opportunity test the 

degree to which users could complete the workshop independently but with a "safety net" in 

pIace. 

Acting as the online counsellor or facilitator for the workshop, at the end of each lab day, 

1 reviewed submissions made by participants in input boxes and session evaluations to ensure that 

they were progressing well and if not, sent a mail message to the participant to offer suggestions 

and encouragement. At this time 1 dso checked and responded to the m i l  and bulletin board 

postings (my original discussion questions for each session were already on the bulletin board), 

following up where appropriate, on points made in posts. if at the end of their first session 1 had 

not received a mail message from one of the participants, 1 sent them a bnef hello message with 

the reminder to send me a message at any time if they had needs or issues arising from the 

workshop. 

Once a participant had completed the third module or indicated to me that they would not 

be completing the workshop, a find interview appointment was set up to take place in my office 

or another private location on campus. Whenever participants were not available for a face-to- 

face interview, arrangements were made for a mutually-convenient time for a telephone 

interview. As many participants were students in labour-intensive surnrner courses or preparing 

for their teaching practica at the lime of final interviews, some were not able to find a convenient 

time for telephone interviews and preferred the option of e-rnaiIing responses to i n t e ~ e w  

questions. in al1 cases, finai i n t e ~ e w s  invohed an ovewiew of the purpose of the interview 

("First I'll ask you some questions about your reactions to the workshop, then I'll find out how 

you're doing now with respect to math.'') then rerninders to participants of the need for honest 

responses and that their narnes wouid not be iinked to any quotations used- An interview guide 
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was followed for completion of the interview questions and responses from live interviews were 

recorded as accurately as possible by hand (see Appendix E and Data Gathering Instruments 

above). At the end of the interviews (and as a final question on the e-mail interview), participant 

needs for hrther counselling or math resources were assessed and appropriate referrais were 

made. Participants* remaining questions about the workshop content were also addressed at this 

time. 

Rating. recording and data management ~rocedures. At the completion of each of the 

three workshop modules, participants completed and submitted ratings and comments on the 

online session evaluation questionnaire. During each Iab session, the scheduled RA made general 

observations of participants' behavior and apparent reactions to the workshop that day. Upon 

leaving, if the participant had not sought help, the RA checked in with them (e.g., "How did it go 

today - did you get everything to work alright?") and observed their mood state. RA observations 

for each participant included comments made, need for clarification, specific pages found 

particularly difficult or enjoyable* moods and state upon leaving. The RAs were made responsible 

for qualitative observations in the lab in order to ensure that participants would have only online 

contact with me during the sessions (i.e., to preserve the mostly online learning environment) and 

to provide more objective observational data. Al1 RA observations wen noted on recording log 

sheets (see Appendix K) dong with the participant's session start and end time, starting and 

ending page number, next lab time and work submitted. 

At the end of each lab &y, hard copies of the workshop tracking information and al1 

workshop submissions were printed remotely from the WebCT coune management utilities and 

stored in my office. Verification of the online tracking records was also conducted weekiy 

through cornparisons with the RA recording logs and workshop appointment schedule. FinalIy, al1 

quantitative data collected h m  preassessments, tracking records and session evaluations and 

qualitative data collected from within-session submissions and evaluation comments, e-mails. 



bulletin board postings, RA notes, homework assignments, and final i n t e ~ e w s  were coiiated for 

each participant and used for the data analysis presented in the next chapter. 



CIFAPTERN 

RESULTS 

This chapter is organized into two major sections representing the major foci of the 

study: Workshop Participation and Workshop Evaluation. The first section includes data 

concerning participants, attendance and site use analysis, Le., who came for counselling, when 

they came, and how they used the workshop. In the second major section, two types of 

evaluative data are presented: counselling outcome or "effectiveness" data at both the ovedl 

workshop and individual session evaluation levels. and data collected regarding reactions to 

online delive ry . 

Worksho~ Participation 

" ~ y o u  build it, They will corne" (or wiil they?) 

Partici~mts 

As a result of recruitment efforts, 25 wornen who related to the tenn "math anxious" 

made contact through the Student Services office, expressing an interest in working on their math 

anxiety and requesting further information by phone. Of these, 16 eventually picked up an 

information and pre-assessrnent package and 9 indicated that they would be unable to attend a 

workshop (1 was now having success in her Statistics course and felt it was no longer needed, 3 

were going to be too far from campus to come in to the lab sessions and 5 decided that they 

would be overburdened with other school-related commitments to complete a workshop at that 

time). One of the earliest respondents was permitted to begin early and thereby act as a pilot 

usability participant for the frnal "test mn" of session 1 and data collection procedures. This was 

pennitted as she was only available for a short penod of time and wanted to include the 

experience in a pre-teaching self-ceflection journal (a course requirement that term). 

AU 16 participants who had taken the information package eventually signed up for a 

specific lab time to begin the first session. Five of these individuals rescheduled repeatedly but 

never came to the lab for a session - two later contacted me to Say they had changed their mhds 



about wanting to work on the issue at that time; the other three did not return calls or offer a 

reason for discontinuing contact. In addition to the pilot participant. 10 individuals submitted the 

pre-assessrnent data and completed at least one session. For the rernainder of this chapter, unless 

noted otherwise, the presentation of results wiU be based on data collected from this group of 10 

participants (A - J). and the pilot participant (P). 

Partici~ant generaI demoma~hic information. Al1 1 1 workshop participants were females 

with ages ranging fiom 20 to 53 (mean and median age = 32 years). Nine participants were 

undergraduate students in the third or fourth year of their degree programs. mjonng in 

Elemcntary Education (4). Secondary Education (3). Special Education ( 1). and Environmental 

Sciences ( 1). The remaining participants were: a graduate student completing an M.Ed, degree 

and a daycare worker with a two-year college diplorna. Al1 but one participant had completed the 

equivalent of Grade 1 I mathematics, three had taken one hirther "practical" math course such as 

Consumer Math or Math for Teachers and two had completed an academic Grade 12 

mathernatics course. In t e m  of computer expenence, 10 of the 1 1 participants were familia. 

with e-mail and the Intemet and had been required to use computers as part of their university 

coursework. None had expenenced an online course pnor to the workshop. 

Presentine: corn~laints. Table 2 shows participants' stated "target complaints" and 

discomfort ratings prior to beginning the online workshop. The major thernes present in these 

complaints were: to overcome math-related anriety/fear,anic: mentioned by six participants; to 

gain confidence with math: noted by five participants; to gain better math understandinghsic 

skills: needed by five participants; and to overcome math uvoidance, gain a more positive 

attitude toward math and overcome math test awiety: each mentioned by one participant (note 

that many participants named more than one cornplaint). The pre-counselIing severity of 

participant complaints on a 13-point scale, ranged from a discomfort rating of 7 ("prerty much" 

bothered), to 13 ("couldn't be worse"). The mean cornplaint rating across al1 participants was 9.6 

("very much" bothered) (SD = 2.02). 



Table 2 Participant Target Com~laints 

Participant Target Complaind and Discornfort Ratings 

M e t y  around simple math concepts 
Overwheimeà by statisticai concepts (7) 

1 don't have some of the basic skiils to help with higher math in other courses 
To be able to relax so 1 c m  access some of the skills 1 have Iearned (7) 

1 understand math (even my problem are& caiculus) but when it cornes to tests or 
exams 1 get in there and have never seen the materiai before. 
I need to be able to write a math testlexam and pas. (12) 

I was good in it unti1 grade 7 and then hated it ever afterward. 1 avoid using it E r  
because it makes me fecl stupid. 
To feel comfortablelconfident w i h  everyday math. (10) 

Not very confident with: aigebra, geometry, statistics, some word problems, calculus 
(never done it) 
To approach it confidence and know the formulas to solve problem. (9) 

The amiety of trying to teach something 1 don't dways undentand myself or have 
difficulty in explaining. (10) 

1 need to get over my math fears so I can successfully complete my math courses and 
so I cm become more contiident with math in the future as a student teacher and 
teacher. (13) 

I'm not sure where 1 am with math. 1 am so uneducated in math, 1 don't even 
rernember how to do fractions. (7) 

Confidence to enjoy teaching math and to know and understand what 1 am teaching. 1 
want to be able to assist students to gain mathematical Ianguage competency which I 
m u t  mode[. (9) 

I have a fear of i t  1 have dways felt stupid and 1 want to overcome these feelings so 
f cm go back to school and aiso live an easier Iife without worrying about Math. (1 1) 

I have never understood math and now when 1 see numbers and math, 1 panic 
without even trying to think the problem through. 
1 need to gain confidence in my basic math skills, and a positive attitude to at l es t  
some aspects of math. (10) 

a Wriffen responses to initiai student information questions: What is your major concern in dealing with 
math (your reason for seeking help)? What do you necdfiom thk workshop? The bold text has been 
added to allow the reader to mom eady s m z e  the data and see similarities. 
Discornfort rating uing 13-point ratiag scale: 13 = "couldn't be wone", 10 = 'tery much", 7 = 'pretty 
much", 4 = "a littie", 1 = "not at ail" bothered. 



Ex~ectations for counsellinn. A surnmary of al1 participant pre-assessrnent data is 

presented in Table 3. Adjacent to participant mget cornplaints ratings (colurnn 3) are participant 

ratings of the expected discomfort levels for their target cornplaints following counselling 

(column 4) - Le., a rating reflecting to what extent they expected to be bothered by the target 

cornplaint, once they had completed the counselling. Expected post-workshop severity levels 

ranged from a low discomfort rating of 1 ('not at ail" bothered) to a high of 9 ("very much" 

bothered), with a modal expected rating of 4 ("a linle" bothered) ( M  = 3.8, SD = 2.33). This 

represents a mean expected decrease from pre-workshop Ievels of 5.6 points (SD = 3.47). 

Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS) .  Participants' total MARS scores are given 

in column 5 of Table 3. These scores ranged from 175 ("a little" math-related anxiety) to 398 

("mrrch" anxiety) out of 490 possible points. The rnean for this group was 277 points (SD = 

68.13) which represents "a fair amouni" of anxiety related to math. 

Comyter Thouphts Survev (CTS). The sixth and seventh colurnns of Table 3 list the 

results of the Computer Thoughts Survey: participant total survey scores are given in colurnn 6 

and scores for the Computer Enjoyment Subscale of the CTS are in column 7. Total scores for 

this sample ranged from 53 to 99 out of a possible 100 points, with higher scores indicating more 

positive cornputer-related thoughts. The mean score was 76.7 (SD = 13.41) indicating that, on 

average, this group felt positive about cornputers "rnuch" of the time. On the Computer 

Enjoyment Subscale, the scores ranged from 8 to 20 out of 20 points with a mean score of 13 "a 

fair atnount" enjoyed (SD = 3.55). 

Particioant summarv. Eleven of the sixteen individuais who siped up to begin the online 

workshop acnially participated, one starting early as a "pilot9* pani*cipant. Al1 of the participants 

were females between age 20 and 53, aii but one were university (primarily Education) students 

with at least grade 1 1 mathematics and al1 but one had previous experience with computea. Rior 

to beginning the workshop, the participants* major concerns were: need to decrease math-related 

anxiety, build confidence with math and better understand and rnaster the basics. The participants 



Table 3 Participant Pre-Assessment Data Summary 

Participant Workshop Needs Cornplaint Rutin Expected Post- MARS Computer Computer 
Summarizeda Pre-Counsellin$ Workshop l3atingb ScoreC nioughtsd Enjoyrnent Scale 

Dccrense Anxiety 

Decrease Anxiety 
Improve Basic Skills 

3ecrease Math Test Anxiety 
Decrease Avoidance 

Gain Confidence 
Goin Confidence 

Decrease Anxiety 
lrnprove Understanding 

Decrensc Anxiety 
Gain Confidence 

Improve Basic Skills 
Goin Confidence 

Improve Understanding 
Decrease Anxiety 
Decrease Anxiety 

lmprove Understanding 
Gain Confidence 

a Summnrizcd from writtcn rcspnscs to initial s~uden~ informaiion quesiions: IYht~t is ~~nirt~t~rujor cuttcertr i~r deulitrg with trluth (yoirr reusott for seeking Itelp)? 
Whal rio yntr tieed fruni tliis workslrap? 
13-point rating scale: 13 = "couldn't bc worsc". IO  = "very much", 7 = "pretiy much". 4 = "a littlc". 1 = "not ot all" bothered 
Higher scores indicate higher mnihernatics-relnicd nnxicty. (highcst possible = 490) 
Higher scores indicate more positive computer-relnted thoughts. (highest possible = 100) 



were. in general, "very much" bothered by these cornplaints and expected that after the workshop 

they would continue to be "a M e "  bothered. On a standardiid measure of mathematics anxiety, 

the MARS, al1 of the participants reported feeling at least "a Linle" anxiety in most math-related 

situations with the average k ing  "a fair amount." Their computer-related thoughts were 

generally positive "much" of the time and they reported enjoying computers "ci fair amount." 

Attendance 

(For this section, data from the pilot participant (P) is not included as she was not part of 

the online "group.") 

Lab attendance. Table 4 presents lab attendance data for the group of ten participants. 

Participants were permitted to choose and "book" any lab time in the week that best suited their 

schedule and as show in Table 4, they made use of al1 of the scheduled lab times with the most 

popular lab times being Wednesday evening (12 log-ons) and Monday and Wednesday 

afternoons (5 log-ons). After having attended the lab at lest  twice, several students were having 

difficulty getting to the cegular lab sessions. (Throughout the study, the participants needed to 

reschedule a total of 13 times and failed to show for their "booked" lab sessions 12 times without 

wming.) As they felt cornfortable enough to "go it done" without a research assistant present, 

they were given permission to visit the lab during times other than those regularly scheduled 

(Participant C took this option to complete) or to work on the workshop sessions whenever 

convenient from their home computers (participants A, B, F, G, 1 continued from home). 

Students were rerninded that they should discontinue working if they experienced difficulties, 

and should contact the counsellor by telephone or e-mail to obtain help whenever necessary. 

Worksho~ access. Table 5 gives a breakdown of specific workshop participation data for 

each participant. As shown in coIumn 2, over the eight-week period during which the workshop 

was offered (May 17 - June 9) these participants completed on average, 2 112 of the three 

workshop sessions. One participant (G) withdrew after the fmt session and five of the ten (C, E, 

F, 1 and J) had completed the whole workshop by the end of the semester. Of those who failed to 



Table 4 Lab Use and Loa-on Times 

Number of Lon-ons 
- - - 

Tirne of day Day of the week Total 

a bold text indic~tes regularly scheduled lab tirnes 

Thursday 
h b  Home 

O O 

Moming 
Aftemoon 
Evening 

Total 
I 

'Iùesday 
Lab Home 

1 2 

1 2 

Monday 
LabD Home 
1 
5 1 

6 1 

Friday 
Lab Home 
2 1 
3 1 

5 2 
v I 

Wednesday 
Lab Home 
3 1 
5 1 
12 

20 2 

11 
16 
12 

39 



Table 5 Workshop Particination Data Summary 

Participant # Sessions # Labs Attended + Meun # Minutes # Ernails: intemal # Bulletin # Input Boxes Homework 
Completed Home log-ons( ) Per LabLog-On or extemal ( ) Board Posiings Completed Completed? 

Mean 2.45 / 3 3.9 113.31 2.8 per emailer 2.0 per user 72.1 % 48.4% 

"denominator indicates the number of input boxes or homework ussignments the participant was exposed to in the sessions they completed 



complete the workshop, one had to withdraw after session 2 due to senous iliness, one 

experienced time constraints due to incRased offcampus work responsibilities. and two had 

become "swamped" by summer coursework and visitors. 

Column 3 of Table 5 shows that while working through the sessions, participants "logged 

on" to the online workshop a total of 39 times: some as Iittle as twice and othen as rnany as six 

times before termination, for an average of four times per person (M = 3.9). As shown in coIumn 

4, the average number of minutes participants spent each t h e  they logged on ranged from 85 to 

140 minutes, for an overall average of approxirnately two hours per log-on session (Grand M = 

113.3 1). 

Attendance summarv. The ten participants completed on average, 2 1/2 of the three 

workshop sessions after logging on an average of four times over eight weeks and spending 

between 1 112 to 2 hours each time online. The most popular lab times were the one evening 

session (Wednesday) and the Monday and Wednesday afternoon sessions. Sevenl students 

required additional time flexibility in order to continue with the workshop, one completing from 

the lab outside of regular lab times and five continuing when convenient from their home 

computers. 

Site Use 

(Again for this section, data from the pilot participant (P) is not included as she was not part of 

the online "group.") 

Anecdotal evidence provided by the research assistant logs indicates that for the most 

part, these participants worked through the onIine sessions in a page-by-page fashion. Upon 

returning for a second Iogsn session, they would resume where they had left off and in some 

cases would use the Table of Contents to explore the site more extensively. Both RAs noted that 

these participants seemed intent on complethg as much of a session as possible while they were 

in the lab. They spent relatively little tirne ceadhg information provided in links, preferring to 

print off longer readings and note URLs for use at another time. Students working from home 



noted that they felt less pressured to complete a whole session in one sitting and did spend more 

time "playing" and "explonng." 

E-rnaiI. Column 5 of Table 5 lis& the number of e-mds sent by each participant while 

taking part in the workshop. Four out of ten participants used e-mail, sending at least two 

messages each for a total of 1 1 messages. ALI were sent to the counsellor (7 from within the 

online workshop messaging system and 4 from outside the workshop to the counsellor's e-mail); 

9 out of the 1 1 messages were unsolicited (i.e., initiated by the participant rather than sent as a 

nply to the counsellor's message). No e-mail messages were sent between participants. Al1 of 

the participants who used e-mail to contact the counsellor (A, E, G, H) were those who had a 

face-to-face counselling relationship with me prior to the workshop (personal, academic, career 

issues). The message topics included: help with a math question genented by the workshop 

("For a question like 7 divided by 9, when do you stop dividing?"- Participant A) and reporting 

related feelings ( "This division andfractions is a lot of work I'm freaking a bit. Lots of new 

worak. "- Participant A; "l'rn not doing at al1 well on the trial test offrations .... " - Participant 

EJ (3 messages); scheduling ( "I wcu thinking about corning in on wed. instead of fri. this week 

.... " - Participant E) (2 messages); request for the learning styles url(1 message); informing re: 

inability to complete a section due to lack of background ( " I  don 't remember taking anyrhing 

beyond fractions and decimals" - Participant H) (1 message); informing re: niccess/difficulty 

with home access ( "At home, I 'rn gerring a lot of error messages .. .. " - Participant A) (2 

messages); reply to a "welcome back" e-mail sent for session 2 by the counsellor (1 message); 

th& for offenng the workshop (1 message). 

Bulletin board. Colurnn 6 of Table 5 lis& the number of bulletin board postings made by 

each participant during the workshop. Seven out of the group of ten participants made use of the 

bulletin board, making on average two posts each for a total of 14 posts. Of these, 13 were in 

response to requests by the counsellor as part of the workshop instructions (e.g., "Try it now: 

send a brief inrroductoty note tu the group." or Were's a discussion topic to get you started: 



What cultural influences do you think may have contributed to your math anxiery?"). None of the 

participants attempted to initiate a discussion on the bulletin board and only one participant (A) 

made a second post on the same topic. in response to one made by another participant (Le., 

continuing the thread further). Tn addition to this follow-up post, a few other bulletin board 

entries referred to what others before had said on the given topic, indicating that the participants 

were reading the bulletin board responses of others (e.g., following the comment made by 

Participant A "I feel tesentfui about it.," Participant D's first post on the topic was "1 can 

appreciate the feelings of resentment." 

Many of the bulletin board postings made by this group were lengthy. thoughtfil. and 

personai, particularly when made in response to a stimulus such as an online reading (e.g.. " I  can 

still feel now the confusion & shnrne I felt in adolescence about 'al1 of a sudden' not being good 

at math.. . ."participant Cl; "1 also felt thnt since 1 didn 't understand the topic I was the only 

one,. . . I think the article has validity " [Participant FJ. Only one participant in the group used an 

alias for bulletin board postings ("Ann Smith"); al1 others used their real names. 

Within-session inmt boxes. in addition to online exercises and session evaluations, 

participants were invited to "participate" within each session, in response to questions posed, by 

typing their own answers into input boxes provided. Colurnn 7 in Table 5 shows the number of 

input boxes completed by each participant. For each entry, the fraction given represents the 

number of input boxes completed (maximum 6), out of the number of input boxes given in d l  of 

the sessions completed by that participant (maximum 6). This group responded, on average, to 

most of the participation boxes they encountered (A4 = 72.1%). Three participants completed al1 

input boxes presented and al1 of the participants completed at least two. A review of the topics of 

input boxes more and Iess often fiiied in, suggests many participants were selective: they were 

more wiUing to complete responses on self-analysis topics (eg., my math skills summaty [8096]; 

my seiftalk [BO%]; my leaming style [go%]) than on more gened topics (e.g., how wtluld you 



teach a panicked new driver to drive on ice? [40%]) or topics that might become public (e-g., 

write your own intro for the group PO%]). 

Homework assimments- Column 8 in Table 5 indicates, for each participant, how many 

of the homework assignments that they encountered in the workshop were turned in for feedback 

from the counsellor. For each entry, the fraction given represents the number of assignments 

turned in (maximum 3) ,  out of the number of assignments given in the sessions completed by that 

participant (maximum 3 - one from each session). Two of the group of ten participants 

completed al! three homework assignments and four of the ten did not tum in homework. On 

average, these participants tumed in half of the homework assignments they encountered (M = 

48.4%). From the content of the assignments submitted, the participants seem to have been able 

to engage in self-analysis and apply their online reading and experiences to their own math- 

related situations. For example, in thinking about her normal coping strategies used with success 

in other areas of life, one participant (C) wrote: "1 usually work them out by either talking or 

taking a walk and working them through step by step. I cope by thinking. I could use rhese 

strategies for math &y taking a walki~g break and thinking through the math problem step by 

step. " Ano ther participant (A) concluded: "ln jùture. when 1 'm leurning math skills, 1 m going to 

write what I learn down here. [in her math journal] That would help boost my morale and give 

me an aid for facts or funetions that "don 't stick. " Through the homework assignments, 

participants dso seemed to be able to express areas in which they needed more help. Participant 

E wmte: "As for math exarns I get pretry freaked out when 1 get stuck .... I try the deep breathing 

for calmess and ciarity of thought. if[ am able to get through I come out exhausted and with a 

sense of rel ief... but a lot of disappointment that 1 did not do well, " The written counselIor 

response for this statement was: "Again, to stop this cycle, notice the negative things you say ro 

yourself like 'Oh no, t can 't figure this out. Time is running out." What could you say instead? - 
- Let's work on these together. " 



Site-use summq. For the most part, these participants worked through the workshop 

sessions page by page. If working in the lab. they often printed longer articles to read later and 

attempted to complete an entire session in one lab Sitting. Electronic messaging (e-mail) was 

used only to e-mail the counsellor mostly regarding math and cornputer difficulties, math-related 

feelings and scheduling and only by the four participants who wen previously acquainted with 

the counselIor. Seven participants used the bulIetin board, posting thoughtful and personal 

comments and often acknowledging the posts of others, but only in response to workshop 

requests to give input on discussion topics; one participant chose to post under an alias. The 

group completed most of the question-and-answer "input boxes" presented in the sessions they 

encountered, particuliirly those relating to self-andysis. Application-type homework assignments 

wen completed thoughtiully by six of the ten participants who subrnitted. on average. half of the 

assignments they encountered. 

Workshop Evaluation 

But wiil it work? ... and will they iike it? 

Counselling Outcome 

Tmet  Com~laints. Participants' post-workshop ntings of target compiaints are 

presented in column 5 of Table 6 (previously presented initial complaints and expectations data 

are provided in colurnns 2.3 and 4 and session completion data is repeated in coIumn 5 for ease 

of pre-post workshop compaison). The actual post-counselling severity of target complaints 

ranged from a discodort rating of 2 (not at ail bothered) for participants A, BT D, H and i to 10 

(very much) for Participant G. As Participant C had not yet had an opportunity to test whether 

there was improvement in her cornplaint of exam-related math anxiety, she was not able to offer 

a new nting, but did report that she felt increased confidence in math. The grand mean rating 

following counselling across al1 participants was 4.1 (a little bothered) (SD = 2.02). The mean 

decrease in severity ratings from pre-counselling levels was 5.6 points (SD = 3.47). This Ievel is 

very simîfar to the average expected by participants at the outset of counselling (grand mean 



Table 6 Particimnt Target Com~laints Outcom Summary 

Participant Wotkshop Needs Cornplaint Rating Expected Post- Actual Post-Workshop Ratingn # Sessions 
Summarized Pre-Counsellinga Workshop Rating" Completed 

Decreasc Anxicty 

Decrease Anxiety 
Improve Basic Skills 

Decrease Math Test Anxiety 

Decrease Avoidance 
Gain Confidence 
Gain Confidencc 

Decrease Anxiety 
lmprove Understanding 

Decrease Anxiciy 
Gain Confidencc 

Improve Basic Skills 
Gain Confidence 

lmprove Understanding 

Decreme Anxieiy 

Decrensc Anxiciy 
lmprovc Undcrstanding 

Gain Confidence 

? 
(haven't had a math exam yet but gained 

confidence) 
2 

6 
4 

(but new anxiety now - how to make math fun 
for her students) 

10 

2 
2 

(Note: gains also made from math methods 
course laken) 

7 

-- - -- 

a 13-point raiing scalc: 13 = "couldn't be worsc", 10 = "very much", 7 = "preily niuçh", 4 = "a littlc", 1 = "not a[ aII" bolhered 



expected = 3.8, n linle bothend). Most participants. then, reported an actuai amelioration of pre- 

workshop math concems with most gains shown by students who completed rnore than one 

workshop session: rnore specifically, a cornparison of columns 4 and 5 of Table 6 shows that of 

those participants who were able to give expected and post-counselling complaints ratings, five 

improved to the 

level expected or beyond, and three improved. yet somewhat less than they expected. 

Persona1 gains. In addition to final target complaints ratings, participant perceptions of 

ovedl  workshop benefits (in their words, what was personally gained from the workshop) were 

collected through final interview responses and comments in homework assignments. Table 7 

gives a compilation of these responses from dl participants, dong with a sumrnary of the major 

themes in each response (given within square brackets). After cornpleting al1 or a portion of the 

workshop, participants reported gaining: 1) a more accurate assessrnent of their math skills - a 

recognition of areas of strength and specific areas of weakness (9 participants); 2) increased 

confidence - a sense of hope that they can leam and improve in math (6 participants) or in using 

the computer (1 participant); 3) nonnalized feelings - a rexognition and sense of relief that they 

are not the only one with this problem (6 participants); 4) math leaming strategies - improved 

understanding of the best ways for them to approach and cope with math learning situations (5 

participants), Other themes less often mentioned by participants were: increased math howledge 

- refnshing, filling in, or building up weak math areas (3 participants); understanding math- 

relored feelings - becoming more aware of their feelings around math and how they affect 

performance (2 participants); less anriety - feeling less anxious in actual math situations ( 1 

participant) . 

Session outcornes. Participant evaluations of sessions 1 to 3 of the workshop are 

presented in Tables 8 througb 10. Each participant's session description ("7% session was") and 

affect ("Right now I feeP') ratings are given first, followed by their comments regarding the most 

valuable part of the session and recommended changes. A graphic ~presentation of the ratings 



Table 7 Partici riant Personal Gains Comments 

Participant Personal Gains-Related Comments'and Extracted Thems lb 

A Well, the initial information und de-stressing techniques were invaluable. I remember thinking. Gec, April has brought together the latest 
research in a very helpful manner, Besides the latest research bcing really kind, and absolutely right, such interest in us high anxiety types kind 
of "normalized" how 1 fecl and behave. [nonnalized feelings] It was rcally healing. 1 mean some heavy persona1 stuff was going on for most 
people when they got turned off [of math]. So, the anxiety lcvcl 1 felt is way down. [less anrie@] ,. . But 1 am more empowered and more 
convinced that 1 can acquire thot knowledge. [increased confidence] When 1 corne to think of it, rny earlier aitempts to do something abaut my 
math and even the texts I've purchased just deal with math, not the feelings 1 let gct in the way. So the content of this course made a big 
di fference. [underslandhg m a l i t - r e l a  feelings) 

From the testing, 1 realized that 1 mostly make simple mistakes and just need to refresh and pmctice. [more accurute assessment] I'rn planning 
on taking a math course through Grant McEwan [Community College] so it won7 count against my gpa. I'm ready now! [increased confidence] 

1 lemcd whnt kind of leamer 1 m. If 1 don't understand, there arc five diffcrent ways to do it [math learning straregies] -- AND that I'rn not 
really thst bad at math, [increased confrdence] 1 always thought that 1 was just bad at math, [more accurute assessment] 1 leamed 1 do have the 
staying potential, It's not that it's hnrd, [increased confùience) The letuning styles information and the cartoons were really helpful. The 
cartoons 1 can really relate (O and hearing abaut other people too helps yau say, "OK, I'm not the only one." [normlized feelhgs] 

What I gûined most from the workshop was a (surprising) revelation thai, while math is no1 a "strength" for me, I'm probably not worse than 
average, In fact, since that workshop I've done some informal testing of myself in various situations, and it turns out 1 can estimate and add 
numbers in my head to a pretty good dcgree of accuracy, It was ri pleasure to discover ihis and have evidence to oppose to my self-image as 
completely incapable in al1 things math. [more accurate assessment; increased confidence] 
What you do know about math. [more accurate assessnient] 1 learned some new symbols, some algebra stuff and it helped me to cal1 up old 
stuff, [increased math knowledge] I also lcarned what you apply io another subject, you can apply to math like making cards because I'rn a 
visual lemer. [math leurning strategies] 
,, ,, These clips and tidbits also helped me to sec thai I wus not the only one wiih these problcms like 1 thaught. [normalized feelings] As I am 
now entering my praciicum 1 find that I still have some issues and nnxicty about teaching muth. 1 think ihat my main problcm is not that I do not 
undersland the mriteriul [more accurate assessrnerit] but lhal I nrn unsure of how to makc the Iessons fun and intercsting when I do na1 find the 
su bject fun. [understanding rnatli-related feelings] 

G 1 decided to get a tutor to work with me one on one with niy math. Through your workshop, 1 discovercd that 1 have forgotten a lot! [more 
accurate assessment] Ii has helpcd but I did tend to drift, I think my Ieming rcally requires somconc to be along side with me teaching it  to me. 
[math learnirrg strategies J 





Table 8 Session 1 Evaluations and Comments 

Question Participanta Mean 
A B C D F H 1 J P Rating 

This sessiori wax 

dangerous - sofe lb 4 5 
(1  ( 5 )  

worthless - valuable 4 5 4 

Right tiow I feel: 

sad - happy 3 3 5 

warihless - confident 2 3 5 3 2 4 3 2 3 3-00 

detachcd - involvcd 2 4 5 3 - 7 4 5 4 4 3.67 

"P~nriicipants E and G did nat suhniii a session cvaluaiion for scssion 1 .  
b~ession description ratings using eoch pair of descripion: (cg., dangerous-de) are mode on i~ scole of I 10 5. wiih 1 indicating feelings close 
to the lefi descripior in each pair and 5 close 10 the descripior on ihc righi, 



Partici pan t Session I Evaluation Comments: Most Valuable Part 

A Identifying which rules 1 had forgot, Reading the student and leucher histories. 
8 1 found out the areas in which 1 was wcnker in so that 1 can concentrate on some of the basic skills. After this 1 might not get as frustrated if 1 

have a greater knowledge base to work with. 
C Remembering little things that 1 have not taken for a long time. It made me feel good that 1 actually remembered how to do things, and get them 

right, when 1 used to fail them in an exarn situation. 
D The evidence that math anxiety and inability is extemally creatd, not a cognitive flaw or weakness on my part. 
F To assess where 1 need to improve on my skills and recall just how much of thc information from school 1 did not relain. It also showed rnc that 

therc were some strengths but that with a refresher chat 1 would bc able to succeed at the tasks more. 
H Probably realizing that 1 am not as useless with a computer or with math as I thought, 
1 Reflection is useful, I have k e n  doing quite a bit of it since January when 1 staried taking Mathematics courses again. Even so, my reflections 

have gone through highs and lows. Sometimes 1 feel quite depresscd, parîicularly when 1 think about how 1 feel 1 have failed my own childhen. 
The personal math tcsi was also good. It validates my reflections to show that the mas 1 still have trouble with were those which gave me 
trouble in the ps t .  

00 J 1 felt the information on recognizing your feelings and dealing with them was very helpful. 
4 P Understanding what meas of math 1 have the most trouble with, 1 have a clearer perception of how desperate my basic math skills are. This is 

scnry considering 1 may be teaching these ncxt year, 

pp 

Porticipsnta Session 1 Evaluation Comments: Recommended Changes 

A Two of my mswers were righi, but were marked wrong. 1 thought it would bc uscful to bc forwarned about ihe diagnostic test, but maybe not, 
Would like to know if there is follow up on the diagnostic test. 

c Everyihing was good, The exnmples from athers are really good though, 1 pcrsonally always necd to know ihai 1 am not the only one so it really 
hclps to have concrete evidcnce chat others arc as math reluctant as 1 am, 

D Cant think of nny - 1 like il. 
H Right now Ihi not sure. 
1 1 tried to rush this too much. Whut I nccd to do is go back and add 10 rny reflcctions. 1 will do this right now, 1 don'[ know haw to change this 

feeling of urgcncy or "working quickly" whcn it cornes to math. 
J 1 fclt overwhelmcd by al1 of this. Right now I cannot think of anything. 
P 1 thought il was an excellent first session, 1 am very curious about what ihe ncxt two sessions are likc and wha tuse is made of my scores and 

basic math skills to analyzc me in the next sessions. 
Varîicipnnts B and F made no cammenr. 



Table 9 Session 2 Evaiuations and Comments 

Question Participant" Mean 
A B C D E F H I J Rating 

This sessiori ivas: 

dangerous - safe 
(0 (5)  

difficulr - easy 

worthless - valuable 

Righr rioiv lfeel: 

sad - happy 

worthless - confident 

T~articipnnt G and P did not submit n session evuluntion for session 2. 
'session description ralings using cach pair of dcsçnpiors (e.g., dangerous-snfe) arc niade on u scale of 1 io 
5, with 1 indichg feelings close 
to ihc lefi dcscriptor in cach pair and 5 dose to thc dcscriptor on the right. 





Table 10 Session 3 Evaiuations and Cornrnents 

Question Participanf Mean 
C E F J Rating 

This session was: 

dangerous - safe 
(1) ( 5 )  

worthless - valuable 

Righr now I feel: 

sad - happy 

worthless - confident 

detached - involved 5 2 3 5 3.75 

'Participants A, B, D, G, H, 1 and P did not submit a session evahation for session 3. 
b~ession description ntings using each pair of descriptors (e.g., dangerous-safe) are made on a scale of 1 to 
5, with 1 indicating feelings close to the left descriptor in each pair and 5 close to the descriptor on the 
nght. 

Participant Session 3 Evaluation Comments: Most Valuabie Part 
C The symboIs and summaries helped me a lot. 
E the review of the rules for the math steps and the helphrl handouts that were able to be 

printed 
F when it listed the various types of lemers and examples. 
J I felt most of the topics presented here was very vaiuable for me. I redly like going over 

math tenns again as weIl as techniques on how to prepare myseif for math and math exams, 
I enjoyed the cartoons. 

Participant' Session 3 Evaiuatïon Comments: Recommended Changes 

E there was too much text which became tiresorne to read after a while. 
F the whole reading to the relaxation technique was too long and would have been more 

benfical if it was in the form of a sounds bite so that the person could ac td ly  feel and do 
the relaxation technique suggested 

" Participants C and J made no comment. 



for each session is also shown in Figure 10. Mean participant ratings based on nine evaluôtions, 

indicate that as a group, these individuals experienced session 1 as somewhat more safe than 

dangernus ( M  = 3.4), somewhut dificuit rather than easy (A4 = 24, and quite valuable (M = 

4.6). Participant ratings varied little regarding the depth or value of the session (SD = 0.5) as 

compared with the "safety" of the session for which the ratings varied widely from 1 

"dangerous" to 5 "safe" (SD = 1.7). In terms of affect, following session 1. participants felt. on 

average, neither particularly happy nor sad (M = 2.9) nor wonhless or confident (M = 3.0) and 

somewhat more involved than detached ( M  = 3.7). Following session 2, participant ratings were 

more positive and less variable (SDs < 1.0): session 2 was described as safe (M = 4.7), quite easy 

(M = 4.4) and quite valuabfe (M = 4.3); following the session. participants felt somewhat happy. 

confident and involved (M = 3.9,3.8 and 3.9 respectively). Evaluations from the smaller gmup of 

participants completing session 3 (n = 4), were again mostly positive. They indicated that the 

session was safe (M = 4.5), easy ( M  = 4.5) and vafuable (M = 4.5) and Ieft them feeling qrriie 

happy (M = 4.3), somewhat confident (M = 4.0) and somewhat involved (M = 3.8), with the 

exception of participant (E) who gave more consistently neuual ratings than the othen. 

An examination of the participants* evaluative cornrnents following each session reveais 

that from session 1, they found the math assessment exercise and self-malysis most valuable 

(rnentioned in 7 coments), dong with the readings (2 comments). Mile Participant J reported 

feeIing "overwhelmed" following this first session and Participant A felt unprepared for a 

"surprise" math assessment, most participants felt that there were no changes needed. Following 

session 2, participants comrnented that increased math knowledge from the basic math teview (5 

comments) and the math learning strategies presented (3 comments) were most valuable. In 

addition, they appreciated the handouts and style of math presentation (2 comments each) and 

mentioned that the video and "fun" exercises were effective. In this session, more changes were 

called for, specificalIy regarding interactivity (more exercises/quiz - 3 comments), visuai 
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appearance of pages (2 comments) and less text to read (1 comment). Foilowing session 3, 

participants again found the math review content (3 comments) and leaming strategies 

presentations (2 comments) to be valuable. The handouts and hui (cartoons) were also mentioned 

again as appreciated. Changes cdled for in session 3 included less text (2 comments) and more 

audio ( 1 comment). 

Reaction to Online Delivery 

Participant reactions to the online delivery method used are descnbed below. These 

summaries are based on find interview data from the eleven workshop participants (see 

Appendix L for Final interview Responses) as well as cornments made in Research Assistant 

logs, and participant e-mails to the counsellor. 

Ease-of-use. The reseuch assistant notes from participants' lab sessions indicate that, 

other than a few technicd difficulties related to pcinting or multimedia operation, for the most 

part participants were able to work through the sessions without a lot of intervention. As one RA 

stated in her find comments on the workshop: "a great many of the students just came in and sat 

down and said "Hi" but that would be it." initial session RA notes show that some minimal 

training was needed to get most participants started (e.g., for Participant F: Herfirst session - 

gave an overview on how to use WebCT). They dso often required initial help with navigation 

problems: participants B and H, for exarnple, had to be show how to use the Table of Contents 

to reocient when they became "lost." Differences in cornputer experience were noted by RAS as 

a factor in the amount of initial and ongoing assistance that participants required. For example, 

the first session notes for Participant D included only: " First sessioa Very familiar with PC, etc. 

Worked quietly and intently." Similarly, regarding the most experienced participant, C, the RA 

refiected: The was very technologically apt and had no questions that I could recall. She 

seemed tu "motor" through her acsignments and sessions. " For other participants, the RAS 

cornmonly noted answering a fm technical querions for sessions 1 and 2 and no questions 



for session 3. 

Throughout the sessions, the less experienced participants seemed at ease making use of 

the RAs' assistance when needed. Reflecting on her interactions with Participant A, for exarnple, 

one RA concluded: "Frorn a technologicai point of view I don ' t  believe that she was worried 

about her lack of skills - und having me there seemed to shift the responsibility of not knowing 

some things (but knowing enough to get around was a cornfort). " Those working from home on 

sessions 2 and 3 did not require any telephone assistance during the sessions and seemed 

comfortable handling any technical difficulties such as upgrading to the required browser version 

and deaiing with slow downloading times, on their own. The one participant, 1, who did 

experience difficulties using the workshop at home, acknowledged that these were caused by an 

inadequate monitor: "1 forrnd working on my own computerfrustrating, especially for session 3. 

The screen wos too small so when there was a lot of reading, / had to scrofi." 

Eniovrnent. In their final evduation comments, most of the eleven participants described 

mixed ceactions to the online deIivery format - sorne aspects were enjoyable, some were less so. 

Many enjoyed the novelty of the first session and reported to RAS that they found it "different," 

even '%n" at times with those most computer litente (C and D) showing the most initial 

enthusiasm for the delivery method. Even those who were less computer experienced reported 

that they were not "tumed off" by the computer fomt :  ''1 was OK with it becarrse I knew there 

was someone there to help" (Participant I); "1 was comfortable clicking around the sites and 

stuf (Participant A). One of the least computer experienced (Participant H) made it clear to her 

RA that she enjoyed the fmt session and was looking forward to the next. Only one participant, 

G, who did not continue after the first session, admitted h m  this much exposure, that the 

format clearly did not suit her: "I did lose rrack quite ofien because I felt like there wz.~ a bit too 

much tu read 1 guess you coufd say that I have a pretty iow attention span when it comes to this 

kind of stt& I think what would benet  me more is VI were actually in a class, or if ir was a 

litrle more hanris-on. " 



While most participants were not uncornfortable completing a workshop via computer 

and were able to continue, several major issues related to degree of enjoyment or lack of 

enjoyment of the online mode were evident in final interview responses and RA notes. Fiat. a 

perceived threat of lack of prntacy regarding counselling issues and online submissions affected 

participants' cornfort at times during the workshop. Participants A and J, for example. showed 

great concem in the f i t  session regarding whether their "performance" in the online work would 

be seen by others. Refemng to Participant J, the RA notes for her fint session include: "never 

used a computer before ... . Very worrîed about who would see her results (very anxious). " 

Sirnilarly, Participant A wûs seen as: 4'especinlly stressed while doing the seifassessrnent. " This 

participant later admitted her concem in an e-mail to the counsellor: "Actciaffy I don 't mind 

submitting the test. as long as it is looked nt. Also. the gentle appraisal at the end was helpfui. 

because it son of justfled the diagnostic test. That would be good to know about before taking 

the test. " These two participants (A and J) also rated session I as "di#kult" and "dangerous" in 

contrast to their relatively "sofe" and "easy" ratings of sessions 2 and 3. FeIt anxiety over lack of 

privacy and possible humiliation was also noted by Participant J with regard to the "public" lab 

setting: "Coing to a iab was strange, wondering what people were thinking i f !  needed a lot of 

hefp .... She (the RA) also ... said the nume of the workshop in front of everyone in the lab. " 

Participant B reported a similar concem when refemng to the "public" nature of posting to the 

gmup: "1 didn 't find if hurd to leam math using this method but 1 felt a bit scared to write much 

- once I wrote down a reaction but i didn 't realize it was going to other people. What might be 

good would be to be able tu post anonymousLy. " 

A second issue related to lack of enjoyment, raised repeatedly in surnmary comments and 

session evaluations, was discornfort related to extensive reuding on the computer. Participant H's 

cornplaint: "lt war tinng reading at times," was typical. Some participants noted that they dealt 

with this issue by printing longer reading passages: "1 fomd it hard to concentrote on the 

cornpufer so 1 [iked to print o f a s  much as possible " (Participant E); "Atflrst it w m  alf 



ovenvhelming: at the beginning I didn 't realize I could print it al1 " (Participant J). 

A third factor related to participant enjoyrnent was the amount of interaction with others. 

Some participants adrnitted that while it might have been easier to concentrate on the workshop 

from home. they enjoyed being with others taking the workshop in the lab setting: '1 felt rushed 

in the la6 to complete a session. 1 think it would be more fwr $1 could do it ut home. But 1 liked 

having another person there. 1 think I'd like to do it in a small class" (Participant J ) ;  "I  liked the 

[ab because of the other people - the first session especially. It 's nice to corne here " (Participant 

C). This participant aiso cornrnented, however, that she preferred working around other people 

but not being engaged in real-time discussions: "Afier thefirst session it kvas easier to go in on 

my own. lfthey needed help, it wouldn 't interrupt me. ... Other people talking a lot distracts me. 

This way you can pose your own question when yoii want to and anybody can ansver." Others, 

in contrat, felt that the lack of discussion and immediate feedback made the workshop less 

enjoyable: "It's better not having to worry about getting ail the notes in class but not as good 

when you'd like to talk to a person" (Participant E); "For me, I like to interact more with other 

students. Although 1 don 't say much, I enjoy listening to discussions " (Participant H ) ;  "I  liked 

reading the bulletin board. I woirld have liked more" (Participant 1). 

The most cornmonly and enthusiasticallycited factor related to participant enjoyment 

was the self-paced scheduling aspect of online delivery. particularly for those participants who 

evennially worked unsupervised (C) or from home (A, B, D. F, 0: "I liked it. I found it easy to 

work at your own Pace - you could take your tirne with diflcult things" (Participant B);  "ft 

stiited me. I could work on it at odd hours " (Participant I); " I t  worked for me because you don 't 

feel the pressure of being part of the institution. You can just go in on your own tirne .... 1 really 

enjoyed it because 1 felt like 1 accomplished something " (Participant C). Similarly, a few 

participants appreciated the modula nature of the workshop: ' I t  was done in manageable 

chunks - nicely set out uor me)" (Participant EJ; "lfound it easy to receive information in the 

format that you have presented" (Participant F). 



Multimedia effects. Participants expressed that the audio and video clips presented in the 

workshop sessions were, for the most part, a weIcome and helpful addition: "The sound bires and 

clips were an added bonus and broke up the monotony of just reading the t a t  on the page. This 

is beneficaZ especiaiiy while working on a computer" (Participant 0. The effect of 'bbreaking up 

the text" was not always seen as positive, however, as stated by Participant C: "Sometimes with 

the aridio you lose yourpiace and continuizy in the session. " Although graphics, such as cartoons 

were mostly enjoyed, too rriitny could be hindering: "I found at times there were too many 

cartoons. They distracted me in the middle of a reading when I wanted to get to the ment of it " 

(Participant I). 

The foltowing cornent of Participant H was typical of the less computer expenenced, 

who needed initial assistance with the operation of multimedia: "Atfirst I was worried about 

getting the a& and video to work but then 1 enjoyed if. " Other participants indicated that the 

audio and video enhanced learning in that it served as a memory aid ("1 rernember rvhar 1 heard 

more so the audio gave two ways of remembering" - Participant I), demonstntion tool ("i liked 

hearing your voke taiking: it was very calming " - Participant E) or through hearing and seeing 

other "real people" was particuiarly effective in nonnalizing feelings: "... the Iittle movie cuts - I 

could get right into those. They really brought a different thing inta if. Like the finger m t h :  You 

think, 'It's not just me ifthey brought that intu a movie"' (Participant C). The online interactive 

exercises such as the math self-assessrnent were dso mentioned by several participants as being 

usehl (e.g., "The exercises were good; I wanted more of them" - Participant E). 

Communication modes. Other than the occasionai desire, noted above, for more "live" 

interaction, the participants were generaily satisfied with the available options for 

communicating with the counsellor and others in the group. in particular, d l  but one felt that they 

had adequate access to the counsellor; Participant I. who did not make use of e-mail, reponed: "1 

needed more sometimes, Iike when I was ~ i n g  to do the exercises. Sometirnes I rvanted to tafk 

crfrr or during a session. " AU were satisfied communicating with others if desired through the 



bulletin board and did not feel the need to e-mail other group members directly. Several 

participants noted that it would be uncomfortable for them to do so, particularly as they had not 

met face to face (e-g., "ifsomeone e-rnailed me, I'd feel uncomfortable" - Participant C;  "tt 

would be easier to write if we'd metfrrst and made eye contact: 'Is this someone 1 can trust?' I 

like to feel 1 can let down my guard a little. it happens with e-mail especially ufier tirne. I like to 

feel like t'm writing a letter to a friend then it'sfun without worrying about spelling or sounding 

witty" - Participant E). Those who adrnitted to being hesitant in speaking out in cIass also 

expressed hesitance in posting to "stnngers" on the buIIetin board: "1 wouldn 't feel cornfortable 

sending messages to the group. 1 like tu listen to others. 1 don ' t  tulk much in class. " (Participant 

H);  "Iguess I didn 't really want tu. I take a while to wann up. 1t 's the same in ctass" 

(Participant J). Al1 participants were aiso agreed that for this type of workshop, they had no need 

for a "chat" option: "For this, because it's like a learning thing, I wouldfind it distructing " 

(Participant E); "ln this case 1 prefer the bulletin board. I want to ref2ectfirst. then respond" 

(Participant 0. 

Perceived benefits. Reflecting on their experience, the participants perceived many 

potential benefits of this delivery format for a counselhg workshop. Self-pacing or flexibility 

for attending and working on the content was again listed often as a major benefit, often dong 

with access to "helpers" by e-mail as needed: "You get to adjust to your own learning - there's 

no conforrnity. No matter how old you are, f i t  doesn't work right for you this way yort can 

always go back You can send a question in and someone will help. It's not like yott 're left to 

your own devices like in a lecture. My math teacher teaches 300 people" (Participant C); 

"Flexible timing is a benejït, so is access to you and the lob assistant" (Participant A); "It 's 

good for people to do at home: you can stop und stan when you want to " (Participant E). Both 

the ability to control input and cernain anonyrnous if desired were also seen as beneficiai as 

cornpared with [ive counseliing groups: "I  don 't think you feel like you 're on the spot. You 'te 

fiee - ifyou wtm to m e r  you c m  but you don 't have to" (Participant C); "The main 
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dgerence is that in a live group you don't take the responsibility as much. You can be a passive 

leamer. Here the onus is on you -- you take the tirne to think about your responses ... It 's safer to 

be on rny own " (Participant 0; "Ws one-on-one. More private. 1 think for someone with a phobia 

to get started it would be better on n computer" (Participant J ) .  

Other perceived benefits related to electronic delivery included: remote availability for 

those outside the city, access to both print and electronic formats, electronic progress tracking or 

ability to resume "where you left off," quick access to additional information, interactive 

exercises with immediate feedback and clearly structured ("easy to follow") content. FinaIIy, the 

electronic self-assessrnent capability of the online workshop was seen as potentially useful for 

counsellon in their ongoing work with clients: think that the workshop online is an e-rcellent 

tool that should continue tu be used to give the counsellor background information" (Participant 

P) 

Perceived dnwbacks. In addition to the need for access to a computer, these participants 

perceived issues such as difficulty nmaining motivated and a possible need for more social 

contact and more of a forum for discussing arising counselling issues as potential dnwbacks in 

delivering the counselling workshop online rather than in a "live group": "Ir's faceless 

instruction su it's easy tu nof go ifthere ?s no one to a m e r  to " (Participant H); "1 know myself 

well enough that IU prefer a clarsroom sening. The social reinforcement would huve kept me 

coming to class" (Participant A); "A drawback was that there was no group to discuss issues as 

they came up and no feedback on any of the issues. ft would be benejicial to talk tu other people 

who may have the same feelings and anxieties as yuurself, Finully ifyou were having a problem 

while doing the infurmution on-line there \vus no one there to help you as there wordd huve been 

v i t  was done as more of a counselling group " (Participant F). In their considention of the 

drawbacks of online-oniy delivery, more than one participant expressed a desire for an optimal 

blending of both the live and electronic counselling formats, and struggled to corne up with a 

workabte solution. The pilot participant (P), for example, suggested: 



But l do feel that it should be used with a persona1 counselling session as well. A 

blend of the two counselling aspects would keep up motivation and give more of 

chance to discuss results and feelingdobservations.. . . Having the option of 

completing the workshop via e-mail is a terrific solution to deal with scheduling 

problems. Then. bnef discussion meetings could be scheduled for one or a small 

group afier the person has completed one or two major segments, The meeting 

could be as brief as 15 - 30 minutes if the person was getting what they needed 

fiom the workshop. 

Participant B suggested a similar combination approach as optimal: "l found it easier to get to at 

home so I'd say, try to ofler it that way if possible. But 1 know some people need to have a set 

class to go to, to keep on schedule. Maybe the best way to use it would be to have a regular drop- 

in class with a reference person so people codd corne in rthey had trouble motivating 

themselves at home or needed help in certain areas." 

Evaluation sumrnq. Following the workshop, al1 but one participant who was not able 

to make a rating reported a decrease in the severity of their initia1 target complaints, with most 

gains show by those who completed more than one session. Decreases were, on average, 5.6 

points on the thirteen-point scale to the average level they had expected to attain ("a littfe" 

bothered). Personal gains reported from workshop participants included: more accurate 

assesment of math s kills, increased confidence, normalized feelings, kno w ledge of math 

learning strategies, increased math knowledge, understanding math-related feelings and less 

anriety. Average outcome ratings for the individual sessions indicate that participants similarly 

experienced al1 three sessions as quite valuable and left feeling somewhat involved. They varied 

in their expenence of the safety and difficuIty of session 1 which was on average rated as 

somewhac saje and somewhut di'cult, while sessions 2 and 3 were more consistently found to be 

sa$e and quite easy. Similarly, participants were more positive foilowing sessions 2 and 3, feeling 

sornewhat happy and conjident, than for session 1 after which they felt, on average, neunal in 



ternis of happiness and confidence. Participants found the math assessrnent and self-analysis 

aspects of session 1 most valuable dong with the math review content and math learning 

strategies in sessions 2 and 3. Suggested changes for sessions 2 and 3 included increased 

interactivity and less text. 

For the most part. participants found the online workshop easy to use and required little 

assistance from the RA other than a bnef orientation to WebCT and help with navigation and 

technical operations (e.g., adjusting volume, printing) particularly during their first session and 

for those with less initial cornputer experience. Participants seemed at ease accessing help from 

the RA while in the lab and while working from home did not require any telephone assistance. 

With the exception of one participant who disliked the arnount of reading required. initiai 

reactions to the computer-delivery format were positive. particularly for those with more 

computer expenence. Participants reported the self-paced scheduling as the most enjoyable 

aspect of online delivery while threat of lack of privacy, extensive reading on the computer and 

insufficient interaction with others were related to less ongoing enjoyment. The inclusion of 

online interactive exercises and cartoons was appreciated by participants as were the audio and 

video clips which were found to be helpful as a memory aid, demonstration tool or for showing 

the feelings of othea. Although the participants wanted more interaction with othen and more 

immediate interaction with the counsellor particularly while working through exercises, they 

were generally satisfied with the available online communication options. Al1 participants 

preferred to use the bulletin board rather than person to person e-mail for communication with 

other group members, particularly as they had not met face to face, and had no need for an 

additionai chat option. Those hesitant to speak out in a live class were also reluctant to post to 

the bulletin board. Perceived benefits of online delivery included: flexibility for attending and 

working on the content; access to content-related help via e-mail; ability to control amount of 

participation and degree of anonymity desired; remote availability; ability to print session 

contents; electronic progress tracking; quick access to additional information; interactive 



exercises with immediate feedback; and structured, easy to follow content. Drawbacks perceived 

included: need for computer access; difficulty remahhg motivated; need for more social contact; 

and more discussion and immediate feedback regarding arising counselling issues. Suggestions 

for an optimal blending of live and electronic delivery formats were also given. 

Inferences that may be dmwn from the resutts presented in this chapter will be discussed 

in Chapter 5, dong with some tentative implications for best practice and further research 

needed, 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

A viable option? 

The following discussion of the results of this ~search  and development project is 

divided into five sections. Fit, the findings for each of the major evaluation variables (online 

workshop use, effectiveness and participant reaction) are interpreted with nference to the initial 

study objectives, results reported frorn previous studies. and related issues. This analysis is 

followed by an overall evaluation and discussion of possible implications of the online delivery 

experience. The methodological limitations of the snidy and suggestions for m e r  research and 

practice are presented in the final section. 

Use of the Online Workshop 

A major objective of the current study was to investigate the way that participants made 

use of the "alemative delivery" workshop offered in tenns of their patterns of attendance and 

completion, and their use of specific workshop features. 

Worksho~ Attendance 

". . . you can stop and start when yoit want to. " (Participant E) 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the challenges for online delivery of instruction. just 

as for home study o f f e ~ g s ,  is student attrition. In this study, the recruitment resiilrs and pre- 

workshop attrition rate found were not atypical, for on-campus math anxiety assistance: those 

responding to an offer of help w e n  women at al1 stages in their puauit of college and univenity 

education, particularly those concemed about having to deal with math in current courses or in 

the near future (e.g., for teacching or facing a math requirement that could no longer be put off); 9 

out of 25 were unable to attend the online workshop, particularly on-campus weekly lab sessions 

due to other time commitments or physical distance frorn campus; and 1 of the 25 had found 

other methods for coping with her Statistics class. At the start of the workshop sessions, of the 16 



individuais who signed up to begin, 5 repeatedly rescheduled and eventually either did not show 

or cancelled due to "a change of priorities." This first session "no-show" or pre-dropout rate is 

higher than the typical rate (lor 2 out of 20) seen for ngistrants in the Live workshop and is likely 

due to one or a combination of factors commonly noted in the counselling litenture: attendance 

was voluntary and no fee was charged for the workshop, resulting in a low initial cornmitment to 

stact ("Something else came up '3; fear or intense dislike of facing the math anxiety issue ("I'd 

rather avoid it"); and f e z  of the unknown ("I'm not sure if 1 want to go to a counselling 

workshop"). Additional factors that may have been operating in the case of onIine delivery 

include flexible scheduling (easy to postpone - "1 can start next week" rather than "It's now or 

never") and a different fear of the unknown: working via computer. As none of these potential 

participants expressed particular concerns about the computer delivery when it was first proposed 

to them, and more than one admitted that it rnight be helphl for their computing skills, it is likely 

that the higher early attrition rate was due to the flexible start date, particularly during the 

sumrner ("I'd rather be outside") tenn. 

in this study, the participants' attendance ut scheduled iab appointments aruf completion 

of the workshop sessions was also unreliable. No-shows at Iabs were frequent, as were calls from 

participants needing to reschedule Iab times. As participants were aware that the iabs were 

ongoing and that there was no obligation to corne at the same time each week, it is Iikely they felt 

that changes were easily accommodated. Also, as most participants attended consistently for their 

first two lab appointments, it is possible that Iost momentum was a factor due to the Iab closure 

three weeks into the study for midterm break: for many participants, particularly the four reguiar 

evening only students, attendance became sporadic after this point. While most rnanaged to log 

on to the workshop for a coupIe of hours three or four times and completed at least two of the 

three sessions before the end of the eight-week offering period, oniy half of the participants 

compteted the whole workshop. Again, this attrition rate is higher tha.  that nonnally seen for the 



face-to-face groups: for Iive workshops of several sessions' duration (e-g., three or more) some 

student attrition due to illness or increasing home or school commitments was also typicd, but 

with only appmximately 25% failing to complete. It is difficult to know whether the noted 

difficulty in attending and finishing was due to participants being "tumed off' by the online 

delivery mode or by the increasing math content in sessions 2 and 3 (more thinking required), or 

whether they were just not motivated or having dificulty managing their time during a busy 

summer pend. The evidence from participants' statements. suggests that the reasons may have 

been different for different participants, in the case of the one participant (G) who decided not to 

continue &ter working part way through session 2, it is likely that feeling personally unsuited to 

the online format. particularly when the math content was presented, caused her to feel 

unrnotivated to continue (i.e., a "this is becoming hard work" response). For four others, "life 

happened" in terms of extra demands at work or school, children home from school, personal 

illness and long-term sumrner visitors, d n g  time-rnanagement particuliirly difficult. The 

interview responses and session evaluations also suggest that the participants were enjoying the 

workshop but without the personal obligation and stimulation of a Iive class found it easy to "Let 

it slide" (e.g., "it S fuceless instruction so it's easy fo nor go i f  there 's no one tu anmer 

ro"[Participant H]; "i know myseif well enough thut I 'd prefer a classroom setîing. The social 

reinforcement woufd have kept me coming to C~CLSS" Iparticipan t A]). Similar di fficul ty wi th 

consistent attendance and completion of onIine courses has been welldocumented in the 

literature. According to Mawhinney et al, (1999), who have offered online courses for several 

years, "there does seem to be a noticeably higher attrition rate in the online courses. particularly 

in electives where it can reach 508." Kearsley, Lynch and Wizer (1995) have suggested that this 

frequently noted phenornenon '5s probabIy more a characteristic of distance education than 

computer conferencing." Indeed in a review of studies of persistence in distance education, 



Cookson (1990) reported high dropout rates both prior to and during distance courses and noted 

the need to provide the option of more time for students having difficulty completing. 

In the current study,fzexibie scheduling did not seem to improve attendance. While the 

online participants were given the fieedom to choose one of seven lab times each week to attend, 

covering moming and afiemoon three days per week, plus the most popular evening session, it 

was surprising to find that six of them still required M e r  scheduling flexibility, prefemng to 

continue during unscheduled lab times or from home. A two-hour lab session is still a large 

pend of time away from home for many, so home access was desirable and in some caries 

essential for completion (e.g., with children at home and increasing class assignments, Participant 

1 could only find time to work in the early morning hours on non-lab days). Other participants 

without access to home equipment suggested during interviews that they might have preferred to 

work from home, as at times they were uncomfortable working in the lab, yet they felt compeIled 

to complete as much as possible while they were there. This was consistent with the experience of 

one of the RAS who has worked with several online lab courses and found that students often 

prefer to work from home on tasks for which they do not require a teaching assistant. The desire 

for home access was also strongly seen during recruitment for this study. As home access was not 

permitted at the start of the workshop in order to ensure that participants would be propedy 

oriented and rnonitored, at least four potential participants wanting to work at a distance (one with 

a baby at home, two students who comrnuted long distances to attend classes and one mature 

student) had to be turned away. 

Use of Online worksho~ Features 

" You 'refiee - gyou want to m e r  you can, but you don 't have to. " (Participant C) 

In addition to the problem of sporadic attendance, as noted in Chapter 2, another ongoing 

challenge for onlhe educators has been engaging the leamers sufficiently to encourage 

cornpletion of exercises and communication with others (i.e., how to arrange instructionai 



experiences so that the leamea actively process the content and participate as they would in a 

classroom). in this study, the site use results suggest that the participants compIeted the workshop 

in a stepby-step fashion as intended (rather than skipping sections and jumping to pages of 

interest) and just as for their attendance. were generaily selective in their use of the various 

exercises given. Al1 participants completed the major within-session self-assessrnent exercises 

(e-g., basic math test and Ieaming styles survey) as directed; session evaluation and interview 

comments suggest that they found them very interesting and helphil in self-analysis. Similarly, 

most participants completed and submitted the input or participation boxes nlated to self- 

analysis. This finding is not surprising as the topics of the self-assessrnent and analysis questions 

were presented as major content items and participants in the live workshop typically enjoy 

"analyzing" themselves. The online counselling litenture also seems to confirm this result: it has 

been suggested that the online format is particularly suited to behavioral health and 

psychoeducational assessment (e.g., Reardon et al.. 1984: Laszlo et ai., 1999). The participants 

were somewhat more selective in completing exercises that rnay have k e n  seen as less essential 

(e.g., thinking exercises such as  How would you teach a panicked new driver to drive on ice?) or 

those involving a response that may become public (e.g., self introductions). Compared to the live 

classroorn setting, with an authonty figure watching participants respond and the peer pressure of 

others complying with requests. it rnay be easier for users to be selective in responding to 

exercises online. As this observation is only based on those exercises that were to be submitted, it 

is difficult to know whether the participants were equally selective with other thinking and 

practical exercises - e-g.. when directed to "think and record their own answer, did they do so 

before checking and moving on? (In the live classroom, the directive to "think" and "note your 

answei' is generaily under the instructor's control and therefore easier to monitor through the use 

of wait time until most have responded.) The number of homework exercises submitted also 

suggests that the participants were selective with the use of their time and energy. Only two 



participants submitted al1 of the homework assignments, four chose not to complete any and most 

completed some portion. Comments made to me by a few participants during scheduling 

conversations suggest that they wanted to do the work but had trouble "getting to it*' as an extra 

item in their schedule. As the assignments were voluntary (not graded or required for course 

credit) and perhaps mnewhat unexpected from a workshop. this reaction is not surprising. The 

response rate found is typical for the live workshop as well. where many participants admit to 

doing "some** but have difficulty arranging the time to do al1 of the home practice and self- 

refiection exercises. 

The participants in this study were also selective in their use of the online commiinication 

options when invited to interact with others. The option to e-mail the counsellor or to reply to 

messages sent from the counsellor was used infrequently and only by four of the participants who 

sent two to four messages each for the entire workshop from either the WebCT messaging system 

or their own e-mail accounts. No messages were sent between participants, as according to 

interview comments, this woutd have been uncornfortabte, time consuming or redundant given 

the bulletin board option. The contents of messages ta the counsellor were for the most part 

"formal" similar to those reported from detailed shidies of online courses (e.g.. H a n  & Kling, 

1999): course or content-related questions, reporting technical difficulties and expressing thanks. 

Only two of the messages referred to participants' feelings reIated to math. Interestingly, dthough 

al1 but one of the participants were familiar with e-mail, this option was only used by those who 

had a pnor face-to-face counseiling relationship with me, rather than those who were more 

hquent e-mail users as might be expected. In fact, when asked about her satisfaction with the 

amount of counse1lor contact, one of the least computer expenenced replied: "lt wasfine. I felt 

cornfortable writing because I know yod' It is possible that most participants felt little M e r  

need to comrnunicate after "venting" their reactions to me through session evaluations and 

homework. This was somewhat confirmed in final interviews by the fact that participants 



indicated they were mostly satisfied with the arnount of counselior contact. However, the one 

participant who had no pnor experience with e-mail and did not make use of the messaging 

option recalled having the desire to "talk during or after a session." While this participant (J) 

made use of the within-session input boxes as they were presented, regarding spontaneous use of 

other communication options she admitted, "1 didn't really try them. I war ~ a i d  cfdoing it 

wrong." 

The other communication option made available to participants, the bulletin board. was 

used more often by participants in this study but not frequently, and only when requested for 

specific topics as part of the workshop instructions. Seven of the ten participants in the online 

"group" made on average, two posts each to the bulletin board. From interview cornments. it 

appears that these participants were enjoying reading each others' posts, which were often 

persona1 and thoughdul, but for a variety of rexons, did not feel compelled to participate at 

length in the discussions. in addition to being inexpenenced with the technology and therefore 

"afaid" to post as noted above, rasons given by the non-users included hurrying to complete the 

session ("I wanted to get on with it" [Participant El) and prefemng to "lurk"' rather than 

comment - a similar response style to their live class participation: "Although 1 don 't say rnrich, I 

enjoy iistening to discussions." (Participant H); "1 take a while to warm up. If's the sume in 

class. "(Participant 0. 

While tirnidity in initiai participation is typical for workshops involving delicate or 

embarnissing topics such as the live math anxiety group (where individuals often need to be 

"called upon" to initiate discussion), several other factors affecting participation can be identified 

in this case: 1) no specific requirement or pressure to cornrnunicate; 2) concems regarding 

c o r n m n i c a ~ g  with "strangen" ("If would be easier to write ifwe'd metjirst and made eye 

contact: 'Is this sorneone I c m  mt? "' Iparticipant El); 3) lack of anonymity and experience in 

' To bblurY' is to be present but as an unknown, passive observer of the group's intercommunication. 
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posting to the bulletin board (Y felt a bit scared to write much - once 1 wrote down a reaction but 

I didn 't realize it was going tu other people. What might be good would be to be able to post 

monyrnously" [ Participant BI); and 4) little time to "bond" and consider thernselves a group due 

to the short duration of the workshop. In later sessions, it is aiso possible that most participants 

were invoIved with the math and after venting in the fust session, felt tess need to discuss their 

experiences. 

Several of the possible factors inhibiting participation mentioned above have been noted 

in previous anecdotal and research reports from online educators. As indicated in Chapter 2, the 

reporting of little interaction between participants is typicai for oniine courses where no particular 

efforts to encourage participation have been employed. According to researcher Murray 

Goldberg's (1999) newsletter of online learning: ". ., getting students to participate s~ontaneousIv 

in their own active learning process often takes some added work - and ingenuity." In the current 

study, while the online instructions directed students to post their opinions and counselIor 
0 

followups were posted when appropriate, no other specific interventions were used to increase 

participation. Reports of success stones from instructors attempting to decrease affective barriers 

online have included the greater use of pseudonyrns to prornote "faceIess" and therefore risk-free 

discussions and pre-course training sessions where students can familiarize thernselves with 

online tools (Goldberg, 1999). These factors have also been noted as important in CMC research: 

JaEfe, Lee, Huang and Oshagan (1995) for example, reported that both the use of pseudonyms and 

participant fiuniliarity with computer-mediated communication affected the volume of discourse 

in computer conferencing. In the current study, other than the one participant who requested a 

pseudonymous ID, it is likely that given their little experience and training with online 

communication, the others were unaware of the value of using pseudonyms when the option was 

presented. 



Within the very recent and ümited literature on online psychoeducational interventions as 

well, between-participant communication has k e n  mentioned as a focus for improved hiture 

development. In their study of an online support group for eating disorders, for example, 

Winzelberg and Taylor (in press, cited in King & Moreggi, 1998) found that while participants 

disclosed concems, the number of supponive messages directed at other participants was low. 

Among their plans for hirther study was use of a more active moderator who would specifically 

encourage sharing and feedback among participants. Similarly, fiom a presentation regarding the 

Career HOPES online career development intervention, among the "Iessons learned" listed by 

H e m  ( 1999) are the need to "use contingencies to encourage participation" and the observation 

that "initial in-person meeting builds cohesiveness." In contrast, it is interesting to note that in the 

literature on online support groups (where face-to-face meetings do not genedly take place). 

participation difficulties are not mentioned. Perhaps the difference compared to short-tenn online 

interventions lies in longer time spent as a "group" and participant expectation that they are going 

to take part in a discussion and ssharing group as the main vehicle for support and leaming. 

Effectiveness of Onfine Delivew 

A second major study focus was the analysis of user reports of counselling outcornes 

achieved from participating in the online workshop, to assess its effectiveness in ternis of 

helpfulness and promotion of change. 

Memred Change 

The initia1 target cornplaints or reasons for wanting help given by participants prior to the 

online workshop were very similar to those given by participants in the iive workshops (most 

commonly: to decrease math-related fears, gain confidence with math and gain better math 

understandins/basic skiik). The range and average severity level of these comp laints fiom "prerty 

much" bothered to b'couldn't be worse" with an average discornfort level of "veq much" bothered 

was aiso typicd of the initial state of participants in the Iive group. At the time of finai 



evaluations, other than one participant who was not able to maice a rating (she had not yet k e n  

able to evaluate her specific fear of math tests), al1 of the participants in the online group reported 

improvement in their pre-workshop math concems, with the average dropping to "a litde" 

bothered. Not surprisingly, chose still feeling a moderate IeveI of discornfort were the two who 

least enjoyed computea as shown in their initiai computer enjoyment subscale scores (E and J - 

see Tabte 3). The highest post-workshop discomfoct rating (a decrease from "couldn't be worse" 

to stiIl "very much" anxious) was given by the participant (G) who only completed one session. 

Again, aithough actud prdpost target complaints ratings have not been collected previously, the 

general level of improvement seerns simitar to that reported by live workshop participants: those 

who stay Ionger than one session (to face more of the math content), genedly report feeling 

"much bette? about math on their final paper-and-pencil workshop evaiuations. This finding then 

provides further support to the frequent contention, noted in Chapter 2, that online delivery of 

instruction is overall "as effective" as live delivery. It is also interesting to note that participant 

expectations of the effectiveness of the workshop were, in general, fulfilled: the average final 

level of discornfort reported by the online group ("a little" bothered) was genenlly as they had 

expected pnor to the workshop. Effcacy expectations were even high for the two participants 

with the Iowest computer enjoyment scores but not for the one participant (G) who withdrew 

early. It is difficult to know whether this positive outcome was expected by most, due ta 

perceived efficacy of computer-based interventions or counselling workshops in genenl. As 

Participant G had the highest initial discornfort rating "couldn't be worse", it is possible that she 

felt a moderate improvement was the most cedistic outcome for a short-term workshop. The fact 

that she did report personal gains, a lower target complaints rating and a wilhngness to seek 

tutoring after just one session is notable and suggests that just completing one session cm be 

usehl for extremely anxious inâîviduds. 



Session Evduations 

From the participants' consistentiy positive online evaluations of individuai sessions, 

where the average "value" rating was 4.3 to 4.6 out of 5, it is clear they felt unanimously that the 

workshop was valuabIe. Their cornments regarding overall workshop value also support these 

ratings ("Overall it was very good." participant BI; "1 think it would be really helpful." 

participant Cl; "ltk worthwhile." [Participant El; "I  really could have wed this when Ifirst 

srnrted back." [Participant q). Again, this participant evaluation is similar to those given at the 

end of the live workshop for which overall ratings average 9 out of 10 where 1-2 is "poort* and 9- 

IO is "cwelfent". Participant evaluative comments regarding the "most valuable part" of each 

session (math arsessment erercise, self-analysis, basic math terms and steps review, and math 

leaming strategiedlearning styies information) indicate that many of the major topic 

presentations and exercises were effective. The straightforward style of math presentation as well 

as readings, handouts, inclusion of video and "fun" exercises were also mentioned as helpful. 

suggesting that the variety in presentation media may have enhanced the effectiveness of the 

online instruction for many participants. 

A major unknown regarding the alternative delivery was whether the simulated online 

workshop experiences would evoke the kinds of emotional impacts necessary for change. From 

participant session evaluations and homework assignments, it is evident that they felt engaged by 

each of the sessions (left feeling somewhat "involved' rather than "detached') and as hoped, 

became happier and more confident in later sessions. As in the live workshop, session 1 seems to 

have been the most emotionally evocative and challenging for participants, who reported feeling 

"movetf' and "relievecf' by the stories of other math-anxious individuals, "sud" or "resentful" of 

their own math past and anxious at the challenge of a basic math assessment. It was essentiai 

from a support standpoint to have a gauge of participants' ongoîng affective responses from 

within-session input boxes and session evduations - even if they didn't contact me, 1 could 



comment on and normalize these feelings for them in a message or by phone when telephone 

contact was needed to reschedde an appointment. Whiie there were no apparent emotional crises 

tnggered by the experience, the effect of the initial math assessment was surpnsingly strong for at 

least two of the participants - one with the most post-secondary education and one with the lest  

- who both rated session 1 as "diflcult" and "dungerous." As a result of witnessing these 

reactions, in her final notes regarding the workshop, the RA stated: ". .. anrious wodd not be the 

appropriate term for some of these people. Deathly afraid would be better!" As 1 had 

underestimted the need to prepare students for this exetcise, as a result of their reactions, the 

instructions for the math assessment have been changed to emphasize the fact that it is for the 

user's diagnostic use only and scores are not subrnitted to anyoae by the program This experience 

afso underscores the importance of providing support avenues through e-mail or telephone to help 

users process strong responses. 

Personal Gains 

"My new found awareness has gone a long way towards breaking down my fear and 
understanding what ! need to improve." (Participant P) 

The main themes in overall persond gains reported by online participants following the 

workshop (more accurate assessment of math skiils strength and weahesses, increased 

confidence, norrnalized feelings, knowledge of math learning strategies and basic math) were 

again very similar to those commonly reported by live workshop participants who have made 

comments such as: "1 found out that when confronted with math I really do know a iot." or "Nor 

only did I conquer my fear but I leamed many of the basic skills of mathematics as well." As 

these themes closely d a t e  to the objectives of the workshop (see Chapter 3 - Workshop Design), 

ii is clear that the workshop in online delivery format was similady successfùl in promoting 

desired change. Interestingly, although they did not have much contact with their online "gmup", 

participants fcequently noted that a major gain was leaming they were not alone in stniggling 

with math fears ("[the latest research]. .. 'nonmlized' how 1 feel and behave. 1t was realiy 
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heaLingT' [Participant A]; "It was helpfizl to see how otherpeople felt." [Participant 4). The 

bulletin board postings, although iafrequent, also showed that they were identiwng with each 

other - similar to discussions in the live group. An emphasis on the stories and experiences of 

others was built in because of concems that this goal would not be met without participation in a 

live group. It appean that this strategy was successful. Participants were also particularly pleased 

with king abte to assess their current math skills. This exercise seems to have been even more 

effective than in the live workshop where the math assessment is analyzed in class but given for 

homework and not always completed adequately (in the online workshop they were obliged to 

complete it and anaiyze their performance More moving on). This result again suggests that 

computer delivery may be particularly suitable for psychoeducationai assessment. 

Partici~ant Reaction 

A third objective for the study was to investigate individuai reactions to the online 

delivery format, to determine whether it was easy and enjoyable to use. 

"User-friendliness" 

In planning the study, 1 was unsure how well math anxious Iearners wouId fare in a 

workshop delivered via computer (a typical comment voiced in response to the proposai of an 

online workshop for math anxiety was: "But wouldn 't math anrious people be afraid of using 

cornputers?!"). The self-report and observational evidence suggests that the participants in this 

study found the online delivery system easy to leam and use. While the RAS noted individual 

differences, particularly in the fact that inexperienced computer users required more training and 

initial assistance as compared with experienced users, interestingly, the one student who dropped 

out early, did so due to dificulties with the self-study aspect ("1 did tend tu d f l '  (Participant G]) 

rather than computer difficulties, It is likely that several factors contnbuted to this outcome: 1) 

adequate support during training: having the workshop delivered initially in a monitored lab 

setting with an assistant present aüowed participants to leam the WebCT' system in a relatively 



safe environment; 2) udequate ongoing suppon: although few difficulties were encountered in 

Iater sessions, having the lab assistant avdable for less experienced participants provided a 

comforting safety net ("1 Ziked having another person there." [Participant 11): 3) user analysis: 

taking the extra time to aaalyze likely user characteristics (in this case, low cornputer skills, low 

tolerance for fmstntion, moderate anxiety) and modiQ delivery accordhgly (e.g., lirniting 

amount of navigation required); 4) usability tesring: taking the tirne to conduct usability tests and 

modify instructions to lessen potential user diftïculties; and 5) appropriate platform: delivenng 

the workshop via a delivery system known to be appropriate and user-friendly for likely clients 

(e.g., W e b n  for adults). Although the workshop in its current state was quite user-friendly, there 

seems CO be some room for improvernent in terms of anticipating initial navigational problerns, 

particularly during use of multimedia options that take usea off of the familiar page layout. As 

noted above, there is also further need for better training in the use of communication tools as 

inexperienced participants may pcefer to avoid the technology and therefore not participate. From 

the suggestions for change offered by participants, it appears that the workshop could also be 

irnproved in terms of user-friendliness by reducing the amount of text and length of individual 

sessions in order to avoid undue user fatigue. 

As suggested above, frustration over difficulties in using the computer was not apparent 

in this study as it has been in other reports of student reactions to online course delivery (e.g., 

H m  & KIing, 1999). The only hindering emotional reaction evident was self-consciousness and 

concern over the possibility of embarrassrnent - some participants were particularly hesitant to 

post to the bulletin board and some were concerned about the public nature of the lab (as others 

might hear that the workshop was for "math anxious" people, the RA would sec what they were 

printing or that they did not fi ish the math test, or someone might be looking over their 

shonlder). Therefore, it seems important that if o n h e  counselling workshops are completed on 



campus, a partitioned space should be made available and assistants alerted to the need to give 

users pnvacy until called upon to assist. 

User Eniovment 

Although considerable effort was put into the design of the workshop to include 

interesting content and interactivity, another unknown at the outset of this study was the degree to 

which usea, panicularly those who were inexperienced with computers, would enjoy attending a 

counselling workshop online. Not surprisingly, as is typical for online courses, some aspects of 

the online delivery were enjoyable for users while others were not. Al1 participants in this study 

seemed to enjoy the novelty of the multimedia and interactive exercises, particularly after those 

who were least experienced and enthused about computers overcame their concems about using 

the technology. (This finding supports previous conclusions regarding the high interest level 

generated in users of CA1 applications for counselling, e.g., Cairo, 1983). While there were 

differences of opinion in terms of the optimal amount of graphics and audio cIips interspersed 

with text (some preferring fewer, so as not to break concentration), for the most part these 

features, in addition to being helpful, contributed to the enjoyment of the workshop. The 

considenble time and effort involved in building in interaction and multimedia then seems to 

have k e n  worthwhile. This finding also supports more of the "lessons lemed" from the Cmer  

HOPES online career intervention reported by Herman (1999) who suggested the need for 

"shorter, more interactive lessons" perhaps involving multimedia. Again for the online workshop, 

the ability to self-pace in terms of 1ea-g and scheduling was the most frequently mentioned 

enjoyable aspect of online delivery ("i found it easy to work at your own pace - you could take 

your rime with dflcult things." participant BI). This is again consistent with other studies of 

student opinion regarding online delivery (e.g., Ross, 1999). Variables that negatively affected 

enjoyment, in addition to the concem regarding privacy noted above, were the common online 

learning cornplaints of amount of reading required for larger text sections and inadequate 



interaction with others. Individual differences, however, were apparent: while a few participants 

desired mon interactivity and less text, othea were content to resolve the issue by printing the 

text to read later or working through the content in shorter online sessions ffom home computers; 

sirnilady some participants deskd more direct, in-person interaction with others for discussion 

and motivation while othen enjoyed the asynchronous interaction as it allowed better 

concentration and time for reflection and composition of responses. Interestingly. the fact that 

rnany students also suggested specific ways to resolve their need for interaction, with solutions 

canging from a regular weekly drop-in sessions to meeting over coffee after the final session, 

suggests that they had felt the desire for such contact dunng the study. 

Overall. while the participants in this study genedly enjoyed the workshop. the degree 

of enthusiasm for the o n h e  delivery format varied. Most expressed either a somewhat positive 

reaction (e.g., "It was different. 1 ail1 like one-on-one but it was doable -- you could work ut your 

own pace" [Participant El), or a highly positive reaction - for some, the self-pacing and control 

over interaction made this option not just "doable" but preferable (e.g., "This was absolutely 

wonderjki" [Participant BI; " It suited me. 1 could work on it at odd hours" [Participant I] ; " You 

don 'i hme the outward distractions." [Participant 9). This result was surprising to me but 

consistent with what other instructors teaching panllel face-to-face and online courses have 

found. For example, &er three years of cornparison in delivenng business courses, Mawhinney et 

al. (1999) noted: 'The informal feedback from the students we have had indicates that it is the 

greatest thing since sliced bread for those for whom it works." Looking at the characteristics of 

individuai participants in the current study, it appears that this format was most enjoyable for 

those who had very busy schedules, were not inexperienced with computers and were more 

mature or independent as Iearners (i.e., not highly needy for immediate input and feedback, üke 

to control their own leaming and do not require the five interaction to keep them motivated). In 

conaast, the one student who felt cleatly msuited to this method was stiU at an earIy stage in her 



education and adrnitted to being undisciplined with independent learning that required reading. 

The finding that mature, independent leamers were enthusiastic about online delivery supports 

previous conclusions that self-regdation is a major requirement for success in distance education 

(e.g., Abrahamson, 1998; Cnvener & Michael, 1998) and that computer delivery works 

particularly well for graduate level education (Kearsley, Lynch & Wizer, 1995). 

Overail Evaluation of Online Delivery and Study Im~lications 

The effectiveness results fiorn this "test drive" suggest that despite the transfer of the 

counselling workshop from the Iive to virtual setting, the oniine version "worked" successhilly as 

a math anxiety reduction and math study skills workhop. Some noticeable "gains and losses" 

(Walz, 1984) however, for both the participants and myself as the counselIor, rnay be identified. 

From a participant perspective, whiie the online version was considered valuable and enjoyable 

enough to be "doable" for al1 but one participant and even prefenble for some, without the 

pressure of expected attendance at a regular class, in the end, many of the online participants 

stmggled to complete it. Thetefore it will be necessary in future to address ways to better 

encourage persistence (see practice recommendations below). A cornparison of the online 

participant final evaluations with those collected from live workshop attendees ("aspects of the 

workshop that were hetpfil for me, or that I likes') also reveals another loss from the tmslation, 

Although both groups appreciated the math anxiety and study skills content, clear math 

presentations and handouts, the live class participants have consistently emphasized the positive 

classroom environment, naming the "informai atmosphere", "friendliness of the teacherf' or "non- 

confiontational teaching" as most beneficial. The online participants however, did not comment 

on having an experience of "fiiendly" instruction. They instead particularly appreciated the 

opportunity to work following their own schedde and to take more time in understanding the 

math. Interestingly, in final evduations, the live workshop participants having limited class time 

often wanted more time on the math (more sessions) and more saucttured practice, while the 



online participants often missed the stimulation and assistance of the classroom interaction with 

others ("lt 's better not having to wony about getiing al1 the notes in class, but not as good when 

you want tu talk tu a person." [Participant a). Therefore, it seems that each version cornes with 

trade-offs: it is difficult to offer enough of both stimulating interaction and time for complete 

understanding of al1 topics within one delivery format. It is dso interesting that both participant 

groups seem to have particularly appreciated workshop aspects that they felt were different and 

better than the usual, anxiety-provoking math classrnom experience. This dissonant experience of 

math leaming (as noted in the live goup: "thefirst Humanistic math imructor /ire ever 

encountereà" and in the online group: 'yor sorne of that str& I corild get it for thefirst tirne in rny 

iifc" [Participant Cl) was an important ingredient in both settings for overcoming Iearned 

helplessness and beginning io associate new calmer. more hopeful feelings with math 

(desensitization). 

Overall then, while the friendly environment did not translate as well as 1 would have 

liked, the goal of creating a successful, Iow stress math leaming expenence seems to have been 

achieved through gains from the online medium: more time on task and seIf-paced instruction. 

Another concern in Iosing the classroom interaction is that the online participants would not have 

sufficient opportunities to andyze their actual math class reactions and to appIy new coping and 

study skills during a class. While both the oniine and live workshop participants are encouraged 

to face math and apply skiils in everyday life, in the live class students are encouraged to notice 

and process anxiety responses, ask "dumb" questions, and try out math learning strategies (e.g., 

note-taking methods) during the math presentations. Since rnany of the online participants 

indicated that they felt ready to try a math course, the M a l  math class may have served as a 

go& stepping Stone, however it did not provide direct practice in dealing with Live math 

instruction. As this may be an important limitation affecting transfer of skills, another ara for 

future improvement is building in opportunities for vicarious learning of application (e.g., 



perhaps have online students watch videos of live interactions where the counsellor is 

demonstrating with individuais when to apply coping or study skiils during math instruction). 

From the Iimited amount of communication between participants in this trial, it appears 

that the workshop opented Like an online corne with the standard difficulties in encouraging 

participation. It is interesting that many experienced a "peer group" effect through the readings, 

multimedia and bulletin board but wanted more interaction with their online group. As the 

supportive communication aspect of the live workshop experience (e.g., "me too" or "what works 

for me" statements) was only slightly evident in the online version, this will be a further area to 

target for improvement. Similarly, although the goal was to simulate ongoing counsellor support 

during leaming, while the many contact options were a comfort for some participants, this aspect 

abo seems to have suffered in the translation for others who noted that at times they felt they 

needed support but didn't make contact. Better orientation to e-mail and the counsellor as well as 

clrirification of how e-mail communication can be beneficial (i.e., suggest how often and for what 

reasons participants rnight e-mail) wiil likely improve this aspect of the workshop. It should also 

be noted, however, that in comparison to the redity of the usual time-lirnited one-to-many 

interactions between counsellor and students in the live workshop, the online medium has the 

potential to offer dients more indepth assessrnent and more personalized, one-to-one feedback 

and assistance from the counsellor - a major gain. 

For myself acting as the counsellor, there were also significant gains and losses in the 

translation from counseliing tive to online. The most obvious gain was in being able to offer 

instruction and support to those who required distance delivery and having the flexibitity to meet 

their changing needs for taking the workshop from home or starting at a later date. As one 

participant was recruited by word of mouth, it was very satisfiing to be able to accommodate her 

in the sarne group with her fiend. This often happened with the live workshop but late starts were 

discouraged as new students would have missed essentid content and experiences from earlier 



sessions and classes were ofien full. A similar benefit for the counsellor is that the online 

materials may aiso prove usehl as  a good backup to live sessions for those who've missed or 

desire more time on the content. While the flexibility of the workshop was useful, it was also 

uncornfortable at times. As most participants took control of theû learning and "did it their way" 

- i.e., took advantage of the time flexibility and opportunity to participate selectively in exercises 

and discussion - it was difficult at times to gauge their progress and needs. The loss of the normal 

visual cues present in the live workshop for being able to "read" client emotions and needs (e.g., 

"muny of you are looking hesitant about thnr exercise ... ") was a definite dnwback particularly 

in attempting to work with participants who did not submit homework assignments or attend Iabs. 

as it was frustrating not knowing whether the participants needed support. As the online session 

evduations offered an oppominity to check participant affective reactions, needs and enjoyment 

of the workshop, the use of some sirnilar bnef and frequent mechanisms for rnaintaining 

counsellor-client comunication with ail participants will be important in Future development. 

Finally, the experience of delivering and monitoring the online math anxiety workshop 

both on and off campus has provided some indication of how it might best be managed in fÙture2. 

As home access was desired by many of the initiai recruits and participants in this study and 

expenenced computer users seemed to have little difficulty in managing the workshop on their 

own, it seems that offenng home access following a (live or telephone) meeting with the 

counselIor and orientation to the system (conducted by a counselling assistant, receptionist, 

librarian. peer heiper or telephone support penon) would be possible for those who feel 

comfortable handling their own equipment. For those without computer access at home and less 

comfon with computer systerns. the workshop could be offered by appointment through a 

cottnsehg centre, ngional education centre or library computer station following a meeting with 

the counseUor and orientation, provided that the location offered sufficient privacy and someone 

' Sec also "Practice raommend~tions" below for more generai online intervention rocomrnendations. 
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to provide technical assistance as needed. While hybnd [ive and online approaches seem to be 

optimal, they would likely be impractical due to the difficulty of finding meeting times to suit al1 

participants. One alternative rnay be for counwllon to offer an orientation session and mini- 

discussion at several times (some daytime, some evening) during the semester for those interested 

in attending a workshop, then allow students to branch into live or online groups as fits their 

schedule and preferences. In addition, portions or ali of the online workshop could be quite useh1 

as an adjunct or precunor to live classroom instruction in classes or centers where math anxious 

students tend to be found and where the instnictors/counsellors need resources for dealing with 

this issue (e.g., classes: math for teachers, developmentai math, statistics, research methods; 

centets: learning assistance, abonginal student services, mature students support). 

Studv Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research and Practice 

General Studv Limitations 

in reviewing the results of the current study, the following genenl limitations shouId be 

taken into account: 

1) Generalizability: Although the number of participants in the study was similar to that 

found in live workshops, the srnall sample size used greatly lirnits the generalizability of the 

results. Also, as the participants came rnostly from the faculty of Education where computer skills 

are taught in lower level courses and only one student came to the workshop as a non computer 

user, it is not known whether the results would be as favorable for students who did not have a 

similar background. The study findings should therefore be considered exploratory in nature. 

Further replication with larger numbers of participants will be needed to substantiate the 

inferences d m .  

2) Special attention efects: Although care was taken to preserve the ecologicai validity of 

the setting, i.e., for the reception and monitoring of the research assistant to be similar to that 

provided by a receptionist in a counselling centre, it should be noted that the participants in 



this study Iikely received more and different attention as a result of taking part in a study than 

they would nomially receive in a busy counselling office. As the RA was required to monitor the 

participants' reactions during the sessions whether they required assistance or not, it is possible 

that this observation led participants to feel either more or less comfortable in the lab setting 

(comforted by having someone "right there" or self-conscious from being watched) than they 

would had they been left more on their own. Also, as rnany of the participants were in direct 

telephone contact with me regarding a last-minute need to reschedule. it is possible that some of 

their communication needs were met in these brief interactions. These unknowns should be taken 

into account when viewing the reactions data. 

3) Recording gects: Although participants were encouraged to provide honest 

evaluations of their workshop expenences, it is possible that their stated reactions were affected 

by the recording procedures used. During the lab sessions, while many participants displayed 

both positive and negative reactions at times, as the participants were aware that the RA was part 

of the research project, some may have withheld negative comments. Also. as session evaluations 

and final target cornplaints ratings were submitted or told directly to me as the counsellor and 

developer of the workshop, it is possible that the participants inflated their estimates of the degree 

of improvement felt or enjoyment of the workshop, not wanting to disappoint me. While the 

personal gains comments from online participants are similar to those made at the end of the live 

workshop, the quantitative session evaluations and estimates of change should be viewed with 

caution and combined with user comments when evaluating the effectiveness of the online 

version of the workshop. It should also be noted that as the Target Complaints method is thought 

to be most usehl for assessing short-term change in presenting problems (see Chapter 3) and 

participants would not have had a chance to test their post-workshop reactions to many of the 

math-related situations described in the MARS, changes in prdpost workshop math anxiety 

ratings were not directiy assessed. 



4) Reporting bias and missing data: As participants' reactions to specific aspects of the 

workshop experience such as user frustrations were not collected until the final interviews, it is 

possible that their moment-by-moment reactions were forgotten over time. Although sorne of 

these within-session reactions were collected more immediately through RA observations and any 

major problems were reported under changes needed in session evaluations, it was not possible to 

collect ongoing reactions data from students working outside of the lab in later sessions who rnay 

have felt more frustration or need for assistance than was eventudly reported. The inferences 

made particularly regarding the ease-of-use for off&unpus delivery then should be considered 

tentative. 

5 )  Counsellor-instructor Gcacy: As an inexperienced online counsellor and instructor, it 

is likely that 1 did not sufficiently promote use of the online communication aspect of the 

workshop (e.g., facilitation of bulletin board discussions and e-mail contact with participants) as 

those more expenenced with online delivery have learned to do. AIthough this lack of experience 

is likely typical for counselling staff, it is impossible to know whether the current trial was in fact 

an adequate test of participant use and preferences for communication options in an online 

workshop or whether participants would cornmunicate differentiy with a more expert façilitator. 

Therefore the communication results should be viewed with caution. Recommendations for 

improved practice in this area are offered below. 

Recommendations for Further Research and Practice 

Research recornmendations. The current study has provided evidence that an online 

student support workshop has the potential to be an effective tool for delivery of counselling 

support at a distance. Therefore further testing of online delivery as an option for student services 

counseIlors is warranted In addition to the need for replication of this research with many more 

participants in different student support settings to f i e r  validate these preliminary fmdings, the 

inference that such workshops might be effective for other student support topics (e.g., mature 



student support, stress management) needs to be tested directly. Many questions related to the 

development and delivery of o d h e  student support workshops remain to be researched. For 

example, what are students' entering expectations and desires of an online counselling workshop? 

(i.e., Do they expect it to be like an onlime course or Iike a support group?; How rnuch do they 

expect to be "analyzed" by computer and to have a personalized intervention?; How much 

individual interaction do they expect to have with an online counsellor?) Understanding these 

expectations will help counsellon to better orient users and create more satisfying interventions. 

Another important question to be determined. which was not systematically assessed in this 

study, is whether there are particular types of students who are clearly not suited to this form of 

counselling delivery (e.g., assessment of learning styles and personality characteristics of more 

and less successful users). As new interventions containing self-assesment are further developed 

(e.g., career counseI1ing workshops), there is great potential to iearn from this data to improve the 

screening process. Similady, it will be necessary to know if there are types of students for whom 

special accommodations rnay be necessary (e.g., more mature students or those with learning 

disabilities). As computer technology advances (e.g., widespread user-end control of presentation 

such as changing size and colour of text or having text read doud), the knowledge of user needs 

for such adaptation will be useful. Also, as suggested in the current smdy, pioneers in this m a  are 

discovering by expenence, aspects of delivery that need to be targeted for huther expenmentation 

(e.g., encouraging online communication). Many questions can be investigated from these 

improvements, for example: Would improved social interaction lead to better attendance and 

completion rates? Would the improvement affect counseliing outcomes? 

Finally, it should be noted that as these investigations continue, while online 

interventions have the potential to d o w  the convenient collection and storage of a great deal of 

data h m  users, researchers need to be aware of the rnany speciai ethical considentions in 

conducting human subjects research on the Internet. The recomrnendations being developed for 



online researchers (e.g., Childress & Asamen, 1998; Frankel & Siang, 1999) should be consulted 

in order that this research is not conducted at the risk of participants. 

Practice recommendations3. TII order to proceed cautiously and ethicaily in these further 

research and development efforts, while it may seem premature to make suggestions based on the 

preliminary findings of this snidy, from the experience of "going online" and Listening to user 

feedback, some gened recomrnendations for the improved delivery of online student counselling 

workshops can be made: 

On fine Workshop Topics: 

Consider for initial development, workshops that are particularly needed by distance students 

and those which are not Iikely to involve high IeveIs of emotional distress for clients (e.g., not 

survivors of sexuai abuse but perhaps s u ~ v a l  skills for new mature students). 

Begin by developing workshops that have already been well-tested through live delivery or 

self-help format. 

Design and testing: 

In designing the workshop, anticipate likely learner characteristics based upon those who 

typically attend the live sessions* 

Keep modules and text sections to a manageable Iength (venfy through usability testing). 

Make print-and-use handouts. Online instructions should encourage printing of longer text 

sections. 

Build in the instruction to check both messages and bulletin board before starting on a 

session. 

Build in rnulti-media demonstrations wherever possible to facilitate learning and tnnsfer of 

new skilIs. 

Use interactive exercises and a variety of media in addition to text. 

If an exercise is essentid for learning and self-awareness, make it a key part of the workshop 

and easy to complete online, rather than homework. 

Pare down homework assignments to be manageable timewise. 

Conduct usability testing with nonclients fit, then cIients with a live helper available. 

See above for specifie delivery ncommendatious for the online math amiety workshop. 
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Registration und orientation: 

A srndl workshop fee rnay increase start and completion rates. 

Have al1 students complete an orientation to the online system with a helper and have new 

usea try out al1 workshop features independently, particularly communication f eams ,  

before beginning the actual workshop sessions. If students are unable to come to campus, 

provide an online orientation and have a helper (by phone) talk them through use of each 

feature. If a new student seems very mious  in using the technology, the counsellor should be 

alerted so that other options or extra assistance during the first session may be offered. 

In the orientation, help students to anticipate the need for support to start and continue (i.e., 

pre-warn snidents about the potiential pitfalls of distance learning). Suggest completiordtime 

management strategies to new starters (e.g., "Consider picking a time that is likely to work for 

you each week and block it in' to your calendar, jusi as you would a regular class. Yoti 'il 

aiso need to block in time for practice or homework assignrnents.") Monitor and perhaps cal1 

to check progress following a mid-term break, in order to help students keep up mornentum. 

Have al1 students choose pseudonyms to use throughout the workshop and explain the 

expectation and importance of participation in group discussions and maintaining regular e- 

mail contact with the counsellor. 

Consider a hybrid approach for more generic counselling needs such as stress management: 

an orientation session and mini-discussion offered at various times during the semester for 

those interested in starting, then branch into live or onIine groups as fits their schedule and 

prefe~nces. 

If online counselling workshops are completed on campus, a partitioned space should be 

made avaiiable and assistants alerted to the need to give users privacy until help is requested. 

Identify a technical back-up person for students to cd1 if they are permitted to work from 

home. Frontdesk counselling personnel can be provided witb a list of optimal settings, 

hardware and software required for home use but particularly during high student naffic 

hours, should not be expected to add trouble-shooting technical dificulties to their duties. 

Although some counsebtg topics such as math study skilIs and math anxiety may seem 

rather benign, self-awareness and autobiography exercises could trigger memories of abuse or 

lead to feelings of extreme sadness. Therehre it wiiI be essential for the counseIIor to: 1) 
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make contact (in penon or by phone) and exchange contact numbers before allowing students 

to start the workshop, and 2) stress in person and online that telephone contact should be 

made in the event of a strong ernotional reaction. 

If the counseIlor is highly ïnexperienced in online communications, training should be 

undertaken if possible. At a minimum, the counseilor should practice using the systern during 

usability testing. (Additional training rnay be obtained h m  Self-Help & Psychology 

Magazine articles by Intemet Psychology expert, John Sulec "hportanr things tu know 

about email" at: http://www.shpm.comlarticles/intemet/index.shtml . This page offers links to 

many new articles including cross-cultural e-mail and an e-mail makeover.) 

Bulletin board discussions should be monitored closely and non-participants should be 

encouraged via e-mail to join in. 

A bnef weekly telephone or ernail check-in should be made by a senior peer or the counsellor 

(e.g., '%st called to see how the online workshop format is going for yoii.") This is 

important to help peaonalize the experience, motivate the participant (someone cares about 

their propss)  and essential from an ethical standpoint, to ensure that the counselling method 

is continuing to work for the client and that discontinuation and referrai is not more 

appropriate (cf.., following up on no-shows for individual or group counselling). 

Just as for Iive workshops, every effort should be made to cornmunicate with al1 users at the 

tirne of exit, to assist in planning appropriate next steps and to continue evaluating the 

delivery method for evidence of negative and positive effects and special characteristics of 

successful and unsuccessful students for future screening. As this delivery method rnay not 

suit some clients, it will be especially important in dealing with those who fail to complete, to 

ensure that they are not suffering from another perceived "failure." 

Encourage use of the site by other counsellors less familiar with the workshop topic as a 

repository for pcintable handouts, supplementacy reading and resource lists. 

In conclusion, the online counselling workshop appears to have the potential to be an 

effective support alternative for those who require distance delivery as well as a useful 

supplementary tool for live student counselling. Some further developrnent and practice 

incorporating the recomrnendations given above wili likely be needed befoce it may be used 

optirnally with a wide variety of students. Today the online counsehg workshop is probably 

most usefd for those students who have alr%ady experienced oniine courses and have enjoyed 
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them, therefore it seerns to have potential for use by online and distance leaming institutions that 

require student support. As suggested by the recent proliferation of odine self-help and support 

groups (see King & Moreggi, 1998), as our students becorne more connected at home and even 

more experienced with the use of the intemet for electronic information delivery and e-mail 

communication. it is Iikely that the online workshop will become even more viable and popular in 

student counselling as an alternative delivery option for those who need it. 

"The full long range impact of the intemet on coumeling and advising support remains to be 
seen... Embracing change will permit us to use these new toofs to more effectively 

serve our students. " (Ross, 1 999) 
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Worksho~ Table of Contents Web Page 

Does the thought of dealing with math make you scmam? This is for !nu ... 

Site Overview and Contents Links 

1. Sign In Here First Every Visit 
2. Online Workshop & "Getting Aniund" Info 
3. Session 1 

3.1. What is Math Anxiety? 
3.1.1. What is Anxiety? Slide 1 
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3.6. Assignment #1 
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3.7. Session 1 Evaluation 
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4.6. Math Study Strategy: Note talang 
4.7. Math Study Strategy: Self Talk 
4.8. Numbers O v e ~ e w :  Subtraction 
4.9. Division & Small Numbers 
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5.4.1. Progressive Relaxation 
5.4.2, The Trouble With Math 
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5.5.1. Symbol Shock 
5.5.2. Interactive Algebra Ractice 

5.6. Dealing with Higher Math 
5.7. Performing Math: ProblemSolving & Exams 

5.7.1. Performing Math Continued 
5.8. Math Study Tips Summary 
5.9. Preventing Math Anxiety 

5.9.1. Multisensory Teaching 
5.10. Where Do 1 Go From Here? 
5.1 1. Assigrnent #3 
5.12. Session 3 Evaluation 

6. Break Time?: Some Comic Relief 
7. Extra Practice Questions 
8. Math Study Skitls Resources 
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Student Information Ouestionnaire 

Student Information* 
r You have ou? assurance that al1 infomaffon given will be held in Mcf  confidence) 

About You 

Nome: 

Ag e : 

Current Occupation or Career Goal: 

Contact telephone number (or E-mail): 

Password preferred for log-in: 

Female Male 

(max. 8 characters) 

About Your Education 

Current Program (degree/dlploma/major): 

Highest education completed: 

Highest level math course completed (& when): 

Are you taking a math course now? If yes, which one? 

Why are you interested In taking math? 
' 

About Your Math Difficulties 

What is your major concern in dealing wmi math (your reason for seeking help)? 

What do you need from this workshop? 

List some math topics you'd like to tackie: 
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Target Cornplaints Questionnaire and Counselline: Ex~ectations Scale 

Target Cornplaints Questionnaire 

Please List your reason for wanting counselling help at this time: 

In generai, how much does this Please rate what you expect this level to be 
problem or cornplaint bother you? after com~letine the counseIIin~ sessions. 



APPENDtX D 

Online Session Evduation ~uestionnaire' 

Directions: Please descnbe your 
me for you. For each word pair, 

expsrience of this workshop session by seiecting descriptors that are 
Select a nurnber l'rom 1 to 5 where 1 means "more iike the word on 

the lew, 5 means "more like the word on the rightu and 3 means "neutraln. 

3 1 .....*....*........... -*..,* .......*................................. 4 ...................... 5 

bft word ( m d )  right wrd 

"This session was": 

The presentation has been reduced whete necessary to fit the page. 
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5. 1 2 r  3r 4 r 5 c 

......................................................................................... afhid confident 

NW please take a moment to summarize: 

1 .  What was the most valuable part of this workshop session for yau? 

2. What changes wuld pu recornmend for Mure versions? (considering both content and 
presentation, is there anything that you'd Ilke to see more or less of, or anything mat was difficuît for 
PU') 

Thanks very much for your input! 



APPlENDIX E 

Worksho~ Evaluation i n t e ~ e w  Guide 

Interview Orientation: 

Reminder that interview responses will be kept strictly confidentid - dont have to 
respond to a question if prefer not to. Rerninder there are no nght or wrong or preferred 
responses - honest and specificfdetailed personal responses are the most usehl for 
research purposes, therefore only give truthfbl answers and not those assumed to be 
preferred by the researcher. 

Topics to be covered: 

General Reaction 

Overall rating of the workshop 

Reasons for this rating 

Personal gains from the workshop 

What was Iearned: knowledge, attitudes, skills 

Reaction to online delivery 

Enjoyed this method of delivery? (Fun? Interesting?) 

DifficuMeasy to learn using this method? 

Mordess than or same effectiveness as traditional methods for Ieaming? 

Any perceived benefits of delivering the workshop online? 

Any perceived drawbacks of delivering the workshop online? 

Initial reaction when discovered the workshop was to be delivered online 

Any changes in that reaction over time - Pleasant surprises? Growing concems? 
Frusîmtions/annoyances? Give specific examples if possible. 



Multimedia present ation 

In terms of presentation, what was (personally) most beneficial? What was 
hindering? Audio, video, slide shows, interactive exercises 

What was well done? overdone? I lacking? 

Communication modes 

Which online communication modes were attempted - email to counsellor, email 
to other participants, conferencing? If not, why not. 

Whic h mode(s) prefened. Explain. 

Contact with counsellor 

Satisfying? Frustrating? Needed more? Change over tirne? 

Contact with other group members 

Satisfying? Fmstrating? Needed more? Change over time? 

Recommendations 

Recommendations for change - what should be kept the same; what should be 
changed to increase learning and enjoyment. 

More of .... Less of .... 

Cornparison to live workshop 

Ever attended a \ive counselling workshop? How does the online workshop 
compare - major differences and similarities, time involvement? 

Preference? Recomrnendation to othen with the same problem? 

Need for further counselling 



APPENDlX F 

Recruitrnent Notice 

Notice used for recruitment outside of the Faculty of Educntion: 



To: Department Office Reception 
Date: January 22,1999 
Re: Math anxious individuals 

1 a m  currently collecting names of students and staff m e m k  who identify with the term "math 
anxious" and wouid like information about help avaiiabte to overcome this difficulty, 

Attadied is a flyer (more are endosed for handouts) invithg individuals to contact me at my 
office in the Education building. C m t l y  1 am developing individual and group interventions 
that involve a combination of counselling/understanding the psychology of math anxiety and 
(gently) re-Learning basic math skills. The sessions are designed to increase comfort with using 
and Iearning math in everyday and academic situations. As I need to gain an idea of the number 
of interested individuals on campus, 1 would appreciate your help in making this information 
available to staff and students in your department. 

Thanks for your help! 

A p d  Buchanan, MA. (Educ) 
Director of Student Affairs 
Undergraduate Student Services 
F a d t y  of Education (492-7375) 
a~ril.buchanan @ ualbermca 

' The origind was pcinted on Undergraduate Student Services office letterhead 
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Procedures Summarv 

Participants Counsellor/Research Assis tant 
d 

REGISTRATION (Undergrad Student Services Main Office) SCREENING (Counsellor) 

Pick up registration material 
OR Cal1 for mail-out of material: 

Study Information Sheet 
Student Registration Form 

PREASSESSMENT DATA: 
Target Cornplaints Rating 
Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS) 
Cornputer Thoughts Survey (CTS) 

Return al1 matenal sealed 
Make Session 1 appointment (lab booking) 
(informed will be contactcd if necessary fiom screening) 

SESSION 1 (computer lab) 

Complete Study Consent Fom (paper) 
Comptete workshop orientation 

Begin workshop Session 1 (online) 
Submit online session evaluation if complete 
Print desired handeuts; readings 

Complete Session 1 homework (home) 

Answer queries re: study + workshop 

Review participant information 
Score anxiety scales 
Contact unsuitable registranis; refer elsewhere 
Set up WebCT account for suitable registrants 

OBSERVATION (Researc h Assistant) 

Explain information in consent form 
Demonstrate, answer questions re: navigation , WebCT 

Note questions asked; participant affect 
Assist with printing 
Confinn next appointment tirne (lab booking) 

ONLINE (Counsellor) 
Review entries made 
Respond to online messages 
Monitor discussion list 



SESSION 2 (USS 1 - 1 O7A) OBSERVATION (Research Assistant) 

Submit Session 1 homework if completed (sealed) 
Check online messages fiom counsellor, discussion list 
Resume workshop Session 1 if necessary 
Begin workshop Session 2 
Print desired handouts; readings 
Submit online session evaluation (2) if complete 

Complete Session 2 homework (home) 

c-. SESSION 3 (USS 1 - 1 07A) 
2 

Submit Session 2 homework if completed (sealed) 
Resume workshop Session 2 if necessas) 
Begin workshop Session 3 
Print desired handouts; readings 
Submit online session evaluation (3) if complete 

Complete Session 3 homework (home) 

ADDITIONAL SESSIONS (IF NECESSARY) (cornputer lab) 

FINAL MEETING (USS 1 - 1 O7A Ed, N) 
POST ASSESSMENT DATA: 
Target ComplainW 
Workshop Evaluation Interview 
Final Debriefing and Referral (if necessary) 

Answer questions as needed 
Note questions asked; participant affect 
Assist with printing 
Confinn next appointment time 

ONLINE (Counsellor) 
Review entries made 
Respond ta online messages 
Monitor discussion list 

OFFLINE (Counsellor) 
Review homcwork submitted I- make written cornments 

OBSERVATION (Research Assistant) 

As in Session 2 above 

ONLINWOFFLINE (Counsellor) 
As in Session 2 above 

Conduct interview (Counsellor) 
Arrange for pick up of homework (if necessary) 



Ex~lanation to Participants 

Worksho p and Study Description 

Thank you for your interest in Math Study Skills for the Reluctant. This workshop is a newly- 
developed online (Internet-based) version of a successful live program for reluctant math leamers. 
The workshop consists of three interactive multimedia (audio, video, graphics and text) sessions and is 
designed to help leamers feel calmer and more in control when deaiing with math. It uses an easy-to- 
cake, step-b y-step approach designed to help you: 

understand and cope with your math fears 
assess your current math knowledge and study skills 
l e m  methods to study math more effectively, and 
"safely" tackle some cornrnon stumbling blocks such as fractions and dgebra, 

The workshop is being offered free of charge to you if you would like to give it a try, in 
return for your help in evaluating the workshop delivery method, The workshop content 
is not experimental, in the sense that it follows the same material as is used in the live version. The 
new aspect to be evduated is that this version has been developed to be delivered by computer instead 
of with a live group, with the counsellor available through a computer message system within the 
workshop. This delivery method was developed as it is ofien difficult to offer the workshop often 
enough and at convenient times for both the students and the counsellor. The study behind this project 
therefore is aimed at discovenng whether a counselling workshop delivered via the Intemet is 
enjoyable and effective for students, and whether it is useful as an alternative service delivery method 
for university counselling services. Your input regarding these questions will be very valuable to the 
researcher/counselIor for future development of the workshop and insights into students' reactions to 
computer-delivered counselling. 

If you decide to register for the workshop, you will select two - hour weekly "appointment" times 
convenient for you, for working through the t h e  sessions ut your own pace on a lab computer (some 
students will complete al1 three sessions in four weeks, but you are encoumged not CO rush to finish 
each session during one Iab booking - you may retum that week or next to continue where you lefi off 
within a session), A lab helper, hired specifically to help with this program, will be present at al1 
tirnes. There is no computer knowledge requüed (or assumed) to take the works hop as you will be 
guided by both simple online instructions throughout the workshop and the lab helper when necessary. 
The only requirements for participation are that you work through the sessions, hand in any paper- 
and-pencil homework completed (bnef application exercises or journal writing) and fil1 out brief 
session evaiuation f o m  at the completion of each workshop module. in addition, you will be 
interviewed by the counsellor (in person) about your reactions to the workshop and aspects of the 
computer delivery method in a final tape-cecorded workshop evduation interview of approximately 30 
minutes. 

Although your cooperation with the project is very valuable for the research and fiiture deveIopment 
of the workshop, you are k to choose not to participate in any aspect of the workshop or evaluation 
study and may withdraw at any time by informing the counsellor if the need anses. In such case the 
counseI1or wilI attempt to find altemate resources that might be available for you, 

Confidentiaüty and Anonymity 

When you use the online workshop, you will enter with your own password and al1 of your responses 
to questions, exercises, and self-tests in the sessions will only be accessible to you and to the 



counselior. Similarly, the content of any messages that you send to the counsellor. paper-and-pend 
assignments and answers to interview questions wiil be held in strict confidence. Great care has been 
taken to select an online workshop environment that allows this protection to student participants so 
you rnay be assured that any information you submit while online is secure. When it cornes time to 
report the results of the snidy, your responses wiU be reported anonymously (without your name) and 
will be grouped with those of other respondents. In addition. if you wish to remain anonymous to the 
lab monitor and counseilor you are welcome to use a pseudonym (fdse name) on your registntion 
forrn. 

Contact Information 

Please also feel free to ask questions regarding any aspect of the reseatch that is unclear to you by 
calling April Buchanan at 492-7375 (or ernail to aunl.buchanan@ualbertac;1) or the research supervisor 
Dr. T. Craig Montgamerie at 492-3667 (ext. 227). 

If you would like to take the workshop. please complete the paper-and-pencil questionnaires in this 
package and return them for the attention of the counsellor and researcher. April Buchanan, sealed in 
the envelope provided to 1-107 Education North (Undergraduate Student Services) - if you are unable 
to return the questionnaires prior to your frst lab appointment, please bring them with you to hand to 
the Iab monitor. 

Participant Agreement 

Please review the study information provided above, then answer below. 

1. 1 have read and understood the study information. 

2. 1 agree to partiapate by completing the workshop sessions and brief online session 
evaluation questionnaires and by triking part in a final workshop evaluation interview of 
approximately 30 minutes. 1 understand that while my assistance with the project is valuable 
to the researcher, 1 may withdraw at any time if 1 feel 1 cannot continue. 

3. 1 permit the researcher to record mv res~onses made durine: the online 
worksho~ sessions and to tape-record mv final evaluation interview. 1 also permit the 
researcher to preserve my responses after the study has ended for comparison in funher 
similar research studies. I understand that al1 such information gathered and preserved will 
remriin stnctly confidential and will only be reported anonymously (without my name 
attached) or grouped with those of other students. 

Participant Signature Date 

April Buchanan, M A  (Educ) 
Counsellor, Director of Student Affairs 
Undecgraduate Student Services 
Faculty of Education 
University of Alberta 
Te1 .: 492-7375 Email: april.buchanan@ualberta.ca 



insmctions to Research Assistants 

Math Study Skills RA Instructions 
(bring to refer to each session) 

Contact Numbers: Apnl (xxx-xxxx, xxx-xxxx) Valerie (xxx-xxxx), Jill (xxx-xxxx), 
Karla (xxx-xxxx) 
In case of difficulty, ask for help from the reference desk or cal1 my office 7375 from the 
library phone. 

Bring to each session: Pedpencil, paper, OneCard, headphones, RA Log sheets, 
glasses, calculator, sense of humour (you may need this in case of technical difficulties ;-) 

SESSION 1 

Students will report to the Coutts Libmry cornputer lab. They will have been instructed to bring: 
pedpencil, paper, headphones if they have them, glasses if they need them, calculator if desired, 
OneCard. 

Prior to students' amval 
Start up Netscape on the workstations needed for that session. Go to the WebCT course 
listing: hn~s:/lwebctdev.srv.ualberta.ca , then click to go to the public-show page of course 
titles. Students should start on this page and log in to their account. Account Ds are: First 
Initiai, Last Name (e.g., Ahchanan), Passwords are initially set to: changeme , then to what 
the student indicates as a preference once 1 receive their student information sheet. 

When students arrive 
Introduce yourself and orient students to designated workstations 
Hand out Math Study Skills preassessment ~ackages to those who haven't already 
completed them. On the Target Cornplaints Questionnaire, the top line "please list 
your reason for wanting counselling help at this tirne" should be sirnilar to their 
answer to "What is your major concem in dealing with math" (on the Student 
Information sheet). The package of questionnaires should be completed and handed 
to you sealed, prior to starting the workshop. 
Briefly orient new users to Netscaoe (url, back, forward, reload, statu bar, pnnt). 
Explain that most of the page movement (navigation) will be done inside the 
workshop and not from the Netscape menus but that they can always use these if they 
have to. Reassure that you will be there to help and that most of what they need to do 
will be explained in the workshop. 
Demonstrate the volume control: lower right "speaker" icon on bottom button bar. 
Have students iog in to the workshop. 
Explain the home oaee buttons. Look at Help and Messages together. 

. ,, cont. 



Have students sim in using the password button. Explain that 5 
time thev corne back to the workshop (even in the same session). 
Have students start with Information then go to the Contents and begin at the top. 
IMPORTANT: STUDENTS MUST PUT THEIR I N I W  AT THE: 
BOTTOM OF ANY SUBMISSIONS (e.g., input boxes on pages) 
S tudents are to continue workine through the session until they need to take a break. 
They don't have to stay for the whole lab time - they are welcome to retum during a 
Iater session that week or continue session 1 the next week (there's no rush). 
Assist with pnnting handouts. 
Once they have completed a session, they should corndete the online Session 1 
evaluation and make sure they have printed off their hornework assignment to do for 
next time. 
Discuss when they would like to retum. Record on log sheet. We will phone them if 
there are too many students booked for one time. 

Please keep track of your hours and submit them to me after two weeks. @ 

THANK YOU! 



Research Assistant Recordine Log 

Student 1: Session # Start Time: End Time: 

Work turned in? Y N Page started: ended: Next lab time: 

Notes: (student comments, difficulties encountered, enjoyment, and note associated page) 

Student 2: Session # Start T i e :  End Time: 

Work turned in? Y N Page started: ended: Next lab time: 

Notes: (student comments, difficulties encountered, enjoyment, and note associated page) 

Student 3: Session # Start Time: End Time: 

Work turned in? Y N Page started: ended: Next lab tirne: 

Notes: (student comments, dîfficulties encountered, enjoyment, and note associated page) 

PIease use reverse for your general observations of this lab session. 
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APPENDIX L 

Final Interview Res~onse Sumrnary 

This summary is based on 1 1 final inte~ews conducted face-to-face (C, E, 1, J), via telephone 
(B, H), and via ernail (A, D, F, G, P). 

General Reaction 

Overall rating of the workshop 

- This was absolutely wondefil. Thank you very much! tt was laid out well and had a 
goud progression of topics. Overall it was very good.(B) 

- 1 found it very informative. You learn those Little things that we tend to forgez and 
that teachers don't tell you - like their "secret handbook". There were things in 
there that 1 never learned how to do -- like division. It was refieshing going back 
over the s tu f t  learned before. This was a confidence booster. For some of that stufi 
1 could get it for thejïrst tirne in my Ire. I really liked it. I think it would be really 
helpfitl. (C) 

- I thought the workshop was very well designed and thought out. It  was clearly 
written by someone who either has clear insight into math anxiety or has experienced 
it thernselves. (D)  

- It's worthwhile. You realize there are things you do know and other people who feel 
like you. I think it 's good for people with this problern. They need to ftnd a way not 
to avoid it -20 take advantage of help. It 's like having your period: you have to deal 
with it. (E )  

- This sitdseminar would be benejkial to someone who needs tu refresh their skills 
and abilities. (F) 

- There wasn 't as much math instruction as I expected ofier 1 had done the test. I 
really could huve used this when IJirst started back ( I  put o f  taking math till the 
end). It was interesring. It would help rny own kids. (1) 

- I enjoyed it. (1 need one of these sessions once a month - I tend to get excited, then it 
dies down. (J) 

Personal Gains 

What was learned: knowledge, attitudes, skills 

- Weil, the initial inforntation and de-stressing techniques were invaluable. 1 
remember thinking. Gee, April has brought together the latest research in a very 
heipjül manner. Besides the latest research being really kind and absolutely right, 
such interest in us high anxiety types kind of "nonnalized" how I feel and behuve. It 
was really healing. Thar came out in that focus group you had and in initial use of 
the bulletin board (untii other priorities entered). I mean some h e q  personal stuf 



was going on for most people when they got tumed ofl[of math]. Su, the anxiety 
level 1 felt is way down. (A) 

- From the testing, I realized that 1 mostly make simple mistakes and just need to 
rejkesh and practice, I'rn planning on taking a math course through Grant McEwan 
[Community College] so it won 't count against my gpa. I'rn reaày now! ( B )  

- I leanted what kind of learner 1 am. If1 don2 understand, there arejïve different 
ways to do it -- AND thut i 'm not really that bad at math. 1 always thought that 1 was 
jus? bad at math. 1 learned 1 do have the staying potential. It 3 not that it ' s  hard. 
The learning styles information and the cartoons were really helpfizl. The cartoons 1 
can really relate to and hearing about other people tao helps you say, "OK, l'm not 
the only one. " (C)  

- What 1 gained mostfiom the workshop was a (surprising) revelation that. while math 
is not a "strength "for me. I'rn probably not worse than average. In fact, since that 
workshop 1 've done some informal testing of myself iti various situations, and it t u m  
out 1 can estimate and add numbers in my head to a preq  good degree of accuracy. 
It was a pleasure to discover this and have evidence to oppose to my self-image as 
completely incapable in al1 things math, ( D )  

- What you do know about math. 1 learned some new symbols. some algebru saiff and 
it helped me to cal1 up old st& 1 also learned what you apply to another subject, 
you can apply to math like making car& because I'rn a visual leamer. ( E )  

- 1 decided to get a tutor to work with me one on one with my math. Through your 
workshop, 1 discovered that 1 have forgotten a lot! It hus hefped but I did tend to 
drijt, 1 think my leaming really req&ires someone to be along side with me teaching it 
to me. (G) 

- 1 leamed that my basic math skills aren't as bad as 1 thought, 1 also got berter with 
the computer. lt felt better knowing that other people felt similarly. (H) 

- 1 learned some new things - things ï d  never been clear on. / liked doing the math 
test: 1 wanted to evaluate myselfso it was interesting to see where 1 \vas. (9 

- 1 felt more positive, more hopefui. 1 afso learned some things 1 needed tu work on like 
math terms, thousands, addt'ng and dividing fiactions and statements to talk yotirself 
through it. (J) 

- From doing module I ,  and taking that math test, 1 realized that 1 struggle with the 
very basic concepts of math. Therefore it is hard to build my math skills without a 
foundation. Knowing this, gave me a focus towardr working through a basic math 
book and strengthening my math basics. This is important as 1 face my practicum 
and teaching firture. This alone wouU give me more confidence- Another gain made 
from the workshop and the research you gave me, was that 1 tînderstood for the j k t  
time that if1 take some tirne to work with math and build my confidence, 1 could 
overcome my math weakness. In other wortis, this is nor genetic!! Although 1 didn't 
rnake major math strides, my new found awareness hm gone a long way towardr 
breaking down my fear and understanding what 1 need to imprate. These were two 
things 1 didn 't have b#ore. (P) 



What was particulariv hei~fui / hinderin~? 
- the learning styles info and the cartoons - you can really relate to other people: 

"OK, I'm not the only one," (C) 

- Concentrating on the computer was hard, and not having the solutions to math 
problems right away. (El 

- It was helpful to see how other people felt. Their stories were very moving; there 
were parts of each one that you could relate to. It wrrr also helpfl to see what kind 
of leamer you are and the best stmtegies tu use. I founà nt times there were too 
many cartoons. They distracted me in the middle of a reading when 1 wanted to get 
to the meat of it. (I) 

- It was helpfil leaming how to cope and studying skills, especially realizing that it 
doesn't have to be drudgery but I can make it a lot offin by making a beautifil 
learning environment, playing with felts .... Going to a lob was strange, wondering 
what people were thinking if I needed a lot of help .... ( J )  

Reaction to Online Deliverv 

Enio~ed this method of deiivery? (Fun? Interesting?) 
- Hey, the information was su good, I don 't care how it is presented. 1 was 

cornfortable clicking around the sites and stu# (A) 

- I liked it. 1 found it easy to work at your own pace - you could take your time with 
diflcult things. ( B )  

- It worked for me because you don 't feel the pressure of being pan of the institution. 
You can just go in on your own tirne. 1 liked the lab because of the other people - the 
first session especially. It 's nice to come here. (C) 

- It was direrent. I still like one-on-one but it was doable - you could work at your 
own pace. (a 

- I found it easy to receive information in the format that you have presented. The 
sound bites and clips were an added bonus and broke up the monotony of just 
reading the text on the page. This is bencfcial especially while working on a 
computer. ntese clips and tidbits also helped me to see that I was not the only one 
with these problems like I thought. 1 ais0 like the fact that this seminar could be 
accessedfrom the internet at one's own convenience. This was helpful because 
sometitnes it is impossible or at the very l e m  dmcd t  to attend al1 meetings. (F) 

- ft was surprisinglyfun. ( H )  

- It suited me. 1 could work on it ut odd hours. (I) 

- Atfrrst it was al1 overwhelming: at the beginning 1 didn 't reulize 1 could print it all. I 
liked it for the personal part - being able to p M t  ami keep the pages you want. I 



think it would be more fiut if I could do it at home. But I liked having another person 
there. I think I'd like to do it in a smali class. ( J )  

Difficultleasv to l em using this method? 
I didn 't find it hard to learn math using this method but I felt a bit scared tu write 
much - once 1 wrote down a reaction but I didn't realize it was going to other people. 
What might be good would be to be able to post anonymously. ( B )  

1 found it hard to concentrate on the computer so 1 liked to print o f  as much as 
possible. It was frustrating if something didn 't print. (E)  

1 did lose miek quite ofen because 1 felt like there war a bit too much to read. 1 
guess you could s q  that I have a pretty low attention span when it cornes to this kind 
oSstG (a 
I t  was tiring reading at tintes and I had the computer learnirzg to overcome. ( H )  

It wasn 't dificuit. 1 needed guidance atjirst. O 

Dificuit. I felt rushed in the lab to complete a session. (J) 

Moteness than or same effectiveness as traditional methods for leiuning? 
- More. You don 't have the outward distractions - the other people around. Other 

people talking a lot distracts me. This way you can pose your own question when you 
want to and anyboày can m e r .  (C) 

- As gective. It's better not having to worry about getting ail the notes in class but 
not as good when you'd like to talk to a person. (E) 

- 1 think what would ben@ me more is if1 were actually in a class, or if it was a little 
more hands-on. (G) 

- For me, 1 like to interact more with other students. Although 1 don 't say much, 1 
enjoy listening to discussions. (H) 

- I think it depends on the leamer. (1) 

Any perceived benefits of delivering the workshop onIine? 
- 1)Acces.s to print and electronic fonnats 
- 2)That the course, kept truck of where I'd lefr off that fast time.(Althuugh, I'm not 

sure men a cornputer c m  rernember how long it is since 1 worked on this.) 
- 3)The little journal activities were neat. Kind of broke things up. 
- 4)Quick access to more in depth information 
- 5)Immediatefeedback to the little tests. 
- 6)l felt pretty embarmsed not fiishing the pre-test wishin the time allmved. But it 

was a somewhat private embatrassnent. I nucy have felt worse ifthis happened in a 
regular classroom 

- 7) Flexible timing is a ben@, so is uccess to you and the lab assistant. (A) 



You get to adjust to your own learning - there's no confomity. No maner how old 
you are, if it doesn't work right for you this way, you can always go back. You con 
send a question in and someone will help. It's not like you 're l e  to your own 
devices like in a lecture. My math teacher teaches 300 people. (C) 

It 's good for people to do at home: you can stop and start when yoti want to. ( E )  

Scheduling privacy, remnining anonymous -- it 's safer to be on my own. Availability 
for people who aren 't in the city. I think it would be usefiil men for grade 9/10 level 
students. (0 

It S one-on-one. More private. I think for someone with a phobia to get staned it 
would be better on a comptiter. (J) 

The content was well organized on the computer so that made it very easy to follow. 
Also. I felt comfortable being honest with the computer! ( P )  

Any perceived drawbach of delivenng the workshop online? 
I know myself well enough that I'd prefer a classroom setting. The social 
reinforcement would have kept me coming to class. (A) 

Nor really, cause y011 get what you put in. There 's less "screwing arotrnd". It was a 
sense of accomplishment, for me. (C)  

It 's good to have access to a person - via email AND on campus. ( E )  

A drawback was that there was no group to discuss issues as rhey came np and no 
feedback on any of the issues. it would be benefTcial to talk tu other people who may 
have the same feelings and amie fies as yourself: Finally if you were having a 
problem while doing the information on-fine there was no one there to help yori as 
there would have been ifit was done as more of a counseling group. ( F )  

It S faceless instruction so it 's easy to not go ifthere's no one to a m e r  to. I t  's  also 
hard for those without computers and a long commute to come in for an extra lab. 
(W 

I could see it being harder for people who might need the corneraderie and peer 
support of a live group; access to a computer is necessary, (1) 

At times the process seemed a little bit slow however, and it w u  dificult to see the 
results of my answers or receive much feedback. 'Iliis aspect made it less motivating. 
(Pl 

Initia1 reaction when discovered the workshop was to be delivered online 
- It didn 't bother me. I'm actually better with a computer than with people these days: 

there's not someone looking over your shoulder. (C) 

- 1 thoughr: "l've never done that before. Hopefully I'll be OK and not get contised. " 
It didn't really scare me cause I'm better with computers noiv, I wrote down the 
steps to get into the systern (E) 



- Computers scare me to death! (but 1 need to do this) ( H )  

- I wasfine with that. (I) 

- I was OK with it because 1 knew there was someone there to help. ( J )  

Any changes in that reaction over time - Pleasant surprises? Growing concems? 
Fmstrations/annoyances? Give specific examples if possible. 
- 1 hah ' t  done any online courses before. There was a lot of material: it should be 

split up more so you can do each session in one sitting. I'd also recommend to 
people to go bac& and do the links after the session. (C) 

- 1 needed help getting the microphone to work and it wasjiustrating losing stujf when 
I went to print sometimes. I wanted the solutions to the math skills test then. ( E )  

- Becartse 1 have always had dificulties with math, I know that I wasn 't 100% 
rnotivated. (G) 

- I wasn 't as bad at math as I thought. 1 was surprised at getting the hang of the 
computer without too much trouble. ( H )  

- 1 liked having the time to do it at my own Pace ut home but I found working on my 
own computerfnrstrating, especially for session 3. The screen was too small so 
when there was a lot of reading, I had to scroll. (I) 

Multimedia Presentation 

in terms of presentation, what was (personally) most beneficid? What was hindering? 
Audio, video, slide shows, interactive exercises 
- In the lab, some of the kids had the volume up pretîy loud. That meant when there 

was a sound byte? bite? in the course it was pretîy hard on the ears. Fomately, 
your !ab assistant was very quick at reading panicked faces and irrational use of the 
mouse. She came over to help show me how to tum the volume down. I don't know 
how that works. A waming to check the sound settings and how to get to that 
menddialogue box might have helped. (A) 

- Sometimes with the audio you lose your place and continuity in the session. But the 
iittle movie cuts - I could get right into those. They really brought a different thing 
into it. Like thejinger math: You think, "It's not just me ifthey brought that into a 
movie". ((2) 

- I pr#erred reading. The erercises were good; 1 wanted more of them. I liked hearing 
your (the cowtsellor's) voice talking: it was very calming. (E)  

- At first 1 wcrs worried about getting the audio and video to work but then I enjoyed it. 
(Hl 

- I remember what I heard more so the audiu gave two ways of remembering. 1 
couldn't get video at home. The exercises were very good (I) 



- The audio and video added to it. The aercises were fine. ( J )  

What was well done? overdone? / u? 
- For the most part it was al1 pretty good and well laid out. It was al1 put together 

really well and the excerpts were done weL1. (C) 

- The adding section seemed very long. (I) 

Communication Modes 

Which online cornmunication modes were not attem~ted - email to counseIlor, email to 
other participants, conferencing? If not, why not. 
- Ifsomeone emailed me, I'd feel uncornfortable. (C) 

- I read the stufffrom other people on the bulletin board but di& 't write to onyone. I 
wunted to get un with it. (E) 

- I wouldn't feel comfortable sending messages to the group. 1 like to listen to others. 1 
don 't talk much in class. (El) 

- Wriring ro the bulletin board felt like I was answering that person. I worildn 't have 
wanted tu email to another person - I'd just want it to be to the general group. (I) 

Which mode(s) preferred. Explain. 
- 1 prefer discussing face-to-face. It would be easier to write if we 'd metjrst and 

made eye conract: "1s this someone I can trust?" I like to feel I can let down rny 
guard a Little. It happens with ernail especially ofter time. I like to feel like I'm 
writing a letter to a fkiend then it'sjùn without worrying about spelling or sounding 
w i t ~ .  (E) 

- I liked reading the bulletin board i would have iiked more. (I) 

- I didn 't try them -- not knowing what ro do, I was aflaid of doing it wrong. I grtess I 
didn't really want to. 1 take a while to warm up. It's the same in clan. (J) 

Contact with counsellor (Satisfyùig? Frustrating? Needed more? Change over time?) 
- 1 could get a hold of you whenever 1 needed you. For me, 1 have to have 3 ways of 

doing something or it's not going to happen.(C) 

- The right amount. (E) 

- It wasfine. 1 felr comfortable writing because 1 know you. (H) 

- You were avuilable when I needed anything. (1) 

- 1 needed mare sometimes, like when I was trying to do the exercises. Sumetimes I 
wanted to talk @er or during a session. (J) 



Contact with other EOUD rnembers (Satisfying? Frustrating? Needed more? Change 
over time?) 

- Afier the fSrst session it was easier to go in on my own. ifthey needed help, it 
wouldn 't intempt me. (C) 

- It never even entered my mind. 1 didn 't have a lot of time on my ha&. (E)  

- It wasfine having fav people in my lab time, It's nice not to be warched 1 really 
enjoyed working with Karla (the research assistant). ( H )  

- 1 thought near the end of having one [ive group session -- it would be near to meet 
for coffee. (I) 

- It would have been good to hearfrom the others. 1 didn't feel comfortable talking. 
(JI 

Other workshoo features (features you would like to have seen in the workshop that were 
not available? - e.g., chat?) 
- No. That jiist distractsfrom what you're doing. With people that have never used it, 

that would become the focus. (C) 

- For this, because it's like a leaming thing, I wouldfind it distracting. ( E )  

- Not in this course. In this case l prefer the bulletin board. I want to reflectfirst, then 
respond. (1) 

Recommendations 

Recommendations for change - what should be kept the same; what should be changed 
to increase ieaming and enjoyment. (More of .... Less of . . ..) 
- It would be good to be able to tefer to something to answer the math questions. Like 

a reference guide for the geometry part becatue it 's  hard to remernber the formulas. 
(BI 

- Not really. 1 really enjoyed it because I felt like I accomplished something.(C) 

- Las  of the linle glitches like losing what you've written, It wus done in manageable 
chunks - nicely set out (fior me). (E)  

- An index ut the top of the page would be helpful. Letting people know to feel free to 
jump back and forth and recommend areas to go to first. (1) 

- One thing I thought was maybe the RA could get to know the students first. She also 
truined us on the cornputer and said the name of the workshop in fiont of everyone in 
the [ab. lt would heip tu have some written instructions to use each time. (I) 

How would you recommend that the sife/workshop could best be used by individual 
students or others? 
- Well, i'd promote it to Faculty of Education Grad Studènt advisors. m e r  it as a pre- 

requisite or 'kateway" course, outside the facuity as well. I used to hear discouraged 



undergrads talking about stats on the LRT. I di& 't have enough howledge going in. 
My inshuctor said 1 had d e  concepts, it was jwî rny math that was the problem. 
T u m  out he was right about the math anyway. Faculry of Arts stats courses would 
probably be happy to see this. Oh, do math majors in elementary and secondary ed 
s t d j  the same research? Do a guest lecture there, Lots of teachers end up teaching 
subjects they didn 't major in, (A) 

- I printed off a lot of the pages and I'm going to get a binder. ( E )  

- 1 think that the worhhup online is an excellent tool that should continue to be used to 
give the counsellor background information. But I do feeI that it shorild be used with 
a persona1 counselling session as well. A b l ed  of the two counselling aspects would 
keep iip motivation and give more of chunce to discuss results ami feelings/ 
observations. ( P )  

Scheduling; recomrnendations? 
- It was really comforting for other coursework tu have uther grad students in the lab. 

1 diàn't have a good home cornputer then. (A) 

- I found it easier to get to ut home so I'd say, try to ofer it that way $possible. But I 
know some people need to have a set class to go to, to keep on schedule. Maybe the 
best way tu use it would be to have a regular drop-in class with a reference person so 
people could come in ifthey hud trouble motivating themselves at home or needed 
help in certain areas. ( B )  

- I liked the options. (C) 

- As for the scheduling options I felt that there was ample opportunity to go in and 
work The times were easy to work around. ( F )  

- Having the option of completing the workshop via ernail is a terriflc soltition to deal 
with scheduling problems. men, briefdiscussion meetings could be scheduled for 
one or a small group after the person has completed one or two major segments. The 
meeting could be as briefas 15 - 30 minutes if the person was getting what they 
neededfrom the workshop. (P)  

Com@son to Live Worksho~s 

Ever attended a live counselling workshop? How does the online workshop compare - 
maior di fferences and similari ties. Preference? 
- I attended Al-Anon for teeris and a group for depression. This would be similar if it 

was longer cause you could get to know the others. 1 preferred this (the online 
workshop): if's more one-on-one. I don 't think you feel like you 're on the spot. 
You 'rejkee - ifyou want to a m e r  you can but you don 't have to. They say ifyou 
don 't, you 're not muking progress. Some of those groups are extremely defiaring. 
(C) 

- The main dgerence is that in a live group you don? take the responsibility as much. 
You can be a passive leamer. Here the onus is on you -- you take the time to think 
about your responses. In a live group the discussion would be good but scheduling 
would be d@cult especially if it was over ond above the regular course toad (1) 



Need for Further Counsellinq 

I have to convert some decimals to percentages to meet a deadline. Anyway* not 
knowing this is lack of awareness of rules and conventions not rny inferioriry. I just 
shut that kind of thinking down once it starts and accept that I have not finished that 
module ... but it is there for me. I think it would be unkind to put myselfthrottgh 
statistics without the kind of course you are oflering here. I know that I don? look at 
math, at nurnbers with the insight that people dealing with stars everyday do. That's a 
goal, I guess for the fuhtre. But, I put it down to the difference in 'humeracy" and 
know it is a matter of experience? hard work and KIND TEACHERS like you! So, I'm 
not brillianr yet. But I am more empowered and more convinced that I can acquire 
that knowledge. I wish you could share this with ail math teachers. What a concept. 
Wete covered how people leam to write quite well. Now people are interested in 
how students learn math! Interesting that more than half the sohition is a qrialitative 
one. (A) 

- I also need to reviav the higher sr@- to really go over the main concepts. Other 
than that, t *m O K. (C) 

- I still need help with learning higher math - to know the formulas to solve problems. 
(El 

- As I am now entering (and in my practicum) Ifind that I still have some issues and 
anxieîy about teaching math. I think that my main problem is not that t do not 
understand the rnaterial but that I am unsure of how to make the lessons fun and 
interesting when I do notfTnd the subjectfun. I would really like to make math fun 
and su that fewer students end up with the anriety that I have. I was wondering ifyort 
could suggest sorne ways that I could make my lessons more fun and interestirtg. 
Along with this any books or resources that I could use to guide me in that direction? 
(FI 

- I'm going to practice a bit first, then go to A VC for an assessment. t just need to 
remember that I do know some of this - it 's just a matter of practicing. I've 
developed a really bad habit o f B a y  headedness over anything with numbers. I need 
to think "you know this". I redize I jus have to practice and be more mare of 
rnoney everyday. (J) 

- Since I didn't go on with the counselling, or do much with math since this summer, I 
still panic in the face of a nurnber problem. I caught myselfdoing it this weekend at 
a restuurant. The only difference made is this; 1 tell myselfnow, "it's OK at least you 
know you do it", iwtead oJ "how embcrrrassing, 1 can't even deal with the bill!" 
From this change in attitude, sometimes, 1 am calm enough to figure out the math. I 
beiieve that this minor but helpfitl change has corne fiom the awareness gainedfrom 
the workshop and the research. (P)  




